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of beel?”

cents a

pound,”

was

the

journal

He give* the follow-

the New York Herald.

account of a ball in Salt Lake City
“December 22. In Salt Lake City attended
the annual ball given by Brigham Young to
the members of the Assembly and Council,
city officials the church officer*, including
the twelve apostles, bishops, elders, teacher*
and brothers, myself being the only Gentile
present. About two hundred couples were
present. The ball went off elegantly, a fine
band of music, ladies well dressed, and everything arranged according to the highest scale
of the fashionable code regulating such entertainments. The ball room was spacious, and
also the supper soom adjoining.
Prayers
were uttered previous to partaking the feast,
which was one creditable to the gastronomic
tastes of those concerned.
The' entertainments of the evening were diversified
by music upon a grand piano, one of

Brigham
Young’s numerous daughters officiating at the
instrument, accompanied by two of her sisters in vocal music.
Brigham Young had
twenty-three of his wives present, to all of
whom I was introduced, and danced with six

different ones. The ladies were all cheerful
and happy, their religious zeal apparently
making them unconscious of the Decuiiarity
of their domestic situation. During the eve-

ning Brigham requested ail his wives and
daughters, sons-in-law and sons, with their
nnmerons wives and daughters, to occupy
seats at one long table, in order, as he remarked, that Mr. L- could see what a
large and happy family he had. I looked,
bowed and blushed. Brigham is a hale, hearty,
gay old gentleman, sixty-four years old, and
apparently has many years and a long line of
progeny still before him.”

A Bit of Advice Abont Domestic Economy.
The Brooklyn Daily Union furnishes the
following:
Happening at a butcher’s stall, a customer
came to make a purchase.
“What do you ask for a good baking piece
“Thirty-eight
ply.

A Ball in Salt Lake City.—Mr. WarLeland, of the New York Metropolitan
Hotel, has made a journey to the Pacific and
is published In full In
back, and his

re-

‘‘Cut me off eleven pounds,” said the custo“I’ll come in bhortly and settle for it.”
And he went on an errand.
Alter the beef was weighed and “trimmed,”
I said to my frie-id, tho provision dealer:
“I wish to know, just for tho cariosity of
the thing, how much that plecq of beef has
lost in ‘trimming.’
“Very well,” replied he, weighing it. “There
mer.

pounds

nine

The Philanthropist rig hs over the fearful list ol
hum'in woes, incurable diseases, and premature
deaths, which have bron caused by inhaling the
films s of Phosphorus and 8u1phur In the manufacture of common Lucifer or Friction Matches.
The
most ghastly ot these diseases is ITecrotis, the deof
the
lower
boue.
oay
Thirteen oi these oases,
Jaw
mostly yonsg women, have been treated in the New
York hospitals, within a lew months, what then
most be the aggregate o; human suffaringfromthese
onuses.

obtained clear of bone, for twelve or fourteen
cents per pound. This is her recipe for cook(nn

thick slice of steak, no matter how
tough, of about two pounds weight; make
two gills of stuffing, oi crumbs of bread, pepper, powdered clove, or sweet inajorum,
you choose; roll the dressing up in the steak;
wind a piece of twine around it, taking care
to secure the ends. Have ready a kettle or
deep stew-pan, with a slice or two of pork,
fried crispy. Take out the pork and lay in
the steak, and turn it on every side until
brown. Put in half a pint of water, a little
salt, cover closely, boil slowly two hours.
Add more water after a while, if it becomes
too dry. Some persons like the addition of
chopped onions; half a small one is enough.
When nearly done, add halt a gilt of catsnp,
if you love it.
When you take op the meat, nrtwifld (he
string carefully, so as not to unroll it. Lay
it in a fricasee dish, thicken the gravy, if not
thick enough already, and pour over the
meat. Cut the meat iu slices through the
roll. The toughest meat is made tender and
nutritious iu this way, and it is equally nice
heated over and served the next day.
A leg of lamb, or a small leg of
mutton,
cooked one hour longer in the same manner,

makes

a

good dish.

a

Singular Cbincidance.
The circumstances attending the tragic
death of the rebel General (Bishop) Leonidas
Polk, find a singular coincidence in the fate
of Marshal Moreau, once one of Napoleon’s
ablest officers, but a traitor to his country after the banishment to Elba.
It is said at the battle in which Leonidas
Polk was killed, General Sherman, espying a
group of rebel officers upon a neighboring eminence

engaged

in

scanning

their field glasses, called

Humanity Drops a Tear

The

Picture is Incomplete,

dark as it is, without reference to the annual loss oi
valuable property, which may safely be stated at
millions of dollars.
Bead the daily j ournals, or enquire of any Insurance Company, lor a verification of this statement.

FIRE

WE

MUST

HAVE.

and the Luoifer Watch, dangerousaeit is, has been
regarded as a verv grea> oonvience, when contrasted with the primitive mode* of ignition, the rubbing of dry stioks together, or even the still more
uselul advanoe upon hat mode, the old fkshioned

and, pointing toward this
few shells to be thrown in that direction. In
obedience to this order, a tew projectiles were
Immediately fired into this group,—one of
which was seen to burst, and strike one of the
number. It subsequently appeared that Gen.
Polk was a victim to his own temerity by venturing within range of our artillery.
Moreau fell at the battle of Dresden, in Au-

gust 1813, under peculiar circumstances. He
had just relumed from the United States, and
at the solicitation of the Emperor Alexander,
consented to take up arms against his own
country, Ney and Murat had each gained
the rear ot the Austrian column, on both
flanks, and with their famous cavalry, charged the enemy's line so successfully as to determine the victory.
About noon, on the last day of the fight,
Napoleon noticed a group of officers on an
eminence hulf a mile distant. Supposing they
were watching his maniBuuvres, he called a
captain of artillery, and, pointing to them
said:
“Throw a dozen bullets in that group—perhaps there are some little Generals in it!”—
The officer obeyed, and it was immediately
seen to produce some agitation.
One of the
balls struck Moreau’s leg, cutting it off below
the knee, prssed through his horse, and carried away his other leg. It was not known
who was the victim until the advance guard,

pursuing the enemy, came upon a little
spaniel, roaming over the field, moaning piteously for its master. Around its neck was a
collar engraved with the words, “I belong to

iu

Gen. Moreau!”
So perished these two general officers under
circumstances almost parallel—both in rebellion ag&iust their eonntry, and seeking its
overthrow. [NashrUnion.
Family Chang es.—The history of families
is olteu more interesting than the annals of
States. The changes, the adversities that befall even tbe most estimable of families, are often full enough of painful interest, to awaken
a degree ot sympathy which larger stories
would fail to excite. When one recalls the
families he has known for years he can usually
find one or more to illustrate the remark; one
or more whose history Is saddeued by painful
memories ot chauge, decline and accumulated

family

green,
whose
whose
condition was reputed prosperous and happy ?
Where now are the pareuts who looked s o
happy, surrounded by their children ? Where
is the fair-headed girl whose laugh was music,
and whobe countenance was wreathed with
beams of hope and joy ? Where is the lad who
helped us on our lessons, or who timidly
sought our protection because he was weaker
than we? Where are all those who lormed
the troop of our village friends and acquain
tances ? AU is changed. The very dwelllui
whose aspects were as familiar as the (aces o
friends, is changed or entirely removed. Thos<
parents havo been slumbering in the church
yard for many years. The fair-haired girl be
came a bride, teste.d the bitterness of an un
happy union, faded and died. Our schoolmates, our village companions grown np, pursued their various preferences and ambitions

scattered along diverging paths,

some suc-

ceeding, others failing, and all removed beyond the pale of companionship and love
Some we hear of no more, while others are re
membered as victims ot poverty and sorrow
How seldom do those of us who start forward
in life together keep company along life’i
pathway and tranquilly lie down together ii
the grave at its close! And few of us nee< I
look beyond the families of our earliest ac
quaintance for histories full of chauge melan

choly

Incidents and memories.

a

fork’s head, partly colored, in a ease lined with
PStrple and while. The finder will be suitably reward. d on leaving it at Haunts’, oppofite the P.
a

Nos. 112 & .114 Broadway.

SCANDINAVIAN

CHEMIST.

who has produced, to bless mankind, the long-looked for Alohemy, and if it is true that he who makes
two blades of grass grow where but one grow before, is a public beneiac‘or, wi’l not the meed of a
world's gratitude ba awarded to him wlldfce persevering efforts have resulted in producing okemlbll
combinations, the practical application of which in
daily use will be the annual saving of thousands ol
lives and millions of treasure.
A MATCH
all will admit, is

the

qualities

No

of

INODOROUS AND SAFE,
a valuable discovery, and those are

the new match.

Sulphur

or

PEOPLE

OF

AMERICA

may share with thore of Europe the blessings of this
invention, arrangements have been made for the
working of the patent here, and an association
formed under the name of

The Universal
who

now

Safety Match Co.,

offer to citizens of the United States

A Domestic Match, Inodorous and Safe,
AND NOB

OUTDOOB

Oedar Poles Wanted.

A Safety Flaming Fuse

or

I

Paid losses by death,
Paid on acoouni ot deposit for minors, sundry
anoouute uuietti d Deo.

31,1863,

and

*316,260

Wanted

dividends,

8,494 68

48,261

JWILL

169,267 88
20,288 73

Physicians' lees,
taxes. Internal Rev-

A

the

description

to

o., stating
deo»1wU

P.

ity, price No., tor three weeks.

A Perfect Cure

DR. R. GOODALE’S
CATARRH REMEDY,
ABD MODE

ON TRBATMBMT

F O U N D.
an

t VO., have a good assortment at ■hlr>
prioes, 118 Exehaagestreet.
decltdtf

Wanted,

as
or as a

■

IS

2 872 63

taffi?”6'

*>

106,624 91

Balance Sheet ot the Company, January
1865.

S3,668,756 55
Follows:

forever.

It removes all the wretched symptoms of this
lca'hsome milady, and aver * consumption.
It cleans the head, deodorises the breath, and affords the most grateful relief.
It alleviates more agony and silent suffering than

tell.
Ic is noted jor curing the most hopeless cates,
that every known moans failed in.
It cures Hay, Ilose and Periodic Catarrh, of the
most obstinate and violent typpfc.
No form of Catarrh or noise in the head can resist
its penetrating power
l)r. Goodale has now spent a lifetime
battling
with this fell disease. His triumph is complete.
Dr. Goodale*s Catarrh Remedy is a harmless
liquid, inhaled from the palm ofihe hand
Dr. R. Goodale is known throughout th* country,
as the anchor of the onlv True Theory of Catarrh
Where its Origin—What its Ravaever publi-hed.
ges—Mode of Treatment—and Rapid Cure in all its
can

forms.

2,182,966

Catarbu should be
bo obtained at onr nearpostage stamp to onr ol-

office.
NORTON & Co., Solo Agents. 76 Bleeoker street.

Only

23 Cents

june2 64 dly

Bottle.

a

REYNOLD'S CRINOLA
FOR THIS

HAIR!
It U

highly perfumed—make, the hafr dark,
and bhautiful, disposing it to remain in any desired position.
Stops the Heir from
Falling Oat—promotes its growth and keeps the
cool.
and
clean
soalp
Nortok k Co., Sole Agents,
75 Bleeoker et., N. T.
Sold by II. H. Hay k Co, Fortland, Me.

bo ft, g lobby

june2 64 dlw

CAVALRY

HORSES
arc

worth.

service,

and

Every aiteniion
guests.

» v
and all the r-.ii

con

ofl,

St., Opp. Lawyer jfail..

pa / what thej

Bridgton, Tuesday, February 7th,
Norway, Wednesday, February 8th
Buckfield, Thursday, February 9tb.
At Lewiston, Friday, February 10th.

At
At
At

Hrrses must ho irom 16 to J6 hand a high; fron
5 to 9 years old, and in good flesh.
S. E SAVAGE.
1
leb8dtd
Augusta, Feb 2,1865,

FOREST AVENUE

WINSLOW &

103 Tons

Crop Clayed

Molasses.

___Juneltf
8. G. HUSKIES, M. D.,

SURGEON &

Board at United States Hotel.

THO.S. ASENCIO & CO.,

novlB

House Wharf.

Free

THAYER, Proprietors.

is
and Pleasureto
the
oomgiven

open for the

reoeption of Company
Parties. Every attention will be
fort of (meats.
orrrhe Cars from Portland every half honr.
WIH8LOVT fc THAYEE.
Westbrook, Oot. 10—dtf

Company

Sewing Machine,

all the reoent Improvements, possesses
points of exoellenee and aoknowledged merit
which plsoe it far in advanoe ol any other Machine
now in nse. While many other good Maohines have
been offered to the public, we have long felt the necessity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of Family Sewing, as well as Heavy
Tailoring and Leather Work; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesitatingly claim to be the best Sewing Machine in the
world, and we Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thev have been tried and improved by eleven years of practical experienee and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part is made of the beet
material, nlcelv adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines oan be seen at the

WITH

40.

Sales Boom, 1ST 1-2 Biddle St.,

Soldiers in Southern

Prisons.

PERSONS

Where Machine Findings of all kinds are constantly
of all kinds repaired in the beet
experienced workmen.
Instructions given on ell kinds of Maohines. All
kinds of Maobines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also Maohines to let by the week or month.

Machines
on hand.
manner by

Weed

directions below.

Barrel be properly strapped, the
name ot the Person, Rank, Regiment, Company and
Prison, end the contents marked on eaoh, plain.
"Perishable Food should not ee Bent."
Send to my ears at Portland, and it will be forwarded a- onoe to the Agent of the Sanitary Commission at the nearest point where the men are eonGEO. R. DAVIS, State Agent,
lined.
Portland.
Jan 21 dlOd

JUST RECEIVED!!
NICK lot of New Buckwheat, Graham
A
Flock, Oatmeal, Bor Yeast Cakes, and
for sale
by
DAN FORTH & CLIFFORD,
8

Lime street.

Aid for the National Freedmen.
has been made by which all
contributions for the National Freedman's Relief Association will be forwarded promptly, with
out expense, to Now York. Commodities s' onla b«
securely packed, and direoted to C. C. Leigh, Nos
1 ft 8 Meicer street, New fork. Care of George R

ARRANGEMENT

Davis. Portland, Maine.
Contributions in Money to Eben Steele, Ksq., Port■and. Me.
WM. GEO. HAWKINS,
See’y of Ex. Comm, of N. F. R. Association,
January 2d, 1865.
janSdSm

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership nnder the name and style of FLING k
WHI Tl'EMORE, and have taken the store lormerh
ocoupied by Gen y Fling,a No. 91 Commercial street
Commission and Whole
where they intend doing
sole business in Teas, Tobacco, W. I. Goods, Gro

THE

oeriesand Provisions.
HENRY FLING,
STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.
Portland. J nly 8,1864.dtt

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing under th<
firm name oi Davis ft Cloyes Brothers, is thit
by mutual consent.

Davis,
F H Cloyes,
G. H. Cloyes.

Sewing Machine

Co.,

Wo. 187 1-2 Middle Stroet, Portland.

or

ooQ4O. W, ROBINSON, Agent.

Francisco.

San

The Clipper Barque “Oakaahd,” 700
tons,!' Batchelder, Commander, having most of her cargo engaged, will
hare quiok dispatch.
For freight apply to the Captain on Boird, or
SAMUEL MEEBITT,

rFor
Bath, J

l

.

an

Sagadahook House.
jau24d4w*

17,1866.

United States of America, I
District of Maine, ss.
j
RSUANT to Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge of the United States District Court,
within and for the Distriot of Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Libe s have been
filed in said Court, viz:—
A Libel against the Brig Charles Wesley,
seized by the Colleoter ol the Distriot of Fori land
and Fa’month on the twen.y seventh
day of January instant, at Portland in said District
A Libel against One Barrel and Tnn Demijohns of Santa Cauz Rum, seized
by the Co'lcc'or
of the District of Portland and Falmouth on the
twenty‘8AveDth day of January instant, at Portland
in said District.
^A Libel against One Barrel of Sugar and
Three Barrels of Molasses, seizea
by the Collector of the Distr-ot oi Portland and Falmouth, on
the twenty first day of
at PortJanuary,
instant,
land, m said District.
zuJes were for breaches of the laws of
the United States, as is more
particularly set forth
in said Lb els; that a hearing and trial will be bed
thereon, at Portland, in said District, on the Second
Tuesday of February next, where any persons interested therein may appear, and show oacsp, if any
can be shown, wherefo e the same should not be decreed forft-it, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland this thirty flret day of January, 1866.
F. A. QUINBY, U. 8. Dept. Marshal,
Jnn8ldl4d.
District of Maine.

Pi

TO FURNITURE DEALERS!

Spring-Bed Bottom*!

AND FOLDING

A Card.

iieft. Ikueoek.

One, Two

OOTS.

-A HD

ALL KINDS OF IRON BEDSTEADS
oheaper or better In the market. Tbe best

NONE
materiel* and the most

skillful workmen characterise Tuoker's Establishment
Address Hiram Tuoker, 117 and 11» Court at.,
Boston.
novlddtf

or

Three Tears!

E VER Y VETERAN WILL RECEIVE

A

Special Bounty*
—

OP

NOTICE.
ac

oompanied with Invoices of value for

the Unitec
JOHN FORTEOUS,

Agent.

BOULDERS

LOCAL

ffcbldlw

BOLTS of “David Corsar & Son’s" Leith,
a Bail-cloth of superior
quality, just redirect irom Liverpool, and for sale by
MotflLVEEY, RYAN A DAVIS,
Sept 24th—dtf
161 Commercial St.

ceived

Treenails.
0A*

100,000JKS*
SIHONTON
Portland, Jnno 18,1SC4.

&

18

C.

TOWN,
Maixu,

for at

THE

Bath,

No.

1

Tower Baildings

HW:
Nor 11—d6m*

POOL,

North,

Be

And

TIoTbEST

!

CO.,

vers

E.

THE EMPIRE!
Which has proved itself to be the best suited to all
kinds of work of any

now

in

It is pronounced by the most profound expert t to
be

K.

Jnnsldtf

WILL

LEMONT,

and made to

hand

MA»U»A0TTJB1U»

ITS

POBTLAHD,

MB.

SILVER

ini

ouh

know they

FALL AND WINTER.

CLOTHING!
A

are

CO.,

58 and 80 Middle St., Portland Me.,
General State Agents.

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OR

Fall and Winter'

Clothing!

Men

and

May be found

-A..

ML.

Boys

Oray Hair Bestored to its Original Color.

SlUCITFI’S,

No. 171 Fore Street.
Alto a fine .took of Clotbs, auoh
American Moscow and Castor

Beavers,

aa

Cassimeres &

German and

Doeskins,

REGENERATOR!

Undercoats,

Pants, Vests,

Sept 20—dtf

ABIEL M. SMITH, in Fore St.

Leave Yonr Demands for Collect.oc
At B D. VERRILL'S
LAW AND COLLECTION
OFFICE,
janl8t;

Board.
GENTLEMAN and lady, or three gentlemen

be accommodated with board with pleas
rooms, at 21 Free street.
janfdSw-

®ootoh

of the above
suits of

Canvas,

Bath, He.

200KsaSTgSm-)

Company,

short notioe and delivered at any port
required.
MoUILVERY, RYAN k DAVXB.
eept 5.-—atf

MTT.T^

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

J.

JrTa.

Gr

1ST T

Wholesale Dealer in ali kinds of

sjsaawiSS^j

.

neMdll

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
Foree

Pumps

,

Coffee and Bploes put up *>r the trade, with an>
address, in all variety ei peonages, and warrantee
as representod.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at ehor
notioe.
EETm A11 goods entrusted at the owner'# risk.

ClVEE V desoripUen of Wstsr Flxtares tor DviP
tins House., Hotels, Psbllo Buildings, Shops.

p

“d

1«

to J. P. Libby,
Manufaoturer of

ths best manner, aad all

J. T. Lewie <&>

Go.,

Manufacturer* sad Wholesale Dealers la

READY-MADE CLOTHING
AND

FURNISHING GOODS,
Wot. l«dl Tree Street Mm*
(Oror H. i. Ubby a Co.,)

POKTLAHD, KB.
5: P. Lewis!
__lylldt)

TRUNKS, VALI8R&,
AMS

Traveling Bags

I

Manufactured aad lbr sale

WHOLESALE

DURAN
HO.

and

RETAIL

Sc BRACKETT.
MIDDLE STREET.

165

All orders in the oity or from the
oonntry prompt*
ly
MptSSdti

fl**™*-_

Randall,

Buncos sor

Cloieti,

Warm, Cold aad Shower bulk), Wash
Bowie, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

__marehlOdtf

Carriage Manufactory.

|

and Water

NO. 194 EXCHANGE
STREHA',
PORTLAND, 1U.

Oumbtr,

COFFEE, 8PICE8,

F. H.

,

Art~

PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.

CARRIAGES, THIS Company
tune Policies tab* free a/Ur
ayment of six, eight
Premiums
will

PERUVIAI HAIR REGENERATOR

the i

AWD

SLEIGHS,
No> 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

PERUVIAN HAIR REGENERATOR

The latest styles of oarriage* and sleighs constantly on hand, ami m&de to order.
The new and elegant ‘M n tor" sleigrhs are now
on exhibition, add those
wishing to put-chaae are invited to cel) and examine.

Is the most pexfeot Hair Kenewer in use.
Everybody should use Peruvian Hair Beornerator. Beware of Imitations ! Cali for Peruvi-

Ha r Regenerator a ad receive no other.
Jones & Kay wholesale agents, 170 Washington st,
Boston; Also Weeks & Potter, Carter, Ru-t tb Co
and others. At wholesale by Sheppard & Co. Portland. At retail L. C. Gilson. 14 Market Square,
Short & Waterhouse, oor Congress f Middle st.(
Crossman & Co., and J. ii. Lunt,and dealers genernov 24—dim*
ally.

an

Canal

33

a n

Is..

Government 7 3*10 Loan.
This Bank is prepared to receive subscriptions to
the new 7 3-19 loan in sun s of $59 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
15th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are oonvertable at the end of three
years into speoio paying 6 per cent. 5-30 bonds.
One-eighth per cent, will be allowed on all amounts
of $t)00 and over.
B. C. SOHERBY,
Portland
dtf
Cashier.
ng. 1,1864.

News-paper Correspondence.
ex-editor of this oity, heretenders hi-) eer7ioes, for
THEbvundersigned,
reasonable
t the
of
an

com-

pensation,
publishers
any news journals
York or elsewhere who
Maine, in Boston, in
would like to enjoy the ready uorresponuence of an
experienced writer and journalist at the Capital of
this State. He flatttrs hiruse f tiiat his acquaintance
with the local t.aneaolions and the public measures
a d the public men of the8tatftand O
un.ry, an well
aa his long experience in typographical amt editorial labors, give him an advantage in this respect
which few others possess He knows bow to write
‘•copy" ior the printer that will xequire no revision
after it passes out of his hard*.
Ho is also a good
and expeditious 4 proof" reader, and is
willing to
with
who
anv
engage
may desire his serpaDlishor
or

abroad,

in tvat

WILLIAM A. DREW.
Ian5dtf

DR. JONATHAN MOOR’S

Life,

the Throat and 1 ungs, aod it work, like a chnru, i ■
quiejng children wu**nteething. fry it. Prepared
E. E, UAVWalll), Hadley Mass.
by
W. Phillips A Co., Agents.
jar l8dood5w

has
Mr.
®r*“iw
buildDavid kobiuson will be
ing will bo built to suit tho occupant. This i, a very
desirable locality >or a Stable keeper, or that ql almost any other uusioess, and a long lease wfH be
given, if desired. Pie seapDlvto
EDWARD N OTTER, 92 Middle st.
jan24eod3w
street, whioh
of lee by

Icb House
Center
THE
b
30 year, for the slorsgs
letae it is

Box

subscriber having purchased th* Stook of
Cok! and Wood, ana taken the stand recently
occup led by Mossrs. Satoyer f Whitney, hoad of
Maim Wl.arf, are now prepared to supply theli
former patrons and the public generally, with a

THE

fine aosortnent of

WALL PICKED AND BCBNRNMD
Old Company Lehigh,
Sugar Loaf Lehigh,

Hazeltou Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.

Manufactory.

making, and are

to

our

log

mercial

streets.

oan

feb7,odlm

WINSLOW,

DOTEN & Co.

ADWABDSMAW, Scoy,

The Cabinet

Organs

MASON & HAMLIN

Are the beet instruments of their elass ia th* world.
Nearly all the most promtasa< artiste ia the senate/
hare given written testimony to this efffect, and theta
Instruments are in oonstunt use ia the ooaoerte of
the most distinguished artiste—as GetteehaJk aad
others—as well ss ia the jpjraa in the priaoipal oitits, whenever saoh iustrumente are required. Pries
•86 to 9500 each. Thsas instruments may ho found
at the Music Bootes of the subscriber, whara they
7
will bosold at the manufacturers’ prises.
H. 8. EDWARDS.
Ho.(49* Stewart’s Blook, Congress Bt.

aprlFdtf

JohVa,
White and Red

Ash,

ECONOMYJS WEALTH.

Diamond and Lorberry,
Together with the beet quality of

Cumberland

Coal J

A Superior Coal for Blacksmiths.

Stars!

Also,

and

Soft

Wood.

Delive red to order in any part of tbe oity.
The former onstomers of Messrs. Sawyer ft Whitney are respectfully Invited to give us a call.
RANDALL, MoALLISTER ft CO.
Portland. June 13.1SRS—dly

C*eorge

Darling,

COMMISSION
And

Curer of Extra
Railroad Hotel

Campus Martius,

TtaVSSS-t&T?^7
o» araaT

Family Hama,

J. B. STOBT, No.U Kxohaage Bt.

Ang87—dtf_
HATCH & FROST,

Produce Dealer*,
No. 16 Lime Street.

PORTLMD. MEL
The highest market prloespaid for predate o* sl<

kinds. Consignments aoiioitou.
Deo. 1—Son d

Detroit, Mich.

JOSIAH HEALD.

B]Particular attention paid to the purchase
ofHogs Flour, tallow. Grata, Ac.,So forth. Kas
market, nud would respetiully refer to, as referN.

First *Vfonal Bank of Detroit.
F. Freau n & Co bankers, Detroit.
Mooic. Foote it Co., Merchants, Detroit,
L. P.
R R. Co.. Detroit,
Knight, Esq M.
".right & Boebe Com. Meroht* Chicago. 111.
qeo29
Riniror Courier copy.

i8m_

Skates I Skates 1
Skates, Gents. Skates, Boys’ Skates,
Norwich flipper Skates, Blondm Skates,

LADIES’

Douglas’s

Pat. Ankle Support Skates,

WILLIAM’S A MORSE SKATES,
And

othorcelebrated Makers.
o

strap*.

THE LAHOBST1 ASSORTMENT
SKATES, and at as LOW PRICKS, to be
found in the city.
Please call and examine before’purchaeing.
Nov. 1—evdtf CD AS. DAY, Jr., 114 Kiddie St.
of

Daeoaimoa,

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES
So that Money oan he Sated is these War
limes.

Dealer,

Buildings,

tafcn“ “•t,UBd*

Repair Gentlemens’ Garments

MERCHANT,

Pork Packer & Provision

SIsln t

pr pared
make,
tPoodenBoM* of aa kind.at
Steam PlanWE
Mid", mot of Cross, between Pore and Comsre

Feb.Id—dfcwtf

MAD* EXCLUSIVELY BT

Coni and Wood)

Ice House to JLet.
on

dispatch.

enoes,

EXCELLENT MEDICINE. ItcnresCongbs,
Colds and Whooping Cough, and ill diseases ol'

at

Offloo No. 108 Middle Street.
CHARLB8 BOLDIN, Pro*,

dhntint,

ern

AN

en u-e 1

done with neatness and

nov4dtf

capacity.

Augusta, Jan’y 2, 1865.

Essence of

Repairing

ten

or

option of the insured, and at rales a* low a* nay
other Company The issne of Free Policies readers
it at leas equal If not superior to the
partlelpaUoa
Companies,

the

Aots open the secretions of the scarf skin of the
soalp,giving life to the roots oi the hair and preventing it from falling off.

And Furnishing Goods,
All »f which win be sold low for Cash, at the old
stand of Lewis A Smith.

Copper Comp'y.

to

Will surely remove 8oua», DAimnurv, and owe
all humors of tho scalp.

IS

Beady-Made Overcoats,

Silver

at

PERUVIAN HAIR REGENERATOR

We would inform our firiends and the public that
we intend to
keep the best tho market aflords, and
oan sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
lit at all times. Wo would also call attention to our

nioo Custom

Old

New Cor., and Spies Mills, 12 and U Union street,
Portland, Ms.

HAIR

vices at home

Nice Custom Work.

eepOBtl

Sslwratui A Clean Tartar,

PE R U VIA N

in

at

Hanuibotires to order and la the beet
manner, MA
Hary and Navy Uniforms, end Boys Gat-

MAM* 09

Bolt Copper, Bolt YeUow Metal,
Spikes, Nails, fe.,

Greatest Wonder of the Age.

a

For

Re-finishing

GRAKT’S COFFEE A SPICK

Nov 17—d‘lm

&c Draper,
EXCHANGE ST.,

Yellow Metal & Copper Sheathing,

the thing to long sought lor.

STOKER &

and

undersigned, agents
THE prepared
furnish

UMinmin departments

Reeves,

PLUMBER!

WARE,

Ware-__sugtdgm

New Bedford

CLOTHING

«. Is.

Alexander D.

OF

All kinds of Ware, snob as
Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, kb., plated ia the
best

Daily

Ho.l* Union Street.'

s

Dellmredia Portlander Timer
Bath, AprilK.1M.

aaa Congress St., Opp. Court House,
Portland, Me.

Also, tiepairing

Rooflng

FOB WLAT BOOra.

Tailor

Plater,

AUD MAHUFAOTUnUK

them

Using

are

And

•

Sleighs,

PEARSON,

Silver

SUPERIORITY.

-Aim—.

JAMES T. PATTEN A GO*.

OS

and

Prohle street, (Hear Preble House,)

PERSON

COMPOtITlOl,

—FOB a a m ax—

Juneltf

SATISFY

IDIPOKVED

WATRR-PROOF

Gravel

98

P. Kill BALL,

M.

AND

Portland, Me.

Carriages

Tlijis Machine,

We

WARREM’S
FIRE

Sale Rooms, 110 and 1U Hadtmry St.,
Boston, Mass.

OF

WOOD,

«»OPM»«»OH.

foblB dly

•MHM

EXAMINATION

SOFT

delivered to nay part of the eity.
Omen commioiaa St, head of FrtakUn Whan.

B. HER8BY, A««nA,

ordef-__Jnnelhdtf

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

Alee lor sale beet of

HARD AMD

fobtlahb.

Preble Street,

use.

giro satis motion.

Granite pioek.

HP’Carriagee and Sleighs on

€.

DIAMOND?

warranted to

JeaMdtf

Carriage Manufacturer,

CAU AND EXAMINE

8PHINB MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, HKZELTON.
SUGAK LOAF, OLD ioMPANT LkhIOH. uO.'
OUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS,
tfaJfoL
TEll and BLACK HEATH. Than# Goal* am ot the
eery beat quality, well screened and pleked. aad

of

adian Produce,

l*7 L-.mmercia] Street,
Charles Blake,

Machine?

CHEAP FOR CASH J

J

&

gnfT&jr'l

ARE VOUIJY WAJYT OF A

Sewing

y

WOOD AND COAL

nu

FL0UR& GRAIN DEALERS,

KNIGHT,

Western and C

GET

Street.

lie. Dr. F*bkJl id, from long taper ienoe. is
i.'d to insert Artldoial Teeth on the f uloaalte Baas^i
1
,nd nil other method* known to the profession
Portland. May U. 18*8
„

»»<J.

hJLAKJOtlEiS

ft,

SOLDIEBS’ BEST.

They will be formed into Companies and Regiments as f*at as they srrive; persoai preferences being regarded wuea practicable.
This Corps will be provided with the best arms in
the noMestdon or tne Government, and the men wiJJ
be allowed to retain them at the expiration of service. All applications for commissions mast be addressed to tn Adjutant General of the Army, ami
must state,
l«t—i he date of original entry into service;
‘id—The rank on entry into servioe;
3d—Date and oause ef discharge;
4th—Rank at time o? discharge;
5th—Organization in which servioe was rendered
The application may be accompanied by testimonials from oommanders. When applications are favor*
ably considered, the necessary instructions will b<
sent to the applicant by mail or telegraph.
All inquiries for in'o rotation to be addressed to the Adjutant General, Head-quarters 1st Corps.
Veterans will bo furnished with free tranaporta*
tion to Washington, by applying to cither of the following officers:—
Capt Chas H. Doughty, Pro. Mar. 1st District,
Portland.
Capt. N. Mobbill,Pro. Mar. Bd Dist., Auburn.
Capt, a. P.jDayis, Pro. Mar 3d Diet., Augusta.
Capt. E. Low, Pro. Mar. 4th Dist.. Bangor.
Capt. Wm.H. FoGL«E,Pro. Mar 5th Dtet. Bel last.
R M. LHTLER,
Major V. R. C. A. A. P. M. General.
Deo.
Me.,
13,1864.—declSdJtwti
Augusta,

A
ant

Brokers,

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission
Agents,

Transportation

To Washington, where all enlistments are consummated, o&n ce obtained of any Provost Marshal, if
the appplioant is a proper subjeot for enlistment.—
On arriving at Washington, veterans will be oared

or

Address

Ship

Will surelr restore gray hair to Its original oolor
where a thorough trial la given it.

BOUNTIES.

WANTED.

three first rate Moulders wented at tbs
TWO
Bath Iron Foundry

( Lal* Hongey, Cooper f Co.)

Scotch Canvass.

Three Hundred Dollars!

No. 117 Middle St., Portland,

Freioht/rom the United States for Canada
will be detained at Island Pond, unless it is
ALL

DANFOETH & CLIFFORD,
No. 6 Lime St.

—

As soon as mustered in, and a farther bounty oi
SI 00 for one year is enlistment, SSKX) for two years,
and S3004or th ee years; one-third being paid down
and the remainder in instalments. They wul be credited to the Districts where they or their iamilies are
domiciledj and will therefore receive the

A.

The undersigned, owing to ill health, having thli
day sold his Interest in the above to Joseph John
son,the business will be conducted under the nami
and style of Johnson ft Cloyes BroAtrs.whoare an
thorized to settle all bills of the late firm.
Jan24d2w
A. Davis.

BBD8. Choice Appplea, just received and

lorsaleby

ootaitf

com-

—FOR—

8. MARSHAL’S NOTICE

Tucker’* Patent

Washington' under

ENLIST in this CORPS!

Free

THE

New Weed

at

All able-bodied men who have served two years,
and have been honorably discharged, may

NOTICE.

I

WILLIAM F. SONGEY & CO.,

are

HOUSE

THE

dtl

manner.

Maj.

MORRILL’S CORNER,
>m Portland, has been re-famished and

Aetuary

QOO
^dKjyj

Middl

Portfond, May ll.ias*.

PHYSICIAN,

OFFICE NO. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE

ALSO,
Sierra Morena Clayed Molass-

Custom

Middle Street,

(y Work executed In every part of the State.

nas.

jai-lOtf

ivo

.Dre. baco t and Baaaua

Dr. J. H. HGA1D

PORTLAND, MM.

1 O7 HHDS. New Crop Clayed MelasBes, just
AO
9 landed from brig Cas.illi&n, irom Carde-

400 HHDS. Prime
es, fur sale by

ftENTlSI,

_No-

SOHDMACiaa,

No. 144

New Eastern Dried Applee,
For sale by
F. A. SMITH.
j an 2814 w
19 fc 21 Silver street.

New

▲ CARD.

BR. S. C. FERHALD,

fi^Sootohim
dI^kx
Fresco and Banner Painter, recommend
g}
to hie former patient* andthaaJiS

""

--

|,eins organized

The pnblio are respectfully informed
.that this spaoious, convenient, and well
[known House, situated at

having Mends In the Prisons of the
Sonth, should they wish to lorward any Bonn
of Articles ot Nooessity oan so do by following the

jan27dlm

Apples.

■stun

juneldti

OKAS.J.

d»iM** we<*k.j

Bo-opensd with New Furniture ft Fixtures,

and Attorney tor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insurable Property at oar rent
rates.

State* Customs.

PAPER HANOROS.
No, 53 IJxohareo Street, Portland, Me,

TONS New Western Dried Apples,

A.1STY

For Sale

#Cjp-d3t*

■

McClellan house,

Portland Board of References :
Jon B. Brown h Son, Hxbbet, Fletcher ft Co.
H. J. Libby h Co.
John Lynch h Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Aoeet

day

Juried

Stock and Tools of the Paint Shop over Talffy
-l jit's Carriage Manufactory, No 88 Federal st.

IE FIRST CORPS!
M

MILLER, Proprietor.
r
deoHdtf’

Viet Pres■

novSOtf

ili’-e

n

^7

VOBXBXLY KH0WB AS

WM. E. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.

THE
dissolved

Premium Paged Account Books.
J_

AN

TS"

G. D.

68,668,756 66

INTERNATIONAL

Brx

A*B UA»U»AOTC»*» OJf

SO Tabs Canada Batter.
lOO rioxes Chee«e.
For dale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 and 21 Silver street.
Jat23d4w

IAGENT8,
64 u< U.Hi 141aSUM,.
Reedies end Trimmings alway > on hand,

DAVIS,

Bookseller, Stationer,

Cheese.

«

European Plan.

27 Exchange St., Port’and.

Letevery

!i

ty Meal* Cooked to Order at all hoars.
every day at 11 o’olook.

JOSH E. DOW ft SON,

our

^tf

lunch

gTw/lkk*,“•D-} MedicalExaminers.

Aid to

mehSt

iV'
Ti k—*L—1’''on "T
It will
be kept
ihe

Morris Franklin, Pres■

61,204,188

hotel

,

JABiZ C. WOuDMAN, Jr.

FOB SALE.
itory Store, near Falmouth Depot, formmpied by E. Merrill A Co.
Enquire of
icr.
ESTUBEN MEEftlLL.

of FBANCIS B. HANSON, at Goo. H.
k48’
,lrel£ral Street, or of ASA HANSON,
Berlin Wharl.
oot« dtf

SpiGDaiu.y

U 8 TF B 8
MORRIS FRANKLIN, ISAAC C. KENDALL,
JOHN H. NIXON,
JOHN L ROGERS,
JOHN MAIBS
DAVID DOWS,
Daniels, miller,
ruscElldart,
WM. H APPLETON,
WILLIAM BARTON,
WM C. DU8ENBERr, ROBERTB.COLLINS,
DUDLEY B FULLER,
JOHN E WILLIAMS,
WM. A. BOOTH,
HENRY K BOGs RT,
THOMAS SMULL.

Insurance

u.. •*

Feb. 1 1884.

jment No 70 Green street; one tenement
r of Sslem aud Bracket
streets; and one
Jordan’s Court. Enquire of the subI estate broker, 31 Exchange st.

Wood for Sale.
A <(*UT eight acres of Pino Wood on the stomp
i*. V Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a

oomfort Of

jc* T ^sr o-,

is now ope*
leaded by tie

84,611 61
139,217 78
812,617 09

Win- H. Beers,
T. M. B avta, Cashier.

*

amply provided.

118,887 21

Isaac^C- Kendall,

'*

Ui

82

213 673 67

S

Anri?. r, hu
option oi

lotfus

PORTLAND

TR

subsoribor will bo

at the following places, al
the time mentioned and pnrcbaee all that
THE
sui tab ie for the

are

company and

Center

196,271 17

Do 1861 and 1862, now
to be paid,
Do. 1868 (present valne
at 1 per cent int)
Do. 18»1 do. do. do.
Do. 1865 do. do. do.

j

ector.

aiia in opt .i for/
aermanen-

-t

WANTED !
offered,

Augusta, au
been refurnished;

13,131 61
-r

Houses to Bent.

* ■pxxxmiB!

DENNIS, Pros

L.

_

change his plaoe
Shop, Furniture,
ocmplete in all its

cuts. The stand is one ot tbo best in Portcg suited to Family and Country 'i n o.—
1146 Congress etreet.
cet34

pV The public a:.- specially informed that the
spacious, ood v.civut xnn well-fr >own Hallo well
House, in tba cer.t*-e.of
i, two miles from

286 76

inolusive.nowtobepaid

on

8o!dby Dt.H. HAY,

ruiiiftmjs
8. G.

'fry

x

x,

GirrAton *\ov

the secret

New York.
Price #1.

hiw

67,311 16

June 3,1864.—dtf.

ambush qf this terrible
penetrates
IT disease,
and exterminates it, root and branch,

Dr. Goodale*s Pamphlet
read by every one. It oan
est agjncy, or by sending a

R E o

Halle

19,500 CO

to
sidenoe, will sell his
The ..took is new ana

HALLO WELL HO CfSE

are

reported
losses, awaiting protfs,

x

HOTELS:"'

for

ASSETS

jnders'gned wishing
-.

*8,666,766 66

insuriug *18,147,668

as

XX.

KEGS Michigan Batter,

j| QQ

othecary Shop for Sale.

w-,

190 16

Reserved for losses, doe
sub equent to Jan. 1,
1865,

Blitter and

WOODMAN, TROW * CO.,

Maine.

Wholesale and Hetail.

Head of Long Wuarf.

jlM

..

-jarfl*

William H. Been*, Actuary.
During the yAir 4.006 new policies were issued,

he,
Reserved for speeial deposit for minor ouiitirsn,
Amount reserved for reinsurance on ail existing po'icies. (valuation
at 4 per eent interest)
Divid- nds declared prior
to 185'l, uncalled for,
Reserved for:
Dividends, 1850 to 1860,

FOB SALE.
-Jp <' CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
ooms large stable and shode—situated two
w

undone-half miles from Portland, and the
•tStiSa % 'Inest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a waKfr?
sring place and summer boarders. For
DV a Gentlen
GEO. OWEN,
Daughter, ", years parr
.-senquireof
JLe old, a good suit of reran will. joatdv Itooms
'17
(■_101 Commercial Street, Portland.
tarnished or unfurnished, far which libera! compeu-

68,246 88

above,

genteel furniture, situated on the oarner of
aod Bracket streets, and nearthe Congress
rse Cars, will be let an reasonable terms;
J given Jan 2d. Inquire on the premise..

b—

~

tovttdif_

178,718 C7

gyPortland Office, 166 Fore Street.
JOHN W. HUNGER & Co, Ag’ts.

The Acme of Perfection!

tongue

“— -~

D.qidrig

next premium
By order of the Board.

Reserved

1

U

the evening of the lfitfe between
Hull
f"hNand
DantOrlh threat, a large uoia CroBS chased.
The Under will meet with aBhesal rewar* V VvLOWELL k »L.
>*|«ft
Karbsr' ,'reeL

Trustees have declared a Sorip Dividend of
Fifty Per Ckkt. upon all participating Lite Polin
force, whish were issued twelve month* priicies,
or to January 1,1866.' They hav* directed the payment of the Fifth and final instalment of Twenty
per cent, on dividends of 1850 to 1860 inolusive, and
the redemption in hill of tho e declared in 1861 and
1862.
Certificates will be redeemed In cash, on and after
the first Monday in March next, en prosentpt on at
Polioies subject to Not si will be
the Home office.
credited with the Dividends on the settlement of

Disposed of

a-

Press Offioe.

enoe

Tbs

u

Saooarappa.

X J,<9^hed Bouse to Let.
t'.tevENlEaT Dwelling House, famished

AllON
Book-keeper in wWniiM
ASjrU
establishment,
Copy let Best of refergiven. Address “H. F.0.

0o

--

As ets,

Overcoat.

p-

1,008.801 60

Premiums on polities in
hands of agents, and ia
coarse of transmission,
Amount of other property belonging to the Co.

dim

EMERY,

CAKD8.

81N«EB!8
SEWING MACHINES!

Sait,

lunoldtf

_

Apples.

ibscribor offers for sale his Farm on the
between Saooarappa and Gorham, it oonores ot lan t, well divided into tdlsge and
I. There is on tue farm, a one Btory bouse,
house, and barn b7 feet oy 00, with a good
[•: rit. It has a good orchard, with about
f ait trees.
JOHN M. AJ.FEN,

nVoddVTO11" **

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

Catarrh I

for

286,870

1865,
Interest acoiued to Jan.
1,1865,
Rents accrued to Jan 1,
i860,

janl7

FOB SALE.

~

AN the sunny side of Exohange street, about mid-

Of Few York, Office 118 Broadway.

UT Agents wasted In every town in the State.
jan26eod2w

ISAAC

)

Woodbury l>nnn,}

advanced

year, la

a

~~BPSINESS

Portland.

John A. B. Dana.)

_

Cash on hand and in bask, 194,649 70
invested n United Htates
stocks, cost,
1,829,290 88
(Market val *1 894,805 )
Invested in New fork
ci ty bank stocks. oost,
62.66160
(Market val *68,226)
Invested in other stooka,
cost,
86,264 94
(Market val #96,4"0)
Loans on demand, secured by U. 8. and other
stocks,
201.870 00
(Market val *808,808)
R ml Estate,
149,960 04

uonds and mortgages,
Premium notea on exietiug policies, bearing inter. st,

th Yarmouth,

ito- every
of timber, such as
spruoe in large quantities, and maple,
ch, tamarae and bass wood to any amount.
■re of
H. X. MACHIN, Portland.
i. Feb. 1864.
feb25 eodtf

HOUSE, situated the Western part of
bo had May 1st U8S.
4BRICK
city. Possession
Address Box No. 70, P-rtWl
local-

714,608 64

E. T. Dilltnohah.
Jan 2d, 1866.
jandeodtf

..

in Canada East. It is interoeeded bv two
,,i# rivor9 with eligible Mill sites.- Well

Wanted to Purchase*,

14,401 23-

expenses,

janl3 enddpwtf

For Male.
A
8C A1BE blook of land, of about 73,000 cores
ood
on the south side of the river St
land,
j

in

stamps and Law

enue

i.

East

pay tub cants per lb. for ui Pamphlets
delivered at the office oi the Portland Sugar Co.,
oorner Commercial and Maple ate.
J. M. BROWN.
jhnUdtf

40

of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Vil-

The subscriber offers his Farm for
sale situated near Dunns Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known
.as the "Mo so Farm." Likewise
■h'B s ock snd Farmiug tools.
The
^
Fans
jus about 110 aoi es oi good
land, good
baitda, «o. Those wishing to purchase are invited to v / Lnd examine for thcmse.ves.

WANTED I

167,728 IT

Paid

Fire

W. F. PHILLIPS,
Agent for the State of Main*.

Hhds Superior Muscovado Molasses,from
Matanzas, now landing from brigP. E. Curtis,
at Custom House Wharf.
FEW

Farm For Sale.

'’

end surrendered and
canoellcd policies,
Paid salaries, printing,
end office expenses,
Paid commissions and
agenoy expenses,
Ft id for advertising and

half miles fiominoG. T.

jj®5, ^un' 17,1886.

TWO

annuities,

and

one

11

Irmedialtly,

young men, to work in a Wholesale Drag
Store, to take the plaoe of two that have enlisted. One of them must be acquainted with the
business, and compete at to direct other*.
Enquire from nine to ten in the morning at
W. F. PHILLIPS ft CO.,
Wholesale Druggists,
febfidtf
li» Middle it.
,.1)b.l0_

00

war oon-

tributions,
Paid tor redemption ot

Yarme
It" E.

Portland or Boston.
J. 8. BEDLOW,
Sup t United States Telegraph Co.
Portland, Fob 1st, 1865.
letddSw

meat

D18BOR8EVKNTU.

Wind Defier?,

which neither wind nor rain oan extinguish.
A fair trial will verify our statements.

MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.
A

and

Luther Dans,

_

WANT, as soon s» possible, 10,000 Cedar Foies,
80 acres of g ,od land, 16 of which is
a&ffietiulingcb, notieis than 5 inches at the
typ end, exclusive of the hark, sound and straight!
■BHr .mB-woed. Good buildings ana not a
to he peeled or shaved. Proposals Invited. Andre*,
Of,
,a> m id upon it. Said farm is situated in
<5>n
-.about

*4,888.848 68

Sana & Co.
Fish

NEW CROP

5

*2,668,637 92
Anoint of Assets January 1,1E64,
Amount of I'romluma,
Endowments, Annuities and 1'olioy Fees re11,477,198 46
otived during 1S64,
Amount of Interest received and aoorned, including promium on
262,617 72—1,729,811 17
gold, £c„

febldSt

USB,

fohTsale.

Farm for Sale.
Teat superior A. 1 farm, recently
j'
*
Aaat L owned and occupied by the late
Thaxter Prince, containing
Capt.
Maffpd

JANUARY 1, 1866.

BUSINESS CARDS.

three and

_

Special reserved (surplus
not divided)

Phoiphorui

enter into its composition. Satisfied of its great value and superiority over ail others, the dis
ioguished
inventor was awarded the Priae Me ial by the Committee of tho International Exhibition at the Crystal palace, in London, while all other matches were
excluded from the building.
In order that the

MERCHANDISE.

Farm for Sale.

hij Farm, situated in
Cape
a halt miles from
Portland l*idge, containing 70 Aorrs Land, Buildinis good, 'ences substantial 8'onewall, young rohara, tllcfe grated Fiuit. About 200 cords wood,
ball Oak #rd Walnut. Also Farming tools, and iO
cords drcY'g.
Term inpayment made easy.
For parps ilars enquire of SCOTT DYEE on the
Premises, f tbrougb Portland, p. o

Lost.

Terms $8

offeJs
ofniber
about

HE

Woodford’s Corner at d (he city, on
BITWEEN
Monday evening, Meerschaum Pipe, shape ef

OFFICE

,i

1,

sorrow.

What ba3 been the experience of that
whose children played with us on the
or studied with us in the school house
dwelling stood in sight of our own, and

YORK

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

TINDER BOX, FLINT AND STEEL.
While tolerating the T ncifers (clearly as a ohoice
of evils,) Rch-ntifio chemists have, for more than a
quarter of a century, been experimenting upon the
difficult problen of the production of instantaneous
light and fire, in combination with two important
requisites.—
Mr at, Freedom from offensive and injurious odors.
Second, 1 he injuring of perfect safety in its daily
use as & match composition. The honor of the discovery belong to a

lines

through
artillery officer,
group,—ordered a

our
an

NSW

T-

ON

OF THK

Quarterly and seml-anEutl premiums, due
subsequent to Jan 1,

and a

I thought of a certain little woman, the
light of my cottage home, who manages
things very differently in marketing.
In the matter of beef, for instance, now
that prices ate exorbitant, she purchases that
which is suitable for stuffing, which can be

Lost.
Commercial strut, Friday, FebSd, a Sleigh
Robe. The finder will be saitably rewarded by
Raring the same at. he office of
lwf.W*
WARREN BROWN, Commercial at

ANNUAL REPORT

*8,668,766 66

LUCIFER MATCHES.

either.”

Take

TWENTIETH

FEBRUARY 8, 1865

j,

WANTS,LQ8T,FOUNI) FOIwSALE & TO LET.

A—T«:

half lej t.”
of sorrow, over the unnumbered causes of acciden“And eleven pounds,” 1 added, “at thirty tal deaths, oaused by ihe use ot these easily ignited,
inflammable agents. A truthful inicriptioa upon
to
four
a
cents
dollars
and
pound, equal
eight
thousands of little tombstones would be,—
eighteen cents. This divided by nine and a
half makes just forty-four cents a pound. This Child was Burned to Death
Rather a tali price lor beef, particularly when
a large share is bone.”
BY LUCIFEB MATCHES.
“Tne man is a fool for baying it,” replied
the butcher, “but no matter what the cost is,
Sc&roely a week passes without a record of one or
and generally they more children taring their lives by these dangerous
some people will buy it;
articles.
are not the richeat people in the place,
are

:|[
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K. A. FOSTER A CO.
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Coigrte* Mmt,
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PORTLAND, MAIN*.
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DANFORTH a CLIFFORD
■vooaaeoaa

to

HATCU, CLIFFORD
Produce Commission
AMD DEALERS

BUTTER,

CHEESE,

Hams, Bean*, Dried

NO.
•eptW

3

4t CO.

Merchants,

XV

EGGS,
Applet,

LARD,
Ac,

LIMR

STREET,
PORTLAND, MB.

dtf

EDWABD L PICKABD ts a member o
oar Arm from
January A1846.
TYLER, BIC* A SONS.
Portland, Jan’y 19, 1846.
JanlldlnC

MB.

Letter from

U. 8, Consul.
Trinidad, Jen. 2,1866.

THE DAILY PRESS.

ft> the E*U«r of the Press :

BOBTLAXB, JtAIXa.

Wednesday Morning,

Feb.

a

from my distant Island home, I wish you
and your numerous reader a happy new year.
You may be sure that I sadly miss the daily

8,1865.

country

time. The Legislature is at work in earnest,
and will adjourn by the 22d. The bounty bill
and legalizing the action of the towns in voting bounties will go through this week. The

rmsKC—$8,00 per pear

(»

advance.

of the contrast in my
situation then, and now. From the daily perusal of the stirring incidents of the battlefield,
where liberty and slavery are grappling in
deadly conflict, to the casual reports which
come along only once or twice a month with
long gaps between, is like emerging suddenly
from a smart equinoctial gale into a dead
calm.
The population of this Island is said to be
about eighty thousand, of which one-fourth
part is French, another considerable fraction
Spanish, and the remainder British. The while
inhabitants here ot all nationalities, are, with
very few exceptions, southern sympathizers.
The same is true ol the newspapers issued
here, of which there are. three. And this
brings me to the object of this communication,
which is not so much to intrude my own
thoughts, as to call your attention to the billowing refreshing oasis in the desert of trash

to

regularly

at my

quiet

experience,
adequate conception

mil Pear Pa«es.
or Reading Matter am

Present Position of the Bounty Question.
Front the proceedings of the City Council
reader
M published yesterday morning, the
might And it difficult to understand precisely
the grounds of disagreement between the two
Boards. For this reason we reproduce the
order* that passed in the respective branches.*
The following is the order that passed the
to those
Ordered, That as an inducement
and to
capable of performing military service,
fill the quota of this oity, under the last call of
the President ef the United States, of Dec. 19,
1864, for three hundred thousand men, there be
paid from the City Treasury to every recruit, as

volunteer, drafted man or substitute, mustered
into the service on the quota of this city;—for
one year the sum of $300; for two years the
sum of $400; for three years the sum of $500;
these amounts to be paid by instalments ss follows: Two hundred dollars on being mustered
into servioe, fifty dollars for eaoh succeeding
*ix months’ service as private or non-commissioned officer. Satisfactory evidenoe will be required of the recruit being in service before the
instalments will be paid. If killed or discharged
for woundsj-eoeived in service, the bounty that
may he due up to the expiration of the time o>
their enlistment will be paid to the legal heirs of
those that are killed, also to those that are discharged from wonnds received in service.
Thu* order to take effect and be in force on
and after the passage of a law legalising the
payment .of bounties by oities ana towns, by
1
the Legislature of the State.

The following is the order passed unanimously by the Common Council, only one
member being absent:
Ordered, as follows:
1. That to each man who shall be accepted in
theservioeof the United States, on the quota
of this oity, under the oall of Deo. 19, 1864,
either personally or by substitute, whether by

of tueir cherished but accursed iustitutiou will
be found to have bean useless. America has
now spoken for herself, and Lincoln remains
her President. The object for which the war
has been carried on by the North has been approved ; the policy of the Administration has
been eudorsed; and the people’s sympathy
with Mr. Lincoln has been most uhmistakeab!y expressed. Never since the great Republic
was organized did so much depend on a Presidential election as that which America has
just witnessed, nor never did more depend on
the head of a nation than lies upon Mr. Lincoln. Had the friends of the Conlederacy
succeeded in displacing him, the blood and
treasure already spent in the terrible struggle
would have been spent in vain; the Union
would have been finally broken up, slavery
would at once have been consolidated and extended, and the cause of human freedom on
the American continent might have been
crushed tor centuries. But happily this has
for the time, and we may hope forever, been
prevented. The re-election of Mr. Lincoln
may be fairly taken as an assurance that
America will be again united, the basis of that
reunion being the abolition of slavery and a
practical acknowledgment of the universal
brotherhood of man. The time, however, for
this glorious consummation is not yet. Amerca cannot be
delivered from the crucible in
which she is being so sorely tried, and into
which her own past iniquities have cast her,
until she has been thoroughly purified. But let
her friends continue faithful to their country
and to themselves, and God will defend the

or by draft, shall bn paid a bounty
follows, to wit:
For one year’s servioe,
$300,
For two years’ service,
400,
For three years' servioe
500;
Suoh bounties to be -paid on the mustering

volunteering

of the recruit into the service of the United
States.

2. That ths foregoing provision shall be in
force and take effect, and the Treasurer be authorized to pay the bounties which it contemplates, as soon as the Legislature of the State
■hall enact a law under the operation of which
the legality of such bounties shall be unques-

tioned.

It will be seen th^t the disagreement relates to the mo&e of paying the bounties,—the
Common Oouucil following the vote of the
Cltjyat the meeting of Friday, proposing to
pay the bounty In a single sum on the mustering Into the U. S. service of the recruit,
and the Aldermen proposing to pay in itstallments, all above $200 to be paid semi-annually la $50 payment*.
The reason for this position of the Aidermen on this question, as we understand it, is
to place a motive before the recruit to continue his service and not desert, and to
protect
him, if possible, against the swindling operations of unprincipled brokers.

rigid.”
me

aoove is an editorial in a late

numoer

common Connell seem to reply,
as a draft will in all
probability have to

io mis tne

of a Scottish paper published in Selkirk; and
that,
as it might not otherwise reach my good
be made, the $300 or more, as the case may
friends at home, I have thought I could not do
be, will be practically a bounty to the drafted better than to transcribe it for their
special
man if he sees fit to
go himself, or so much
education. Here, Mr. Editor, is a peal from
eld towards procuring a substitute, and that
a Scotch Trumpet of no uncertain sound; and
the mere promise of the city to pay installwhile so many of our own fellow citizens are
meats would be unavailing in procuring such
weeping and gnashing their teeth in view of the
substitutes. No enrolled man is eligible for a
late election, allow an exile to congratulate
substitute. Substitutes have got to be drawn,
you and your readers on the glorious results
in large measure, from aliens, or that class of
thus eloquently summed up by a foreigner, who
persons who have small if any confidence in
represents the friends of liberty and humanity
the promise of anybody. So far as protection
ail over the world.
against swindling is concerned, it is argned
Tours truly,

that in nine cases out~ of ten, should substitutes be obtained, they would assign their

N. L. Humphbey.

claim upon the city for a mere trifle of cash
in hand, And thus a wide door would be opened for the very kind of swindling against
which it is desirable to guard. It is further

How Gen. Butler got his

bounty-jumpers,

are men

with-

out families, and among the aliens
they are
largely men without legal heirs or representatives io the country, so that little
impression
Could be made upon them by promises of pay
a year hence, perhaps to be made to others
When they are numbered among the slain.
Again, it is argned by the Common Coun-

cil that the conditions on which these proposed installments are to be paid are
Impracticable. To be paid |to whom does not

argued causes in the Supreme Court of
the United States in Washington, and yet had
got rich since the war began, and, therefore,

never

appear]

on

satisfactory evidence

that the recruit is

still in the service.

How many thousand
have occurred in which, after a great
battle or a great rout, the soldier has been reported simply missing, and no further intelligence has ever come to his friends to show
his fate. Perhaps he is put down as a “deserter,” when, if the swamp should give up its
dead, he would be found to have fallen nobly
with his face to the foe, or to have died in
loneliness and despair by soma rivulet or
spring to which he had dragged his mangled
form; or, perhaps, unable to do this, had
straggled off in his bewilderment and died of
thirst and starvation, with no eye but God’s
upon him, with only the stars for. ids' watchers, aud vultures and beasts of prey to do him

must have stolen!

cases

The following iB the report of Mr. Boutwell’s reply to the fling;
For present refutation of this and similar
calumnies, I will say, from my positive knowledge, that for five years preceding the war,
Gen. Butler’s income from bis law practice in
Boston and Lowell, amounted to $20,000 a
year—that he has been one of the loremost
and most euccessml lawyers in Massachusetts
for 23 years; that when he started with his
command for Baltimore he left the trial of a
half finished, and was on that day worth
$120,000 of invested property, the accumulations of a life of labor—that he planned the
purchase of the bankrupt Lawrence mill
property, organized a company to stock and
run the mills, put $30,000 into the
enterprise,
and directed its operation with such success
that the 100 par value of the subscribed stock
had risen to 350 and the dividends to the
share holders for three years have been fifty
per cent, a year—that he is to-day, liberal and
handsome liver as he has ever been, worth
$250,000—and that every dollar of this property has been honorably and justly earned—
and that his accouut books, models of business exactitude and method, will
give the
history of every dollar of it, from the time he
was 21 years old.
are
They
open to the inspection of the world. Now let this lie halt.
cause

iuaerai Donors.

Or, perhaps, long, long
he

was

weary mouths after

“missed”—perhaps

that all this

long

years—It turns out

time he had beeu

dragging
out a miserable existence in some rebel
prison,
or, may be, he helps to swell that long roll, all
nameless and unknown, who fill up the graveyards, the silent population of which have
been furnished by those southern hells. And
because no “satisfactory evidence” of his
whereabouts can be forthcoming, forsooth the
installment cannot be paid 1 Is it not safe to

The New Atlantic Cable.
The London Times contains

•ay, therefore, that the conditions on which it
Is proposed to pay these installmeuts are
often
impossible of fulfilment? Then, agaiu, It is
proposed to pay the back installment if the recruit is
discharged (or wounds received in the
service. Suppose he is
discharged for a broken down
constitution, or as the result of any
other of the thousand
and one casualties incident to camp life aside from
wounds, is he to
go unpaid ?

account of the new Atlantic

interesting

being manufactured, and to be stretched
the ocoan bed between the two continents
next summer.
now

portion of the cable hss already been put
shipboard to be transferred to the Great
Eastern, which vessel is to be used in laying
it. The new cable is much larger than the
old one, yet under water its weight will be
very much less, while its breaking strain is
leven and three-quarters tons against three
ind one-quarter tons—the maximum streugth
A

on

About 900 miles of the cable have now been completed, and 1500 nautical milos are yet to be manufactured. The
factory now turns out fourteen miles a day of
completed rope, which in four months’ time
will give 1350 miles at the
present rate of
if the old cable.

installment system has
merit, but practically
it has never been
adopted. It is said that
miserable trash is sent to the
army instead of
men, and this evil should be
avoided; but
does this come of the bounties, or even of
the
mode of paying them, or does it not
rather
come of dealing with Irresponsible
parties—
New York burglars and black legs—for recruits? Portland ailed her last quota with
good men, aud yet they were paid as much
bounty as is now proposed, and all in one sum
on being mastered
in. The only difference is,
the money was then
raised by private subscription, whereas now it is proposed to make
it a public burden, is
public money any
more demoralizing than private
funds?

their^wm

an

Telegraph Cable,

on

There is another consideration.
iu aii the
bounties paid by this city
heretofore, aud all
the
paid by
State, the payment in full has been
made on the
mustering in of the recruit. \Vhy
change the system now ? Theoretically the

Finally, the Common Council urge that the
▼ole* of the public meeting or
Friday ia8t_
of the
largest gatherings of the legal vo“ambled in the city—was just as
emphatic, as distinct and unmistakable in re*° ** note
of paying the bounty as in
relation to the 6ou»tv
iuelf and for this rear
■cm they do not leel ilk.
dodging the matter,
or accepting he
prepo,mon * the
which virtually vetoes the
action of that meeting, disregards the demand of the
1° prac' o*l effect would be
under the guise of «s.umed
respect

Property.

Because Gen. Butler is found out to be a
man of wealth, a class of politicians who have
never had any higher object in seeking office
than to “feather their own nests”—who judge
him by their own hearts—insist that he must
have misused the trusts reposed in him by the
Government, and hoarded money not rightfully his own. Brooks of New York, did this,
when, after the refutation of hiB slanders of
Gen. Butler in the House by Mr. Boutwell, he
made the dirty fling that when the war broke
out Butler was an ordinary attorney, in a little town in Massachusetts, with a smal;
practice, who never came to New York, and

argued that a large proportion of those now
going into the service, even after excluding
all knaves and

hungry man waiting for his
breakfast willing to be a martyr T Because he
longs to go to the steak.
lyThe new novel “Tony Butler," just finished in Blackwood, is generally attributed to

To the

yCarleton, the New

opposed
majority of the Legislature
placing any restrictions on the towns, as the
c.mmittee wished to do. I think the majority make a mistake in allowing the towns to
create so large a debt, instead of meeting
some part of it while the fanners are obtaining the present high prices for farm products.
If the present system is to continue, were I
a lender of money I should give town notes a
is

working, though, of course, as the days grow
longer, so in proportion will the hours of la-

bor.
The cable is to be coiled on
board the Great
Eastern in three separate
tanks, comprising in
aU 2253 miles. No final
arrangements have
yet been made as to the rulee to
be followed

laying
cable,
will, of course, be
commenced from the English side
of the At
lantic and carried across to
Newfoundland
to
get the benefit of the westerly winds wt’ich
geaeraHy blow in summer. Steaming
a head wind the Great Eastern is as
steady as
a rock.
The rate of steaming across will never exceed seven knots an
hour, and at this
•ate the great object of the expedition
ought
a be accomplished in from
ton to eleven
m

the

but it

againt

lays.

!

Rev. Dk. Bushkell, says the Springfield
Republican, has raised another alarm in theological circles by his freedom of discussion,
rhe nineteenth of his recent volumes is de:lared as a “feeler” in reference to a new
Aeory of the atonement. The difficulty
leetns to be that Dr.
Bushnell refuses to look
it the atonement as a commercial
transaction,
ind inclines to a more spiritual
interpretation
if the great mystery.

York

—

gentleman named by “Ralph” as having been
“fixed uponby the politicians as his successor.”
Cumberland.

GTS. P. Davis, the
hung in Cincinnati is

rebel spy who it te be
the man who nnrdered

Gen. McCook.

ISTJoseph Cnnard, a prominent merchant at
Liverpool, and brother of the founder of the
Cunard line of steamers, lately died.
EyJoseph Pierre Proudham, an eminent
French political writer and editor, lately lied.
He was twice sentenced to three years’ imprisonment for his radical writings.
y Hon. Edward Everett loft no will, lud his
estate wilt be divided among the heirs it law.
has been made for letters of idmin-

istration
y A dispatch to the Boston Herald says the
tenor of the debate on the Conscription bill in
the Senate Monday, indicated that there will be
no radical change in the present law.

yrt has been settled as the policy to bi rigidly enforced hereafter, so it is reported, t> execute every bounty jumper who is detected a his
infamous act.

yThe city of New Orleans was briUantly
illuminated, on the night of the 26th, in ijonor
of the emancipation acts of Missouri and Tennessee.

Bangor contempefaries invariably speak of the “broad” and
natfow
guage. Their orthography as well as their^AliESPWe notice that

our

cy seems to have got out of fix.

I3TA Vermont paper says the

in Boston.
meeting was held in Music Hall last
Saturday evening, to celebrate the Amend-

Emancipation Meeting

A great

ment to the constitution for the abolition of

slavery. The Hall

publisher,

will

issue the American edition oi Napoleorfe Life of
Caesar.
Irdf Harper's Magazine—last numbw—contains a fine poem entitled “Ballad oflshmael
Day,” by Mrs Akers—“Florence Percy”
y George Thompson will give a lesture in
Montreal the 21st inst.
Subject “Tie Civil
War in America, its Sources and Consequences.”
ty*-Secretary Fessenden is said to be writing
a financial letter
preparatory to returning to
the Ways and Means Committee.
y The citizens of Rockland are takii; measures for the formation of a Mechanic issociation and a public reading room.

Application

handsomely decorated
There were music, speaking and rejoicing.—
Josiah Quincy, James R. Elliot, Wm. Loyd
Garrison, Gen. Butler, and Dr. E. H. Kirk took
part. A hymn composed for the occasion, by
O. W. Holmes, was sung in the tune of Old
Hundred. Rev. G. A. Rue, colored,—sang
was

'Sound the Loud Timbrel.’ Gen. Butler made
the great speech of the occasion, which was
most enthusiastically received. He said:—
‘We propose to let the negro alone after remedying the injustice done him as far as possible.
He must be taught and gradually

brought to a state of self-dependence,—and
must have a fair share of the lands that he and
his fathers wrought upon. And after we have

high price of

eggs is

&. /

■

rumor

owing to the

that the

fact that **e

to him aud given him
equal
under our constitution and laws, the ne-

changed, but be held

as

prisoners

of the war.

until the ad
j

4'*ae

yThe Congregational Church located
Head of the River, near ifew Bedford, was
tirely destroyed by fire on Monday afterim.

No insurance.
y Advices from Tennessee state that a 1 <isiderable number of Tennesseans who desi
from Hood's army have enlisted into Thou# i’b
army.

y Twenty-one national banks were or^pized last week. The national bank circulation; is
now eighty-seven million three hundred thedsand dollars.
!•'
mrit has been decided that the 1st Alone
Cavalry is entitled to bear the names of tfii
actions

—

humor.

Seminary.

The winter term of this Institution closed
on Friday last.
Two days were occupied in
examination* of the various classes, and

Bpecial preparation had been made
occasion, and the scholars had little if
afiy admonition that it was to take place, they
no

vice.

yThe opinion prevails in Savannah that the
great fire in that city was kindled.by
members of Wheeler’s rebel cavalry, who had

recent

bore the test with much credit.
Parents and friends of the pupils must have
been gratified at then- general appearance, and
pleased with the many evidences given of faithfulness and devotion on the part both of schol-

succeeded in

and teachers.

Mr. Lord, under whose charge the Semina-,
ry now is, is earnestly devoted to the interests
of the Institution, and with an
accomplished

Preceptress and competent assistants in the
various departments, spares no pains to make
the school in every way deserving of a generous

patronage.

On Friday evening an address was delivered
before the ‘Prentiss Literary Association,’ by
F. M. Bay, Esq., of Portland. His subject was
Switzerland and William Tell.
It was an exceedingly
intesesting production, written in pure, simple English, yet in a
most charming narrative
style; so that while
the youngest boy present could understand
it,

those of mature years and cultivated minds
would not fail to be entertained and instruct-

ed by it.

We hope that other audiences may
pleasure of listening to this address
and enjoying it as much as we did at
Feb., 6,1866.
Gobham.
have the

A

Becognitiou.

Globe says:

I can only suppose that these reattributable to ignorance on the part
ports
of the New York journalists of the real mind
of the Government and people Of this
country.
The Emperor Napoleon is known to
sympapathise stongly with the Confederates, and he,
perhaps, individually might feel disposed to
take the step which has been imputed to both
Governments. But the English Cabinet is a
unit in favor of the continued
non-recognition
of the Confederate States; and indeed there
are three, if not four, members of the Cabinet
who would be compelled to resign if an
opposite policy were agreed upon. When you
read that the Duke of Argyle, Mr. Milner GibsOn, and Mr. Villiers have resigned, you may
begin to fell some apprehension. I do not
know why I should not add Lord Russell’s
name to the list, seeing that he is now drawing closer to the anti-slavery party.
are

Fessenden’s report.
iyThe Boston Churches
their

liberality. They propose to pay $50,000
this year to the American Board alone. The
Old South gives $10,000; Essex Btreet
$10,000;

Mount Vernon $6,000; the Park street and Shawmut about $6,000 each.
,.
y The pro-slavery democrats talk about
giving a dinner to Mr. Sweat of Maine, the
only congressman from New England who
voted against the anti-slavery amendment to the
constitution. Better postpone it till after reconstruction, and give the southern brethren a
chance to unite in it.
Springfield Republi—

can.

y “Dixon” telegraphs to the Boston Advertiser that the “opposition elements of the
House,
under the leadership of Mr. Winter Davis and
Mr. Blaine, made a strong and determined effort
to get a vote oensuring the Navy
Department,
but the three days’ contest closed with their
signal defeat, and the department is sustained
by a
handsome majority.
*

becoming so determined
bondage, that
necessarily come

jy A marble slab has been erected in front of
the house in Corn market, Wexford,
Ireland,
where the mother of the poet Moore was born.
After stating that Mrs. Moore had been born in
the house, the legend in the slab recites
that, on
the 26th of August, 1835, the poet returned to
it “in the zenith of his imperishable fame to
render homage to the memory of his
mother,
whom he venerated and loved.

HTThere are only two newspapers published
in Persia, the Rouz Nameh
Elmirjah (scientific
journal) published in Teheran, and the Journal
of the Nation, published at Tauris.

The Fence
the Hebei

Conference—Impudent.Demand of

Commissioners—Immediate Cessation of Hostilities Hequired.
Nkw Yobs, Feb. 7,

The Herald has a prominent editorial vouching for its fac s, in wnich it says:—Before Mr.
Blair returned to Washington the hist time
Jeff. Davis gave him a letter expressing a

strong desire lor peace and offering to waive all
formalities. The letter wa9 adroitly couched,
and a hasty reader would not detect the cloven
It Beerned a cunning effoot concealed in it.
fort to,throw the odium 01 continuing an unwar
on President Lincoln.
necessary
Our sagacious President sent back assurances of a desire for peace, and without stickling for technicalities would listen to any messenger sent by Davis or any other prominent
rebel, provided the necessity of preserving
our own as the oue Government of the whole
United States was first conceded. The conference was held, when it turned out that all
they wanted was an armistice, the consideration of th^ maintenance of the Union to be
put off to a more convenient season. President Lincoln told them that the only cessation
of hostilities he would agree to was a final
one.

The Tribune says the rebels required of the
President immediate and unqualified cessation
of hostilles, leaving in abeyance ali questions
concerning the integrity.of the Union and the
rightful authority of its government over the
people of the several States which the President courteously, promptly but decidedly apprised them that he was neither authorized
There Ute confernor disposed to concede.
ence

terminated.

Mobile Evacuated—Ordnances and Stores

Caibo, 111., Feb. 0.
The steamer Mollie Able, from New Orleans
Jau.31st, has arrived with a large quantity of
of sugar and molasses.
Ste'amers Ooutinental and Morning Star,
from New York, had arrived at New Orleans.
The reported evacuation of Mobile is confirmed. The Times says the information is undoubted.
Twelve refugees who left Mobile on the 16th
and arrived at New Orleans, stated that the

evacuation commenced the day before their
departure; that the guns aud ordnance stores
were going to Selma by railroad and water.
Simultaneously with this movement, sweeping conscription was going ou among the citizens of Mobile, to escape which the people were
fleeing from the city by squads. It was the
general impression in Mobile that' no defence
of the city would be attempted. The garrison
was small and composed of militia under Gens.

Revival of the War Spirit
mond

and

a

proposal is made in the rebel Congress to
buy and arm 100,000 slaves, and give one to
each white soldier in the rebel service.
Capture of that* uerrilla Chief Harry Oit-

^gyMore.

WhUKing, Va., Feb. 7.
Governor Boreman recetlM the following
telegram to day, dated CujnV rland 6th:
A cavalry scout of Generaf*SJieridan’s encountered the force of the rebel Major Harry
Giltnore yesterday, near Morefleld, and whipped it handsomely, capturing upwards of
twenty oflicers and men. Among the officers
captured was the noted guerrilla Chief and
robber, Harry.gjjJjnore himself.
B. F. Kelly,
(Sh htd)

days since

in the House of

was

opposed to

a

otn

Washington, Feb. 6.
iUm Mr. Webb, minister at Rio
meiro, received at the State Department
linings tile gratifying intelligence that the

Government of Brazil had issued a decree exShenandoah from the ports
Of that empire.
At the date of these advices, Mr. Seward’s
answer in the case of the Florida, had not been
received at Rio Janeiro.

cluding the pirate

Investigation of

of Judge Cour-

Montreal, Feb. 6.
The investigation into the couduct of Judge
Coursal has been commenced by the government. The proceedings for the present are
private.

Ratification of

Constitutional Amendby Missouri.
St. Loots, Feb. 6.
The Missouri Senate passed a bill ratifyiug
the Constitutional amendment abolishing slavery. Teas 25, nays 6.
the

ment

Convention.—The TemConvention, to bo held at the brick
meeting-house in Falmouth tomorrow afternoon and evening, we trust will not be forgotten by the friends of the cause in this counTemperance

perance

ty.
A fresh interest has been awakened in several of the towns, and there is an evident de-

termination to close up the liquor shops, and
to keep them closed.
To sell intoxicating
drinks is in plaiu violation of an express law.
Whatever our opinion of the expediency of
the law, we must concede that its violation
should be visited with the
penalties annexed.
The duty of magistrates is therefore apparent:
a regard for their oath should
impel to a strict
enforcement of the law.
Iutemperance in the county is on the increase, while the law is all that could be desired for the complete overthrow of the traffic
in intoxicating liquors.
Let the friends of

Temperance, then,

assemble tomorrow, compare notes, and devise further effective measures for checking the flood of

intemperance.
•

The Twelfth Lecture of the M. L. A.
will be delivered this evening at City
Hall, by Rev. Dr. Chapin of New York. The
bare mention of this fact will stir up all who

course

have not secured their tickets to get them before they do their dinner. No doubt tickets

already

sold

early in the day to crowd
utmost capacity, if they have

been taken.

A

BT
military oourt martial convened in
Philadelphia yesterday for the trial ef the persons charged with frauds upon the navy yard.
Major-General Doubleday presided.
Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Oboans

disputable.—[New York

Middle Street, is

England many years ago, and commenced
as a journalist, upon the
Commercial
Advertiser, then under the management of Mr.
Wm. L. Stone, and continued his
connection
vith that paper until 1883, when he went to
Washington, and became editor of the Chronicle
>f that city. This position he relinquished
for
1 place in the War
Department, where he was
lead of the bureau of military justice. In
poliics, Mr. West was a Whig, during the existence

Review ot the

regarded
is one of the ablest of the
lay members of that
< hurcb.

ojjWimeto

CHEEBE.—We notice

at 50 per cent
and all other

Market,

week ending Feb. 8th, 1865,
prepared
ppswly tor tko Paass, by Mr. M. N. Kioh.

ex.

Net®. We wish it to be understood that oar quotations represent prices of
lots from first hands,
unless otherwise stated, and chat in filling small orrates
have
to
be
higher
ders,
oharged.

taking

llo

per fib.

is
Market

a little iswrand
dull and inactice.

we now

quote

APPLES—Dried apples are very firm and buoyant
17 and l8| P lb for sliced and cored; stocks are
li ht. Green apple? are higherand very firm at 85 60
@7 & bb ; supply moderate
RBaNS.— rheTe is a fair demand for Marrows for
shipping at 8 23aS3 60; Pea eans are rather duil at
8 20(53 87 HP *>u and Blue Pods and Yeliow Eves
y
2 87<g8 12.
BUTTER—The market rontinuos wellsuppied'and
a st ady d wnwaid ie*rencv.
Choice
ible butter is dull at 48(5,59 and countoy ball t(5'9A *
Store butter U in moderate supply and nominal at
40@42c per lb.

Srioeshave

account

of stocks

preparatory

spring

to

trade.
DRUGS & DYFS—Trade is very modesate and the

market inactive and
generally s eady for aU
We nmn a further decline on
the staple articles
B! carb soda is easiand
now
16.50
Opium
quote
er, we quite 10® 10$. We also notice some decline
lor Bor**, aud now quote44®48.
Sulphur has also

prices

Alooana we now quote 10c p lb
steady axd lirm at 4 80 and Naptha 6 >
@76c Brimstone remains Bteady at advances
Dy
Woods remain quiet and steady at quotations.
FISH—Stocks are exoeedinly light for the season,
with a brisk demand for western markets; mackerel
rulo steady except tor bay No I, jin which we note
sorai easing eff and now quote $16@17; tNo. 214 00
@15 00 and No. 1 Shore 21.50®’$ 60 per bbl. Dry
Fisa rule firm at quotations although the market is
vorry bfcereu. Smoked Herring are dull but prices
stead? at lormer quotaliens,
FRUIT AND NUTS—Hairing continue in fai^ request at *6 25@6 60 for New Buuch, and *6 50® 6 75
per box lor new Laye s. Lemons are lower, a fresh
arrival is selling at 13
box. Havana Oranges 84@6
fe> 100; Currants 25c New Citron 43 @ 45c; mss. 35 @
o°c per lb. Dates 22423c, and new Prunes 22c pertb,
Pea Nuts 84@4 26 Vhush.
FLOUR—The market has ruled dull and depressed throughout the week and sales unimportant; pricoj are nominally 25®} lowfer, yet there is but little
disposi ion to make cOace&ions and not suttio.ent
demand to create a y to the market and prices are
There is no flour of conseconsequently mminal. at
this time, but the contiuquence comirg forward
uei downward tendency of gold c gates a corresmarket
oi
the
flour
ponding aeprc88iou
GRAIN.—The Corn market cont-nue very dull,
and prio s steady under a demand restricted to tbo
But
most pr3S8ing 4 wants of local commerce.
new corn has been received io this market, wlich
was held at. about 90 @195.
Prime old Corn i * still
held at 1 95@2 00 per bushel.
Oats are in good domand at 95@98 per bus a; Rye we qu°te *1 96@200.
Barley remains lirm but steady at 165@1 60.
HAY.—There is a steady brisk demand for p.ersed

slighcly dec.ii.ed,
hol remains

at

nnr

and

ton

I.nnua

quick

jR9fvV»)*2T

Straw

steady; transactions have be n very
prioos for the most part are nominal.

and

lin it d and
We quote

P'imeNew Clayed 85@86, and ew Muscovado 85@
Trinidad. 90©96, and Porto Rico 105@110. Tart
Clayed remains nominal at 4S@60c ^ gal. Some inferior quaiitv of old molasses !« selling at prices contidsrai ly below quotations.
NAILS.—We notice a decline ef 60c
cask for
nuils and now quote cut 9.50 @ 10 per cask
NAVAL STORES—Are quiet; we notice a rapid
declinem far si-o the commencement of it' mauufactue in various parts of New England
We now
bbl We note some decline for spirits
quote $ 10@15
2
and
now
62
Turpentine
quote 3S@2
OIL8.—Kerosene Oil has declined 10c and the factory prices rule at 90, 02$@95 per g&l. Market dull
and sales moderate. Linse d oils are a little easier;
ales are now made at 131@162 and boiled 166@167;
Whale r< fined winter is high.r, being no » held firm
Other oiis are quiet and unchanged
atl96@'83.
from previous quotations.
ONIONS.—Are very firm at recent advanced prices. and sil er skins are held firmly at 6 76 6 75 per
bbl or 225 @287 per Bushel.
PLASTER.—As stocks are reduced prices advance,
and wj now quote soft rock 8 26@3.60 per ton.
PRODUCE —The market is quiet and transactions
mcd< rate, and prioes necessarily rule steady. Eggs
are a littie lower and now quoted at 40@46 p doz.
Potatoes are higher and quo ad at 262@3 0
Ip bbl, Goese- ro a little lower and now range at 15
Chickens 18@2J Ip fa. Fresh
@17: Turkey 18@25.
Beef firm at 12@14c Dy the quarter.
PROVISIONS —The Pork market is extremely
dtll and inactive at fal y one dollar per bbl decline
90c.

from aft weeks prices. We quote extra clear 48 50
clear 45@46; mess41@4i; and prime36@3S ip
bbl. Round Hogs are also lower, and now quoted
inactive atl6@18o; City Sugar Cured Ham* remain
steady and quiet at V2@23o, and Western 18@19o Ip
fa Mess Beef, both Chicago and city packed, remains steady and dull at the reoent decline.

@47;

rules steady but firm with
We now quote India U@15c ^ lb.
RUM—vortland di- tilled is nominal at 92 60 at the
factory; sales unimportant.
8UGARS—The market is qu’et at some farther decline for crashed. granulate and powdered which
was quoted towards the dose of the week at about
28ic@ 28£o per fa. mugoovado 20@224c and Havana brown 24J@26o & fa
SPICES—The market generally remains very firm
but thereto ittle demand and we only notice some
decline for ginger which we now quote at 40c @ 45c
per fa.
SALT.—Prices are a (little easier, but there is a
gmd demand for spriag oontraots for fishing purpos s; some 2000 hhdg have been engaged during
the past we k
We quote Turks Island,and Csg ian
6 6621; Liverpool 5 75@6 76, and Lisbon 6 26@
8 26 p him.
SEEDS—All descriptions of seed remain quiet and
market

moderate sales.

steady at

our

lebSdlw*

0 rJVTMEA'T

Cure the Itch in 48 Hours.
Also cures Balt Khkum. Ulcxm, Chilblaiss,
Price SO cents. For
»„.i all Kroutious of the dxhi.

Will

to any Apothec iry In Port""B’rsendDg'flS^euts
it will be forwarded by mail, free of postage,

land,

part of the United States.

to any

Pottkb, Bole Agents,
170 Washington street, Boston.

Wbkks k

Also for sale by

m

W. W. Whiptlb,
nnd E. L. Stakwood.

<
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“DRY UP FOR THE CATARRH.”
"Sympt'hy with these in affliction makes itaduty
to a ate that after suffering for thirty years from that
loathsome disease, Cataorh in the Head, and giTeihup all’hope of a cure, I heard of Dk. Wad§
worth's * Dry Up," tfQd procured a bottle of the
medicine, from whidii I found immediate ielief.
have used In the last three months, three bottles
ol it. and am now comparatively well, and doing
my usual work; and I cheerfully recommend it to
ali afflicted in like manner.

the
1

Dated

Earlvllle, Sept 10,1831.

B. B.

BA Y,

Abigail

Babcock.'*
Portland.

Druggist, 8pccial Agent,

janl9d^w3w
DB. l'EBBETTb*

,

ITS MODUS

R 1

previous price3.

TEAS—The market for Teas is rather depressed
and prises favor buvers. Wequote 126al 36 for choice
Oolong, and 116(5)1 25 for oommon; Sovobong 96(g)
100 f* lb.
Ankoi and lower grades; sale moderaie;
market closed firm at the advance.
TOBACCO.—Harthell's Tobacco Circular for February says:—The market during the past mouth has
been active for almost every style of tax-paid Tobacco—more particularly in black work—footing up in
the aggregate a large month’s business The charac
ter of the business done has been almost
entirely to
supply the wants o the trade for home consumption.
Prices have improved somewhat in some instances,
although.not as muoh as might have been 6xpeoted,
owing to lots being offered by outside speculators at
lower rates than those in the hands of the dealers
generally—such lots however are now very much red‘*ce 1, end can exercise but little ioguenoe on our
market for the future A further moresse in tae tax
on tobscoo being considered a certainty, whether
placed oq the leaf, or directly on the manufactured
article, has had the «ffeot. of materially strengthening rtbe market, and giving it considerable life
throughout the month, closing with a decided upward tendency for all kinds of tax paid tobaccos,
the stock of which is now, as a whole, light.
FREIGHTS Business has boon decidedly dull
tin past week and engagements meagre.
We have
only to report the engagement since our last of bark
E.
Libbv
be'ore
[chartered
Mary
leaving Cardenas]
for Cardenas for the round sum of 82,300
Bark N M Haven for Matanzas with Box Shooks
at 18c to be received from alongside. Sch Hattie
Boss for Matanzas and back at $6.00 per Hlid for
Molasses. Br*g Bio Grande for Matanzas at 20) for
Box-shooks. 85 for sugar hhd shks, 30o for molasses
shocks and 89.00 for hoops,
SP1CIAL

NOTICKS.

BTOovieri of
sell papers

on

the Daily Press are not
their routes.

allowed

Hilton’s Insoluble Cement,
For wood, leather, crockery, and other substance*,
is the best aid to eoonomy that the housekeeper can
It is in liquid firm, and insoluble in water or
have
It will

adhoreoHysubstancescomp etely.

Two-

ounce bottle, with brush
(family package) 36 cents
each. Sold everywhere.
HILTOH BROS. & Co., Proprietors, Providence,
R. I. On reoeipt of 60 eesia, a lamily package will
be sent by mail.
febldSm

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP.
THIS oelebraicd Toilet Soap, in snob universal
demand, is made from the ohoioest materials,
is mild and emollient in its nature, fragrant y
aoented and extremely benefl.ial in its aot upon
the skin,
Fr Sale by all Druggists and Faney
Goods Dealers.
janSldlyr.

WAR REN’S

But when humors and other diseases afand color
fect the scalp these glands become involved in the
same disease, and the hair gradually tarns gray,
to iall
and brittle. Sooner or later tho hair
off, ::nd in many cases, if not arrested, will produce
oompiuie baldness.
To remedy this pathologioal condition of the
gland*, and create a new and healthy action, the
Physiological Hair Regenerator has proved a perfect oUCUl.3.
It is not a “Dye," and will not stain a particle. It
will positively “Rbstorb bRaY Ham" in all cases
to it* original color. It promotes a growth of now
hair in a!S oases on Bald Heads when the glands or
roots of the kair’aro not completely disorganized.—
It prevents the hair from
off, and removes all
dandruff, heat, humors and itching from the scalp.
It
the hair soft, moist and perfectly healty.and
ft a glossy and beautiful appcar&nee.
It is
ighly perfumed, and as a dressing it has no superior. The '■ Regenerator' is warranted to produce the
above results in all oases, if not the money to be
refunded. With it every “Gray Head" in How England can be restored in less than thirty days.
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NKW YORK—Ar 6th,barque Bolivia Wbiteherrv

Antelope.Mlrion N,»'

sob

Aspinwall;

BeStortT*'

Mid 4th, barque Powhattau; brigs L
O'Biien
*■ C F o
linen,
C M Reynolds. H F Coltld.st.
Ar Cth, sch Rachel Socman, Curtiu, Beaufort NC
Cld 6th, ship Arkwright, Caulkiua, Bremen; hark
Marathon. Drieko. Cardenas.
ArTth. -hip Black Hawk, Doene, Barbadoes.
BRISTOL—Ar 6th, brig Croton, Ingraham, from
Matanzas.
NEWPORT—In port 6th, schs Bay Stale, Torrey,
Rockland for New York; Mary E Gage, Hopkins,
from Calais fordo; Damon, Pitcher, from Bouton
for ffartr'M Monroe; Geo Henry, Curtis, from Portland for New York.
HOLMES 8 HOLE—Ar 4th, whs H K Dunton.
Jameson; G W Kimball Jr, Frenoh; tiiot, Thompson, and Otis. Carle, Rockland tor Now York; Augusta, Getchol do for Fortress MomoeAr 6tb, baraues Almoner, Lampher, New Orleans
for Boston; Union, Ulmer, do fordo; schs Forest,
Co nary. Rockland for Providence; Lacy, Appleby,
Eastport lor New York.
Sid 5th, brig Mary Lowell: schs 8hooting Star,
Bloomer. Mattie Coombs, H K Dunton, Otis, G W
Kim* all Jr, Augusta, Forest. Lucy.
Ar 6th, brigs Hiparien, Scott, Norman’s Pord for
Boston; Antaodale, Jones, St Thomas 17th ult, (put
in lor orders.)
In port 6th, barques M P Rich, Almoner, Union;
brigs Catharine Rogers, Crocus, Hyperion, Allandale; schs Pioneer, Hauuie Westbrook, and T C

Cay

TI.

Cld 6th, brig Almore, Cook, CienAiegos; schs Bucephalus, Hopkins, St Marcs
below 7th, U 8 frigate Wabash.
Cld 7th, brig Chesapeake, Newhall, City Point Va;
sch

Triumph,

Wa son, do.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Rangoon Deo 11, ships Baden, 8 iiphen, for
Falmonth, ldg; Art Union, Thayer, for Boston, do
At

At Calcutta Dec 21. ships Cromwell, Crocker, for
Boston, ldg; Sooloo, Hutchinson, for Maulmaln;
Tirreli, Morgan, unc
Went to eea fm Sangor Dec 12, ship Akbar, Chase,
lor Hall, Eng.
At
Cape Verd 1st ult, barque Amy, Nickerson, for

Coast or Africa.
Ar at Mauritius Dec 9, Rainbow, Kelley, Boston.
Sid fm Cadiz 10th ult, ship Wm Henry, Bernard,
New Orleans.
Sid iin Bristol 18th, ship Mont Blanc, Donnell, for

Cardiff.

Sid fm Cardiff
New York.
At do 20th alt,

$1. per Oottle.

TEUBETTS BROTHERS,

Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
N. H.
GEORGE O GOODWIN $ CO., 38 Hanover
street, Boston. General Wholesale Agents
W. W. Whipplb, Agent fomPortiand, Maine,
2eod 4m*

«r-I i you arein want ol any kind o f PRIJT11HG
*»
Daily Press Offioe.

all «t the

17th, barquo Villa franca, Anderson,

ship Hibernia. Whitefleld, for New
York; Odessa, Nickels, for Buenos Ayres; Mont
Donnell
for
Genoa: St James. Williams, for
Blanc,
Rio Janeiro; barque Aberdeen, Goodwin, for Barcelou.
At Newport E Jan 20, sLiu Wi liam Tell, Frenoh,
for Simon’s Bay: Margaret Evans, Trefrey, and Jos
Clark, Little field,for Genoa; barque Tanaro, Kelley,

for Oristano.
Ar at Callao Dec 29. barqno Webfoot, Humphrey,
New York; Jan 2, ship Col Adams, Morse, fm Ham-

burg.
Sid fm Helvoet Jan 17, ship Frederick Warren,

Phinney,
Cld

at

London.

Gibraltar Jan 11, brig Wm Wilson, Plum-

Malaga.

mi r

Balm

At Paita 16th ult, barque Palmetto, Freeman, flu
Mazatlan, ar 3d.
Ar at Uio Grande Deo 8, brig Lark, Bullock, from
Baltimore.
At Matamoras Jan 6, barque Live Oak, Mitchell,

for Liverpool.
Ar at Aspinwall 25th
New York.

ult, brig Ponvert, Allen, fm

Sid 22d, barque Amerioan Eagle, Harward, for
New York.
SPOKEN.
Oct 18, lat 4 20 N, Ion 221, ship Live Oak, Alden,

from New York for San Francisco

JJoeton Stock List.
Brokers’ Board, Feb. 7.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

at thi

6.00) American Gold,....*... 215
24.6U).do.216)

Independent

2 ,(KK).do.2 IP 4

1.600 .do.2161

900 .do.2I6J
6.0) 0.do. 216

8.000 .!.do..216$
6,0».do.116i
13.600 U S Coupon Sixes (1881)..110
6) United States 7 3-10ths (Aug)........115
8.000 United Sta;es Currency 7 8-10ths...99
2 <Xk) United States Ten-Forties.101
1.000 .do.v...10lj
200 United States Debt Certificates (Feb).99
1,000 .do (March). 99
42.0U0.do (Aug).98
47.000 .do (Nov).
97,
1,500 United States 6-20 s.106
800 .do.109
8,t00 Eastern Railroad Sixes (1874).100
45 Eastern Railroad.
101
10 Vermont and Massaseacbusetts KB...... 41
14 Old Colony and Fall River Railroad.114
9 Western Railroad.144
6.000 Boet >u k New York Air Line R R Sixes 67$
11 Vermont and Canada Railroad.Iu2$

State ol the

PORTLAND SOLDIERS'HOMF.
The eerenth lecture will be delivered In the
CITY

On

Uoiway.

In Frankfort, Jan 81, John Baker and Mrs Susan
Nickerson.
In Portsmouth, N H, Fib 1. Wm C Burnham and
Miss Mary O Keene, both ot Kitttry.
In Boston. Jan 26, Thos R Jones. U 8 V, of Quincy. and Mi'S Maggie P Vinal. of Camden.
In Temple, Jan 5, Li&riph M Bull on, of New Sharron. and Miss Mary C Smith, of T.
In F iyelte, Jan 22, John K Woodman, of Leeds,
and Mb s Laura A Whitteruoie, ot F.

—

Music

FOB BOOTS

AND

SNOBS.

saleat Mr. J. W. Mansfield's Store, 174
Middlest,Portland, Me.
deo31d|w2m
For

M. A.

Photographic Gallery
ALONZO S. DAVIS,

SI.,

Proprietor,
Portland,

Copying done in the best manner,

Me.

dec&tf

by Shaw’s Quartette.

BLANCHARD,

Lecture

l

Committee.
febSdtd

U, daughter of Charles

aged

Goverment 69, 1881.
Government 7 3-10s.
Government 5-20s.
Slate of Maine Bonds.
Portland City Bonds.
Bath City Bonds.
Bangor City Bonds.
At. and St. L. R. R. Bonds.
A. & Ken. R. R. Bonds.
Maine Central R. R. Bonds.

16 months

Capt

OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
*R0¥

FOR

FOB BALE BY

Etna.
.Liverpool.New York.. .Feb
American.. Liverpool.Portland
Feb
Asia.Liverpool.Boston.Fib
China.Liverpool.New York.. Feb
North

WM.

BAILS

Kangaroo.Liverpool.New York.. .Jan 21
Britannia.Glasgow.New York... Jan 25
City of London.. .Liverpool.New York... Jan 25
St David.Liverpool.l’ortland.Jan 26
Australasian.Liverpool.New York.. Jan 28
....

Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Feb

1
2
4
11
18

Cuba.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 8
Columbia.New York. .Havana.Feb 8
City of Cork..Naw York. .Liverpool.Feb 11
Peruvian.Portland.. ..Liverpool.Feb 11
America....New York..Bremen.F*b 11
Havana.New York. .Havana.Feb 11
Costa Rica.New York. .California.Ft b 13

Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Feb
City of London....New York..Liverpool.Feb

H.

WOOD & SOY.

Feb 8-dlw

BOW DO 1IV
MKDICAL

COLLEGE.

MMPAKTMKHT.

46 Annual Course of Lectures in the MediosJ
THE
Schoc 1 of Maine,will commence Feb 2s and
tiuueteu
oou-

weeks.

Circulars

cot. tilt log

information can be had
on application to riotO. F.
Bruokett, M. U.. Baunswiok, Mo or to .be Seaietary. WUUamstown, lias*,
r. 4. CHAD BOURNE M D
Secretary.
Brunswick, Me., Feb 6 1866 —ftbSdlw

15
18

full

CITY OF PORTLAND.

David.Portland—Liverpool.Ftb H

Morning Star.New York. .New Orleaus .Feb 18
Golden Rule.New York. .California ...Feb 20
Australasian.Now York. .Liverpool.Feb 22
Ocean Oueen.New York. .California_Feb 23
North American.. Portland... .Liverpool.Feb 25
Coraioa...New York. .Havana, Jfeo...i<eb27
Asia.Boston.Liverpool.. March 1

is hereby given, that it is the intention
of the City Council to lay out a new
street, or
public way for the use of the oity,—beginning at a
point about 188 foot from the ooraer of v'ommorcial
street and the lane lending to Cotton street.to run on
a parjli. 1 line with said fane to Fore
street, to be 60

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Wednesday...February 8.
Sun rises.7 06 I Length of days.10.18
Sun seta.....5.24 | High water (am)_0 17

And the Joint Standing Committee of the
Counoil on laying out new streets, in pursuanceCity
Jr
an order of the City Council,
passed on the .IrthcfavF ebruary,will meet for said
purpose on Wednsedair
<£
thelVb day of Feb. at 2 o’olook in the
afternoon, at
the place of beginning, then and there
proceed to

MIARITsTE

ISTJSWfrT

NOTICE

Joet wide.

view and

lay

out said

D.

Tuesday. .February T.

Atherton, Hatanzas-Ieaso

Em

Soh Maracaibo, Henley, Now York—R 0 York k

Son.

DISASTERS.
A dispatch from New York st'tes that the barque
Leroy (of Montreal) Evans, from Portland Dec 10ih
for Havana,wtt abandoned a- sea 26,h, waterlogged
The captain and crew were saved and havo arrived

at Baroadoee.
Steamer Franconia, from Portland ttor New York
run into the steamer Empire State, off New
on Monday night and lost
aud sustained
other damage. The E s was badly
damaged and
was towed to New York.
8e« news columns
Barque Almoner. Lanphtr, irom New Orleans for
Boston, arrived at Ho mes’ Hole 6th lost, » ith M1ia
spit bo having e»perienced heavy northerly *
gales ■
was 17 days North of Hatteras.
Soh Luoy, Appleby, from Eastport for
New York
arrived at Holmes Hole 6th and reportg having eeen
ashore morning of the 4th inst, on
Hedge Fence
e • bat
Dut
came off at

bowsprit

Jacob McLbllah,

1

Wit. H. Stdabi,

I

C. K

ARRIVED.

P Robinson.
Brig P K Curtis,
ery.

Haven’

night without damage.
Ship Frigate Bird. Watts, from San Francisco for
Angelos, was towed into Teekaet. Oregon Deo 16
with fourteen f.e water in her
hold, baring-been
™
C*P‘

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 10th
Delaware,
ult.barque
4
Port
Gamble
Gregg
Sid 0th Bit, barque France* Palmer, Lamb, Viotorim: 11th. ship Bavaria. Higgins llong Kong.
PORT ROtAL-Ar SOth, brigJ
Leighton, Le.gh*
York; 81st

GEORGETOWN DC—Cld 2d, brig Rainbow, Cas-

sidy, Baltimore

BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, sobs S A Hammond,Paine,
Boston; Wm Arthur, Loring. Portland.
The river and bay are now clear of iee and navigation is obstructed.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 4th, barque Volant, Landexkia, Key Wort.

street

1866.

C. V.

U 8 revenue steamer Mahoning, Webster, from a
cruise.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight. Boston.
Sch Fertilizer, Lancaster. Northport.
Soh Viola Sherman, Maohias for New York.
Soh Champion, Snow, Winterport for Boston.
Sch Bed Rover, Whitney, Ballast tor Boston
BELOW—a Br brig from Nova Scots, with grindstones, for Philadelphia.
CLEARED.
8teaaer Chesapeake, Willetts, New York—Emery
& Fox.
Brig Nebraska, Emery, Havana— Chare Broe k Co
Brig Hattie 8 Bishop, Bartlett, Cardenas—Hosea

new

All persons interested will take notloa and govern
themselves aco .raingly.
Given under oar hands this 7th day
1 of Feh'v

PORT OP PORTLAND.

ton. Boston.
Cld 26th ult, sehs Nnotitus Dari'. Now
H A Rogers, Frambes. Philadelphia.

PORTLAND

Dickinson,

JACOB McLELLAN,
ISRAEL WASHBURN.jr.,
JOHN LYNCH,
BENJ. KINGSBURY, jr.,

tives and friends are invited.
In Lancaster, N H, Feb 4. Mr John E Meserve,
of Portland, aged 9 years.
In North Yarmouth, Feb 7, Mrs Rebecca True,
widow or the late Capt Adams True, aged 78 years
t3T*Funeral on Thursday afternoon, trora the residence of
Wm T Pieroe, North Yarmouth.
In Bath, Feb 6. Susie May. daughter or Capt Geo
J and Martha J Giles, aged 3 years 9 months
In Brewer, Feb 6, Mrs Elizabeth B, wile of Israel
Dresser, aged 70 years.

St

1865,

Sea:,on Tickets 81.26. Evening Tickets 26 Ota.
Lecture to commence at 7J o’clock.

formerly

SAILING

10.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

0F“Fuueral this( Wednesday) afternoon, at 2A ol’k,
at No 17 Alder street.
In this jity, Feb 7, of heart di-ease, Mr John H
Riggs, aged 36 years 6 months.
S3T~Funeral on Thursday afternoon, at 8 o’clock,
from his late residence, 27 WashJugion street. Rela-

BTEAMKtt

Feb

BY-

STOCKS & BONDS.

DIED.
In this city, Feb 8, Mary
Catharine Goodhue,

HALL,

Friday Evening,

Cape Elizabeth, Feb 4, by Dr Wright, WillUra
Sargent Rowe, and Miss Carrie Thompson, both of
Cape Elizabeth.
In S dney, Jan 18, Geo C Swift and Miss llannah

Q and

Cooitry,

In aid of the

In

M

Lectures!

ON TUB

Miss Anna E.

MARRIED.

“ay0.prev“io».1?let"e

Water-Proof and Leather Preserver,

80 Middle

Horton, for Man-

bah* fmlVhtujB,re?kwa*ar
tram1 ililtelpbia
Moece
Port rS*', liB*a’»<>■* «1 borne.
IU:ytl1 8C> Concord, fm Beaufort NC;
(J/ar
,da
tram
w*«:
McLeod,
,K“y
from Port Royal SC;
‘J?* Addle SUinpeon, Wei,
•cb.
A Hammond
Mayflower
u,
Her
n« f

—

to

W

2d' barQ*e Annie Kimfor »<>» Orlcam: brigi Fron-

NEWBUKYPORT—Sid 6ih, brig Peerless, Perry,
John PR.

Immediately benoath the scalp there are very
bodies called Glands ;or more commonly Roots
of tho liair. It is from these Glands that every hair
As long as the
oltho head is formed and secreted
scalp is tree from disease these bodios also remain
healthy, and the hair keeps its natural appearance

jan

BanUlartn tow**'lth' bar4ue O

St

OPKttANDI:

aznail

Price

<lh’,hip Wm Camml’xt‘•tor

BOSTON—Ar 6th, brig Fanny Butler, Bartlett,

E N E R A T O

O

fm*««5oUWmt<

Salt

II AIR

E

tow.

Bartlett.

PHYSIOLOGICAL

R

•oh

in

ITCH, ITCH, ITCH!
Scratch 1
Scratch!
Scratch!
WHEA TOJV S

6’h, brtf John Welsh Jr, Fifleld.Port Soy el 80
Arflth. brig J W Speuoer. Heffer, Tort Royel 8C;
Hampden Belle. New York.
Aleo erflih, barque lddo Kimball, Clark, fm New
Orleau*
„5*B«edy I,laud 4th, brig Sami Weleh, for SevanAr

j

urpftMt-il.

LARD-—Has further deoHned, and is very dull at
24@24£o in bbls, and 2&@25$c for tub.
LIME—Is steady and qu^et, with moderate sales.
New, Rockland, atl 25@i 30 ^oask.
MOLASSES —The market continues to rule quiet

RICE—The

Look, Look !
000 BulF Envelopes Only 81.88,
AT DRESSER’S OLD STAND,
W Exchange Bt., above the I'oit Office.

at

$18@20 # ton.
IRON.—Under the decline of Exchange, prices for
all
of
rade*
Iron have a drooping tendency,
nearly
and we revise oar quotations as fo lows: Common,
7i@8; refined, 8$@9c; cast«steel, 42c; English Blistered, 40c; Spring bte?l, I7@18c ^ fa.
LEATHER. -Trade is qui t, and but little doing,
Wo slightl>
is vet, sales aro confined to small sales.
reduce our quotations lor N. Y. medium weights.
LUMBERr—The demand for all kinds of Shipping
We now quote #28@32
i* fair at higher prioie.
clear No. 1 and 2, Pine$50@53; No. 8do&40@4‘2;
and No 4, 28@30; Spruce 8 *7@20; Hemlock 11@13 &
M. Cedar Shingles Extra, $4,25@4,60f No. 1 do 93
@8,50; Extra Pine$6@6.50; Laths, spruce, $1,87@
2; and Pine do, $2,00@2,6fl per M. Box Shooks ana
Cooperago will be found lender the appropriate

scarce

large

ASSIES.—Potash

some

quote Vermont
lb. Bales
COFFEE.—The market has been almost entirely
sinoe
our last, the v olent fl ictuarions and
at stan,d
decline in gold not only bringing with them reduced
valuations lor ooffee iu N Y, but a so an indisposition to opeaato at present ox-jept upon a gold basis,
and the m*rket clones more firm since it is reported
that stocks of a 1 kiuds are very light.
CO AL.—Dealers have advanced their prices ol
coal from the .yards, and are now a»king-8*16 per
ton, at retail, for White Ash, Lehigh, and Franklin; au.d Chostnut 18 51.
CORDAGE.—Prioes of Manilla have been reduced
quoted at 25$@26 with a
at the factory and is no
drooping tendanoy. We continue to quote Mai il a
do
29 @ 31, and American
Russia
^
Bolt ope 2S@3d;
cordage 20 @21 4? lb.
CANDLES—Mould Caudles remain steady at 28®
28$; the inside being manufacturers prices. Bperm
are quiet aud steady at 42@46o.
COC TON.—The N Y Price Current says “Iho
market wus firmer on Saturday, when prees advanced 2@3c por lb; the advance was lost on Monday,
howov^r, and on ye?terday, under ths iuflaence ol
ihe unfavorable advices from Liverpool and deoline
iu Gold, some ealis were pressed at at a decline of
4@*.cents. Our fig ires are 8 and 4 cts lower than
our last quoti'ionrf, and represent a fair average-at
which the business was done.”
DUCK—Remains steady at the deotine previously
noticed, and we continue to quote Portland No. 3
—165, aud No. 11—112, and Ravens 80o per yd. Demand moderate,
ERY GOODB.—A further decline of about 10 per
cent has taken plaoe "n heavy ootton fabrics, and we
now quote heavy 87 inch sheet!'•%>■ 60@54c: fine 36
inch do. 35@45; medium do. 35@40; and light do.
80c. Heavy cotton flinnels 45@50; heavy tickings
60@56; heavy strtptd shirting 45@50; and heavy uenims 4 @55 per ysrt. Wo also reduce our quotations tor detains 37$@40, and crash 17@20c. Trade is
entirely nominal, there is in foot Utile or uctMog
doing at this time. Many dealers are engaged in
now

feb4eod3 w

For the

decline on Chesse.and
aud N Y 2«@22 and country
moderate—si cks light

2Q@21c 4?

oil.

Store,

offering
discount from former prices,
Goods at the same proportion.

ais life

>f that party, when he united with the
party
iow in power,
defending with ability and ener| gy the doctrines which make up its creed.
To
he periodicals devoted to the interests
of the
I dethodist Churoh, of which he was a
member,
1 le contributed largely, and was
justly

Examiner.

now

BOX SHOOKS.-NomaterHl cktnie h«o«s»«4
In the market; Kupply moderate, and but few itr any
on the market io first hands;, prices
range 'roml*0@l 30. Shi ments are mode
ire stffioient <m the demand iaCuba will suitain remunerative prioes. We notice some lecemt arrivals
from the provinces and from Eastern ports.
COOPERAGE—Hoops are very active at quite an
advance; we quot'' good a*h *60(460 ^ M; aud red
pak 14 ft hoc^ps 45@60
M: »11 otuer classes ol
oooperage remains quiet aud nominal at quotations.
But very few transactions l ave been made tor the
past two or three weeks, and shipments are moderate. Country oooperage neglected.

—

We would invite the attention of the Ladies
to the large stock of French Thibet* which
Mr.T. Lucas at the New York
No. 125

from

I

conduct
eal.

Having taken some pains to satisfy ourselves
respecting the merits of these new instruments,
we are able to speak very confldently in regard to them, and to recommend them heartily to our readers. We have not found any
difference in the opinions entertained of them
by musicians; all value them highly, and all
agree that their superiority to all other instruments ot the class, American or foreign, is in-

jy Mr. Robert Athon West died in Washinga few days since.
He came to this
country

powerful agent in
the detection of crime will
be placed within the
reach of the
administrators of justioe. It U
doped some eminent artist will photograph a

the

Repre-

ton

and

Brazil.

dissolu-

and separation, and nothing else, then he desired to say, with his humble efforts he should
aid the conquering armies of his
country to
obtain by force what it has been unable to obtain by peace.”

eminent artist of Florence,
EyAlinari,
photographed the eye of a murdered woman,
rhs result was the face of a man was distinctly
produced. One Casini was in custody on suspicion and the
features in the portrait corresponded exactly with his
A series of experiown.
ments are about to
be made in a local hospital
on the eyes of dead
patients, and if they con-

Brevet Major General.

v

not

ernment ; but if the door had now been thrown
open by the President, and if the answer to
that was that they would accept recognition

an

Rich-

stand made inland.

the Hall to its

Union, and it had been one of his
complainst against the administration, that so
far from making overtures, it had prevented
propositions of peace by denying the admittance of commissioners from the Southern
gov-

injured.
The Franconia received but trifling damage,
ind at once took the Empire State in tow, and
proceeded toward New Haven. It was thought
jest, however, to keep on to New York, and
;he passengers and baggage were transferred
o the Providence propeller Galatea and forwarded to Newport.

the

A

lithographed, letter prc«s printing
being practised in Persia. The Persian's
fancy their style of printing the finest in the
world, and prefer it to the pure Arabio charac-

tion of the

thus occasioned was not serious. Her headgear and sails were also carried away, and one
or two of the deck hand* were
slightly

Amomj

Editors.

Nkw Yobk, Feb. 7.
The latest Richmond papers are Ailed with
beligerent editorials, denouncing secession and
claim that the army is for fighting it out.—
They had not yet heard ofthe result of the conference. They rejoice greatly over Lee’s pro
motion.
The Sentinel savs no more rebel treasnrv
notes are to be Issued.
The World's Washington dispatch says it is
reported that the rebels have adopted a new
war policy.
Richmond is to be evacuated,
and the whole Atlantic coast to be abandoned

papers are

lew

extremely

sugar, aud molasses, for which
there was a brisk inquiry, owing to the light
supply. Small sales of prime molasses at 1 15
a 1 20, fully fair to prime sugar 23, good ordinary cotton 45.

not

a

was

dull, except for

enough will be

sentatives, he said “he

re-

moved to Selma.

Both

speech

evening, it being overcast, though not very
dark, at the time. The Empire State was
Btruck on the starboard bow. A
large hole
was stove about fifteen feet abaft the
stem,
through which the w#ter rapidly poured in;
but, having water-tight bulkheads, the damage

die last person who looked into it.

renowned for

jy Wonders never will cease. Fernando
Wood betrays signs of returning sanity. In a

at about twenty minutes past 9 o’clock in the

mirror, and see if he cannot catch the face of

are

ters from which it is derived.

Sound.—Steamer Em-

pire State, which left New York 4 o’clock Monday afternoon, ou the Fall River line, was run
into that night by the Portland propeller Franconia, off New Haven. The collision took place

new

getting

soon.

credited.

theory, a

and

to escape from their degrading
a crisis in Mormon affairs will

France, periodically find their way into the
American journals, and appear to be generally

firm the

pickets

office of the Register of the Treasury during
last year, otherthan that mentioned in Secretary

the females in Utah are

Bumors of the intended recognition of the
by the Governments of England and

South

on the

our

oompany or forty-three women recently attempted to flee from the bonds of MormonisminUtah, but they were overtaken and
carried baok to their masters.
It is said that

London correspondent of the Toronto

Collision

eluding

inside our lines.
y Senator Sherman authorizes a direct denial of the report that the Senate finance committee had discovered any loss of bonds in the

W

Bumors of

PAPERS.

—■——

'--

Gf The Bangor City Council has repea’
its order to pay bounties to recruits ho., bv
stallments, and passed an order to pay in full! ^
the mustering of the recruit into the U. S. ser-

for the

ars

EVEI¥IJ¥«

upon this matter.

Gorham

though

-TO THX--

hens have to “stamp them”is without anW
dation.
V
J
yit has beeu decided that hereafter i^bel Taylor and Maury.
The New Orleans market
guerrillas who may be captured shall not b#£x-

on its regimental standard, WhicK-iS
eight more than can be claimed by any otherAiValry regiment in the Army of the Potomac.
gro is to be let severely alone so far as govyThe Oswego Advertiser says that ‘the
ernmental interference goes.
rebellion, crashed, bleeding, dying, cries aliod
mr. uarnson was in execllent humor and
for us to let up and spare its mangled
felt very much at home. He said he felt more
corpus."
That is a very lively corpse which can cry al id
Methodistical than otherwise, and was disposso clamorously.
ed to shout ‘Glory to God.’ Great
changes
jy Correspondents
especially those c nhave come over public opinion, he
said, and tributing poetry—must be patient. We
r6j et
these changes we owe to the humble
rail-split- the necessity which frequently compels us to
ter of Illinois.
We were celebrating not
delay the publication of such favors until t sy
merely negro emancipation, but universal become
untimely.
emancipation; not merely the emancipation of
iy We are receiving lots of expressions in sfour millions of biacks, but of thirty-iour mil- lation to an
evening edition, which we shall ] it
lions of whites. The meeting was very en- into
form, perhaps, and publish at an earlyd \
thusiastic and all were in highspiriis and good for the purpose of
showing the outside feel! ^

justice

done

rights

BY TELEGRAPH

a

Charles Lever.

wide berth.
The “third rail” causes some little excitement, the committee having reported against
removing the restriction, and it rpmaius with
Bangor to say whether there is to bo a fight
I hope they will not get up any secor not.
tional feeling, for the building of the European & N. A. Railroad depends entirely on the
good will of the western part of the State.
Gov. Cony has entirely recovered from his
illness, and receives all callers in his usual
cordial manner. I noticed, some days ago,
that “Ralph,” in the Courier, said that “Gov.
daily issuing from the British Press:
‘•That the people of the North were opposed Cony peremptorily declines a re-nomination,
to the object of the war; that they were sick
and politicians have fixed on the Hon. N. A.
of the Federal Administration, and disgusted
Farwell as his successor.” With all due rewith Lincoln as iis head; that America rejoiced in the prospect of their power and pol- spect for “Ralph,” I must say, and I say what
icy coming to an end; were but a few weeks I know to be true, that he is entirely out of
ago among the cries ot the Coulederates in_ his latitude, for Gov. Cony has not and will
America, and these found an echo among not decline a re-nominatioa. He was elevated
their sympathizers iu Europe. But how holto his present position without any of the
low have been their pretensions to gauge the
national sentiment. The opinions which they usual party machinery, aud if the people of
conceived in selfishness and brought forth in Maine wish him to continue in the office
hatred are found to be worthless. The bluswhich he has filled with so much honor to the
terings with which they have sought to comState, he will not feel at liberty to decline;
fort themselves aud deceive others are found
and no man in the State will more gladly aid
to bo vain and empty. The desperate efforts
they have put forth to prolong the existence in the re-nomination of Gov. Cony than the

Board of Aldermen:

as

to me so

year ago

]y Why is

Augusta, Feb. 7,1865.

should
home away “down east,” or rather, as I
over north two thousand miles
away
now
say
Without the
or more, in the State of Maine.
can have no
you may imagine, but

came

a

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

y. A. Farwell.

Editor qf the Pren
Having a few moments of leisure I will fulfil my promise to drop you a line trom time to

visits of the Press, which less than
The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
ard
than any other Dally paper in the&tati,
..and.
in
Poo
other
double that of any

Letter from Augusta.
Leaislature—Adjournment—The Bounty Bid—The “Third Bail’—Gov. ConyRe will not decline a renomination—Hon.

The

Feb 8—td
Argus eopy.

Boswobth.
Ladd,

f

_

Committee
,on

L*jtng

Jonn D. HnowHAN,
W*. G. Soulb
1

out

Streets.

Administrator’s Sale.
to alloerse to
gra>s>d by the
PURSUANT
Hon. John A. Waterman, Judge of
1‘robate for
me

tn-County ot Cumberland, 1 shall sell at public
“
the 16th day of March
fnon, W'dntsday,
next
boose tu Uorham, at Fort
Hi l° the
th°. home'arm
h'kmt *■' 4t,mJ
Hill,
of Francis kali.e, late of Gorhum. deceased, situate in
Standiah, on the
leading from West Gurham to l.imingteu, in resd
tbo
Dow neighborhood, (so
and containg thirivoallod)
u°r©® nior® or lea-*, with
the

building then on

*0ld houf,°’ "iih
LhuJBta«?i!!!tth9kPremiP^8
by* and other out buildinv, aud
a

ofrUent celiar, a

*“ ex*
a.

right if aoner in thn
premise# will be tr 14 nt same time and
plao\
Jr* Admixtotrv.ior.
Gorham
P^Y*®’
Uorham, February 7, 1866.
6w3ir*

Coramiooeri’ Notice.
NTOTICE fa hereby given, that the subscriber*
have been appointed by the Judge of Probate,
lommksioners with full power to reooive and examine all *ne claim* o» the .several creditors of the
Estate of Fredericks. To wJo, late of Fain oath, in
tbo county of Cumber aud, deceased; and that six
months a e allowed /rom the date of our Oozpmts*.
#ion, to wit. the seventeenth day of January, a. f>
1866, topr sen! and prove their claims against aa'd
eata e; and that we will atteud to the duties reqnlr.
edof us by said commie-ion. on the la«t Satur ur
in April, A*’lest S»tard*y in June, and ibe third
Monday iu Juljr. A. D. 18*6, at ten o’olcck A w at
the office of Holden A Peabody, near the Custom
House, on Lime street, Portland.
Warm* H Vihton,
Hkn*y C. Pmabody.
E. M.

PATfEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St...

Damaged Leather

ON

at Auction.

Ssturd.y, Fsb nth.

r>ri.*ua

°“

nt 10 A M.. ut office will
•ooount of whom it way oonU-ther’ •«-

Butter.

40 byACKAGE4 JPFmew&B**Vo
P
fvb888w

ftr “1*

WEE*S72V7?W.

Wanted
tbwo ponous, 2 Room, In
Pgf
oc.respootable neighborhood. Satisfaororv qni•

r«f

ES-aW: ivsarisr**35#

\

HI

PORTLAND

Mr. Brooks moved to
strike out the appropriation for the defences
of Washington. Lost.
The fortification bill was laid aside to report
to tbe House.
The army appropriation bill was then taken
the fortification bill.

AND VICINITY.

New Advertisement*
To-Day.

stocks and Bonds,
Hall.
Theatre—Deerlng
Commissioners’ Notioe.
Auotion Sale—E.M. Patton.
Bniter.
Booms Wanted.
Look, Look!
City of Por land.
Indopenei Lee ur.

IOTHE

Portland

Press

-"♦♦♦>»•—-----

Bovdoin Co.foge.
Adminstrator’s 8ala.

Speoial

Daily

up.
The army appropriation bill wa? considered.
Mr. Wilson of Iowa, offered an amendment to
prevent any of the money from being paid for
services to such railroad companies as have
received grants of lands to build their roads

THE ARMY

OP

THE

POTOMAC

condition that they would carry troops and
property of the United States free of toll.—
Messrs. Wilson and Wasbburne of Illinois,
on

AGAIN IN MOTION.

Notice-

The fallowing regulations will b« rigidly observed
by the Proprietors of tbe Pros;
1. No papers will be delivered by Carriers exeept

amendment, which aims at the
Illinois Central Railroad, and Messrs. Allen of
Illinois, and Grinnell of Iowa, opposed it. The
amendment was agreed to—07 against 37.
The committee rose and the House passed
supported

Attack

those who have snbsoribed at tbe offioe.
No Carrier will be allowodto sell papers on his
route, or to oolleot money from subscribers.
8. Carriersfound guilty of violating tbe foregoing
rules they will be discharged.

the Federal Forces
Armstrong’s Mills.

on

to

near

3.

the fortification and army

THE

EXE MY

FEBRUARY TERM—WARE J. PRESIDING.

volley into our men, killing two men, and
wouudiDg a number of horses. Part of the
3J division of the 2 J corps here came to the
support of tne cavalry, and drove the rehels
off, and soon alter a connection with the right
of the 5th corps wa9 made. Up to this time
very little fighting had taken plsce, the 5th
corps being scarcely engaged at all.
Gen. Smyth before reaching Hatcher’s Run.
turned to the right and advanced in a north
westerly direction toward Armstrong’s Mills,
but belore going more than three quarters of
a mile the enemy were discovered in a strong
position, and in considerable force; four divisions of Gen. Gordon’s being reported in the
vicinity. Here some of our men erected temporary breastworks on a part of our line,
while the balance had only time to throw up

U. S. Commissioners' Court.
WM. E,

CLIFFORD, ES(J., COMMISSIONER.
Yesterday Susan O’Neal was brought before the Commissioner, charged with receiv-

ing and opening letters addressed to Mary HNeal, and also surreptitiously embezzling $50

from one of said letters. The evidence did not
sustain the complaint, and Susan was discharged. G.E. B. Jackson, Assistant U. S. District

Attorney, tor Government; John H. Williams
for respondent.
Judicial Court.

JANUARY TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—In the case of Freeman vs.
Thayer & al—oysters and petroleum—the
evidence was all put in and Mr. Barnes commenced his argument to the jury for the defense. Without concluding his argument court

small fence rifle pits.

7.

John Hughes, for drunxeuness and distun.
was lined three dollars and costa.—
Committed.

ipotimlpri

Deserxeb.—Edgar Page
Augusta some ten days since.—

enlisted at
The day after he entered camp he went out,
purchased a new suit of clothes, hired a horse
and sleigh aud cleared out. A description of
him was seat to City Marshal Heald who
placed the matter in the hands of Deputy Marshall Wentworth. The latter has been on the
lookout for the deserter and thief, and yesterday he arrested him just as he was taking the
He was lodged in jail and
cars for Boston.
will be taken back to Augusta to-day. The
horse aud sleigh were found in Westbrook.

their works.
Our loss during the day

probably not over 100

!■

Washington, Feb. 7.

adopted.

A Card.—The Association for the relief of
Aged Indigent Women gratefully acknowledges a donation of one hundred dollars from
Israel Richardson, Esq.,—also a donation of

i

An amendment making substitute brokers
amenable to civil courts instead of the military
was

Mountfobt, Treasurer.

St. Stephen’s Church.—The Episcopal
Board of Missions of the Diocese of Maine will
hold its quarterly session at St. Stephen’s
Church to-day and to-morrow. There will te

public services on Wednesday and Thursday
forenoons, at 10 1-2 o'clock,and on this (Wednesday) evening, at 7 1-2 o’clock.

Monday night by removing

of the panes of glass. Several boxes of
cigars, two boxes of raisins and a box of
one

stolen.

tablished

The members of the Board of Managers o
the Portland Soldiers’ Association are requested to attend the monthly meeting at the
“Home” on Spring Street, this Wednesday
P. M., at 3 o’clock.

quarterly offic3rs,aud other important busmesf
Will take place.
Per Order.

so.

passed by the

about five hundred mil:

lion dollars.

of Recruiting Officers and others in
New Yorle,

New York, Feb. 7.

assessors, and others connected with
the enlisting business in New Yerk, have been
made within the past few days.

Ratification of the Amendment to
stitution in Mistouri.

the

Con-

Louis, Feb. 7.
Both Houses of the Missouri Legislature today, ratified the amendment to the Constitution abolishing slavery. There were two dissenting voices in the Senate, and four in the
St.

York Market•
Feb. 7.

sales 9300 bbls new

mess

at

86 60@

Lard—firmer; sales 8600 bbls at 19}@ 24; very
choice 23}.
Butter—firm; Ohio 32@47.
Whiskey—dull; sales 600 bbls at 2 3.'@2 804.
Rice—d i<U.
Sugai—firm; sales 600 h*ds Musoovadaat 18@19};
Havana 100 boxes at

20}@22.

Cotke—dull; Rio 52}@48; Maracaibo 44@46; Java
48(250.
Molasses—dull.
Naval 8tores—firm.
Oils—dull.

Petroleum—quiet.
Tobacco—dull

Freights to Liverpool—quiet.
—

amendment

was

rejected

—

adjourned.

FliMPlIES! H1H

N. Rich.
label.
Lead.
Pearl #» ft.00000000 Am. Pig » looft.818@aD
Pot.llo® Sheet and Pipe.. 20 @21
M.

Lime.
Apples.
Pbbl.• ..5 60@7 00 Rockland, oaek.. ,126@13(
Sliced # ft.17,® 18A
Lumber-Prom yard
Cored# ft.17@18J Clear Pine.No. 1.800 @ 6C
Bread.
do.
No.2.. 00 @ 6!
Pilot p 100 fte.
80) @6
do.
No. 8.. 40 a 41
Ship...
@80
Lumber.828
7j@7J Shipping
Crackers per bbl. S8@6j Spruoe..
81700@2l
Craokers, 4? 100. .69 @60c Iforalook.1100® 1
Butter.
BoxSh’ks,(pine)120@l 3
bamily p ft.47 @50c Clapb’da, Sext..823 @ 2(
Store. 40@42
do.
P
42@ 4f
Beana.
ext4 a6@4i
Shingles, Ced.
"
Marrow p bushSS 26@360
<fo.
No.80U@35(
do. ext. Pine.5@ 64
Pea.320@837
Blue Pod.2 87@812 Laths,Spruoe... ,212@22i

received the agency
manufactured by the

HAVING

NEW YORK

Green

...

Candles.
do. Pine.2 26@ 27 f
Mould p ft.23 @234 Bed Oak Steves 846 @60
Mol.
Hhd. Shooks
Sperm.42 @46
Cheese.
fc Heads,city. .826@36C
Vermont p ft.Ul@22 Sugar do. oity 326@36C
do. do. o’try.l00@160
Country.20@21
Green Co’y sa’d.. OtXffiO OC
Coal—(Hetail.)
Lehigh.15J@16 Country RiffMol.
Chestnut. 13,50®
Hhd.Shooks.. .126@17S
Coiree.
8Iash.126@16<,
Java 4? fi>.61 @53c Hoops.14ft. 846 @6D
Cape... ..42 @ 46 HaokmeteckTim-

Bio.474 @60 her, p tun.,.10@2C
Cordage.
Molasses.
Amerioan 4? ft.. .20 @21 Port Eioo.106@8110
Russia Hemp.none Cienfuegos,.
none
Manilla. 254@26 Cuba clayed.6S@ 80
do.
29@31
Boltrope,Russia..
do.tart”.. 48@60
do. Manilla. 27@28 do.Muscovado”..86@9i)
Cement.

Trinidad

9Cc

V bbl.8215@225 PortlandSyrup.hhds @00
do.
bbls @ 00
Drugs and Dyes.
Atump ft.7@ 0 Nails.
Aloes.46 @ 00 Cask. $9 6t@10
Arrow Boot.80 @70
Naval Stores.
Borax.44@48 Tar *» bbl.819@16
Brimstone (roll)... 0 @7) Pitch (Coal Tar). .834@ 08
Bi-Carb. Soda.10@10) Rosin.#30 @00
Sulphur. @10 Turpentine4?gal238@2 62
Sal Soda. 6|@
Oakum,
Camphor.160@
Amerioan. 14@16
Cream Tarter. 40 @90 Oil.
Logwood ex. 19@ PortldKerosene90,924 @95
Magnesia.66 @ 76 Sperm Winter.. 276@276
Indigo,M’la,fine.160@360 Whale, ref. Wlnt 178@183
Madder...22c@22 Grand Bank and
Opium.816 60@88 76 Bay Chaleor. .842 @ 44
Rhubarb.8 69@
Shore.87@39
Alcohol.480®
Linseed... ,....8167ST
Naptha. 60 @ 75 Boiled.1 67ts

@38 Lard OR.2 2
Vitriol.22 @22 Olive Oil.32
Castor Oil.876
Dyeweods.
Barwood.8 @
Neatsfoot Oil.... 12
Brazilwood.18 @
Onlens—
Camwood. ID @ (p'bbl.6 60@6 76
Fustic, Cuba. 6@6 #busb.82 26@2 87
Savanvilla. 6 @6
Paints.
Hypernio.@11 P’tl’dL’d.inoll 1860(7
Logwood,
CumbcrlandL’d, 17 6
Campeachy. 8@ Pure Dry Lead.. 16
St. Domingo.24a3 FrenohZino, ”0*1 C
Extract Logwood. 18@19 Amer. Zinc, "
137
Nio
Wood.
@ Rochelle Yellow...g (j
Peaoh
8@
Eng. Ven. Red_r
8 @10 Litharge.
Bed
"
@ Red Lead.
Sapan
Bark...
Plaster
Quercitron
2J@
RedSanders.7 @10 Per ton Soft.325@860
Duek.
Hard. ..nominal.

Ravens. 80@
No. 8. 000@165
No. 10.. 000@1 *2
No.
3 000@ 00
Navy.S’r,
"
No. 10. 000@000

Portland,

Ground..700@760

Provisions.
Ch’go Mess Beef.822 @23
Portland do..2169@®60
P’tl’dext. do. 2400^28 00
Pish.
Pork .extra clear. 48 60@u7
Cod large 4Pqut8900@ 860 Pork, dear.46 @46
"
small.7 76@ 8 25 Pork, mess.. 4100 @42 00
Pollock.5 00 @6 on Pork, Prime..
36@8S 00
Haddock,. 326 @4(0 Round Hogs.16@18
Hako.600 @560 Hams.18@19
Herring, Shoreipbl. 84@9 CitySmok’dHams 22@28
do. Labrador., none.
Produce,
do. SoaledlPbx.66@60 Beef *» ou’r » ft. .12 @14
do. No. 1.45@60 Eggs, & dos.40 @ 46
Mackerel 4? bbl.,
Potatoes, Wbbl.8262@3 00
Bay No. 1. .Slot
Chickens....,18@ 20
Bay No. 2...-.14i
Lamb.10@ 11
Shore No. 1. .211
|H60Turkies.18 @26
2..16 J1700 Geese. 16@17
@ 00 00 Veal. 9@12
Lange,.
Prnlt.
Rice.
Almonds—Jordan If) 1b, Rice V ft. 14®16
^
Soft Shell.86 @ 88
Rum.
Shelled.40@42c Portland distilled
@2 80
Salem tus.
Currants.26®
Citron, new.43 @46 SaleratnB & lb.. ,lD@m4
Pea Nuts.S 400@4 25
Salt.

Figs,

36@60Turk’s Is., 4?hhd.
New Eleme.
@28 (8 bus.).... 86 75@ 6 76
Lemons,4Pbox.... 81300® Liverpool. 6 76@676
Oranges—bun ..84 50^500 Cadiz.none
Raisins, new
Cagliari. 6 76@6 76
Bunch 4? box. (S25@660 Gr"d Butter Salt. .86 @
Layer.660@6 75
Starch.
Dates.23@23i Pearl.18@14
new

Flour—Portland 1 imp Drop.8 @22
Superfine.... 89 25@9 76 Buck. gm
*>ncy. 9 78@ 10 25 Soup.
Extra. 112 >
Family do.141@00
Doable Extra 11 00
No. 1. ....
Extra Superiorl26<)
Soda.17 @00
Western extrasll 00
Oleine. 17@00
Ohio extra... 10
Castile. 18@00
Canada No 1 10 7
Crane's.
@18

.14Too

StLouiaFavBrd’sl
South’ll 111.do,12

Spices.

PatopscoFamily..

Cassia ft lb.000»»105
Cloves.
@60

_

Corn Meal... 71@7} Ginger, (Race). ...40@ 45
Bnckw’t Fl’r. 7@8o
Ginger, (Africa). .40 @46
Grain.
Mace.1 00 @
Bye.1 95@2 00 N utmegs.185@186
Oats. 96@9S Pepper.46@ 47
South Yel.Corn. .000 @000 Pimento.36 @ 3?
Com, Mixed.... 196@200 Sugar.
Barley.166@1 60 Portland A.none
do.
AA...
Gunpowder.
@ido.
Blasting.. 87® 74
Yellow.... 00
Rifle and Sporting. 8J@ 9 Extra Yellow.00u@00
Mnsoovado. 20@221
Hay.
Presss’d p net T 826@U0 Havana Brown... 24j@2fi
Loose. 26®27
do.
White.. 00o@ 00
Straw. 818@2o New Orleans.000 @ 0"
Hides and Skin*.
Crashed....28i@28)
B. A. Hides. 80@ 85 Granulated.28J@ 281
Western.26 @ 28 Powdered.28J@281
Slaughter Hides.. 9@10c
Teas.

Calfskins.26@80 Hyson.@0080 00
Calcutta Cow—
Young Hyson. .000@000
Slaughtered.. .190@210 Oolong.116@125
Green Salt.186@2 00
do choice.. 1 26@1 86
SheepPelte.Gr’n.l 70@176 Sonohong.96 @110
Hops.
Tobacco.
First Sort, 1864...48 @62 5’8fcl0’sbestbo’d8. 70@80o

Feb.

7.

....

Inches.

6.

8KNATK.

Bead and assigned—An act to incorporate
the Guilford Manufacturing Company; to incorporate the Cumberland Bone Company; to

Incorporate the Warren Manufacturing Company ; to Incorporate the Hargraves Woolen
Manufactory; to incorporate the Winnegance
Dam Company; to incorporate Star iu the
West, Lodge No. 85; to amend chapter 264
of the public laws of 1864, entitled an act requiring the Secretary of State to furnish the
clerks of Courts in the several counties, a list
of all persons commissioned and qualified as
Justices of the Peaco and Quorum, Trial Justices, and Notaries Public.
Passed to be engrossed—An act incorporating the Bath Iron Mining and Manufacturing
Company; resolve in favor of Josiah H.
Drummond; an aet to incorporate the Williams Fraternity; an act to incorporate the
Shaw and Clark Sewing Machine Company.

A communication was received from the
Governor, transmitting an official copy of the
resolution amending the Constitution of the
United States, which was referred to a Joint

Select Committee.
The bill legalizing the doings of cities, towns
&c., in raising bounties was made the special
order of the day for Tuesday.
HOUSK.

Justices

of the

Supreme

Court on that ar-

ticle of the Constitution requiring a residence
of one year in the State as a qualification for

Representalive,

8

HOUSE.
Resolutions for the arrest and reprimand
ing of A. P. Field for assaulting Judge Kelley,
and that he be denied the privileges of the
floor of the House, were offered and ordered
to be printed.
The House then went into a committee on

district.
The report

declaring
passed.

a

was accepted and the resolves
vacancy irom that district were

incorporate

the officers and members of the
Eastern Frontier Lodge; resolve in favor of
Jane H. Child.
Passed to be engrossed—An act to change
the names of certain persons: an act to amend
chapter 267 of the Public Laws of 1864 relating to the jurisdiction of Trial Justices; an
act to incorporate the
Spinning Roll-

^aglisli

act giving further remedies
er Company;
agaiust executors and administrators; an act
to change the name of James W. Leavitt and
to confer upon him the rights of inheritance.
Passed to be enacted—An act additional to
an

DRILLING.

Heavy Drilling.30.
66 ffl 60
•'
.30.424 8 474

Medium

Heavy Cotton
Flannels...46
“

Medium

@ 60
ffl 46

..86

STRIPED SHIRTING.
46
Heavy Striped Shirting.30.
**

Hediam

'*

@ 60

ffl 424
@ 874

27.40
27. 80

*■

TICKING.

Heavy Ticking...60

Medium

ffl 65
ffl 60

.40
OOTTOHADBS.

Heavy doable and twist.75 @ 86
DENIMS,

Heavy Denims....46
Medium

@ 66
ffl 40

.80
CAMBRICS

AND

1600
3500 Hhds

DELAINE.

DeLaines.874 ffl

40

act to incorporate the City of Bangor; an
act to incorporate the Kennebec Steamship
Company ;an act tp increase tb£ Capital Stock
of the Traders Bank, Bangor; an set to incorporate the officers and members of the Somerset Royal Arch Chapter; an act to repeal an
act entitled an act regulating the storage, safe
keeping and transportation of gunpowder in
the city of Bangor passed March 23,1863; an
act to amend chapter 2^1 section one of the
Public Laws of 1884 relating tc Poll Taxes.
Finally passed—Resolve in favor of Haxen
Keech; resolve in favor of Joseph Carriveau;
resolve in favor of James Walker.
an

fcSFThe Chicago Times says that the oil recently “struck” within the limits of the city is
thick, almost like tar, and will never make an
illuminating oil, although it is of far more
value for this reason, for lubricating purposes.

Crash.....,...,17

ffl

BATTING, WADDING Ad.

20

Cotton Batting, per lb.80 @ 35o
Cotton Wadding.46 ffl 56 P lb
Cotton Warp.116 180ffll26
Wicking, bleached.1 26 @ 1 38)
WOOLEN

GOODS.

Kentucky Jeans,.76

@

90
1 26

Satinets.75 ffl
Union Meltons.80
ffl 112
All Wool do.1124 1
126
Black Uuion Casimeres.100
! 126
Black all wool Cassimeres.1.60
2 00
1
Black Doeskins.1 76
: 2 60
Fancy Doeskins.• -150 > 8 00
Repellent, 6-4. 2 00 1_1 2 26
WOOL

FLAHHBLS.

Bine Mixed Twilled Flannels.66
Scarlet
66
"
"
Blue
65
"
White, plain,
80
<■
Printed
50

ffl

86

@ 76

@75

@ 80
ffl 75

an2Sdlmia

For

the week ending Feb. 8,1864.

CORRROTBD BY WM. H. WOOD A SON,
Stock and Exchange Broker,
Exchange 8t., Portland
Par Vaiuc Offered. Asked.
Description.
111
Government6s, 1881.
110
Government 6-20.
Government 78-10.
State of Maine Bonds.
Portland City Bonds,.
Bath City Bonds.
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,...
Calais City Bonds.

Bank of Cumberland,..... 40
Canal Bank,.
100
1st National Bank, (new),.100
Casco Bank.100

Merchants’Bank,. 76
Manufacturers A Traders’ Bank, 50
Mechanics'Bank,.100
Portland Company,......100

Portland Gas Company,.. 50
Ooean Insurance Company,.100
At. A St. i,a\vrence R. B.,.
do.
do.
do., Bonds, .100
And. A Kennebec R.B.Stock,..100
do.
do.
do., Bonds,.. 100
Maino Central B. R. Bonds.

Androscoggin B.

B.

Stock.60

do.
1st Mortgage Bonds,.
Ken. A Portland B. B. 8tock„. .100
do.
do.
do.. Bonds,..WO
Portland A Forest Avenue R.R.W0
Portland Glass Company...100
Portland Shovel Manuftc’g Co. 100
Portland Steam Packet Co.,_100
Richardson’s Wharf Co.,.100
Cape Elii. Wharf and B, Co.,.., 60

109
111

108
110

100

99
99
99
99

100
100

100
100

99
46
104
101
107
77
,50
90
104

48

107
102
108
79
62
ln0
108
63
60
108
106
104
100
98
90
10
06
96
90
88
86
worthless.
86
76
worthless.
98
95
102
100
none for sale.
101
100
none

for sale

90

100.

nomlmal.

a

pictu

true

a

Also by a band oi oung ladles dressed in white,
proauc ion, entitled the

QUARTETTE (LIB,
And a choice Poem by ore of Portland’s
ful trators. The Levee to close with an

OLD

pave

Your

OU.

Tickets to

the Hall 25

Mechanic's Lyceum.
r gular Meeting of the LYCEUM
will be held in the t ibrary Room, of Meehan*
ics’ Assoc ation, Thursday Evening, Feb. 9.
■ at 71 o’clock.

Mechanics, whether members of the Association or
attend and participate in the dis-

Works, No. 1 Manuf. Blook,
Street, Portland.

iel><— dtd

WINSLOW) Agent.

ANDERSON,
and Civil Engineer,

Surveyor
xuohl7d&wtf

Sweet Havana

commen e

fires* the principal.
plea«e
feb7MWS6w
W. JOHNSON, M. A.

Oranges!

iiw.

5000 LEMONS!

itriuuuiu

a

For sale at

comtrence

pal,

THE

Baby-Jumper, Baby-Horse, Baby-Walker, High Chair, Ottoman, or
Hobby Horse.
3® motion

is
a

Portland

of a

nurse,

Ihe Winter

Washington St., Boeton.
aar*An Exclusive Agent Wanted for this vicin-

'.jw* __Jan21 2aw4w

BRIDGTON

H. OSGOOD

8.

ring Term

on

mation

faction,_ iuneSOeodisltwly’64
MEN’S

THE STATE NORMAL
AT

Under-Shirts and Drawers,

Mar h

TUITIOI

HAS MADE HiS

St.

tract
acres.

of timber
This land

Morton

A

for

Invalids.

1)

KIMBALL, I

other

NEW

E.

Egginton.

TOWN

m., of

A. 8.
F. B.

B.F.Bea.oe,

CAVALRY

HORSES

Portland

Thursday, Feb. 16th;
day, 17th, till 12 M,

Dancing to

Grand

commence at

and

Fri-

L. Tavlor'a Stable India street.
Horace muut be from 16 to 16 bands high, and in
good dealt.

E.E. SAVAGE.

Business

Colleg-e,

No. 8

Commission.

Institution offers to young men and ladies
the b^t facilities for obtaing a thorough Busi-

ness

Scholarships

fall coarse, comprising both theory and praotioe, good in twenty-nine Colleges, o^n*
s ituting the “International
Chain, time unlimitcall at the College,
Spec mens of Penmanobip, enclosing le*t*r f tamp Address
BKYArtT, STBAITON * GRAY,
Portland, Me.
jan27eodfew8m

LANCASTER

Copartnership Notice.
have this day formed a copartnership under
the style of Fum.su <t Sruvass. as whols.le
•■4 retail dealer* in Pkoiographie
Stock, Frame,,
and Mirror, at

WE

147 Middle Street, Portland. Me.
JOHIt 8. Fuller,
Ctu.Rl.nn W. Stuvisb.
January 98th, 1866.
Jan80«Bw*

and ainortment ol
can bo found in Portland.
For sale at wholesale by

AS

F.

jau23d4w

A.

Groceries

as

SMITH,

19

Real Estate for Bale.
nil at publio nation
tbs nremins
I8HALL
Saturday, the 2ftih day ot February
A.
on

on

nest at 11
M the iol owing real estate of Owen
Martin, deceased, namely the tenement h use and
lot in the rear of house No. M Monument, being tha
eamo property bought by said Martin of Pafriek
Gone! y, by deed recorded in Registry ot Deeds,
▼ol. 806 page 2W. Title supposed perfect.
WILLIAM L. PUTNAM, Administrator
ol estate of Owen Martin,
Jan. 18—dtdw8w

EDWARD !■. PATTEN,

Commission Merchant Jt Auctioneer
Han removed to the spacious store IS
exchange Street, four doom below
Merohnnt’a Bxohange.
Will receive consignments of Me'thandiso e>
•very description, for publio or private sale. Balm
of Rea! Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks and Maroliandise solicited.
Cash advsnoes mads, with
mohll dly
prompt sales and returns.

PROSPECTUS FOR 1866.

The Maine State Press*
la published every Thursday
a

Tear In Advance.

It is the largest politieal paper in New England,
is in quarto form, gives an unwavering support to
Government in its oonfliot with a giant rebellion,

the

a large number of oarefolly
prepared OrigArticles, Storias-origlnal and selooted, Poetry,'
an ext< naive Army Correspondence, the Currant
Newt of the Day, Latest Intelligence by Telegiaph,
Congressional and Legislative Prose dings, a tail
Marine List, Portland Priest Current, oars lolly prepared Review oi tha Market, 8took List, New Iork
Maikets, Boston and Now York Brokers’ Board,

contains

HALL,

Brighton and Cambridge Cattla Mmkats, Ac.
Oo whioh occasion the Firemen and Military
are
Enolose B2 current money by mall, and a receipt
requested to appear in uniform.
Mr. Cuatia and
lady ot Boston, will arrive in our city Wednesday for one year will ha returned.
morning, Feb 8, and wi.l be at K. L. ttobin-on's
To any person who will forward ten new subscriHaU’ UDtiI 'he night of
where\anCa?,ter
▼'ill supply a l who may wish
with Fancy and Character
cash in advance, we will sand an additional
ber.,
ala
Dresses;
>, Masks at
A1‘‘te invited to call and see
JiiS apri0e;
copy gratis, for hit trouble.
the splondid
sortment of dresses whioh will far exoeed anythingever worn ata ball in
tbiaoity. Ladies
Wfil please selcot their dresses in the
afternoon_
Gentlemen in the evening The Hall on
this oogasion will be splendidly decorated wi.h
BuntFlags
Dt ri in,“K88,0. »y Mr Unison, the
artiat
a hoi managers will
spare no labor or expense
The largest daily east of Boston, lnrgo eight column
m making this the ilnest ball
ever given in
ourcity.
irf.—,c.]
Musio by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band.
pages, at $8 a Yaa*
Tiokt 8 admitting gintleman and two
Address,
*1.
ladies,
Gents single tiokets *1. Lsdies
single Uokets 60 cts
to al l parte of the house. Tickets for sale
N. A. FOSTER A CO.,
at Paine’.
Mafic fa tore, Grosman ft Go’e, J. J. Gi
bert, B L
Kobin.on’s under Lancaster Hall, and by the mans,
PUBLISHERS,
gers at thedoor.
Doors open at 71—Daneing to oommenoe at 81
POBTLABD, MB.
*

PORTLAND DAILY PRESa

rt‘5,.rlra“hpar

o'clock.

Managora—7. H. Barberiek, J. B. Kaokleft, W.
Stinson, G. A. Hanson. C. Griffin.
jan27td

REMOVAL!

B.

Ocean

Engine Co.,

No. 4,

Will commence their seoond course of

DR.W.W.

DEH1IU),

Atodioal Electrician

■

Hu removed hi* o®oe from Clapp’s Block to

174 MIDDLE STREET,

Lancaster

Hall,
Hnrlj UppotiU tk« Daitoi 8titM l*t«l, fieri ki
tha
On Thursday Evening, Jan. 12th. WOD
fully
Portland
hat permanentvioinity, that
located
the
and

GRAND

ball !
On

Wednesday Evening,

Feb 22nd,

On whioh oooaslon
The Hall will be

Appropriately
MU810

Decorated

BY

Ohandler’s Fall Quadrille Banal.

MANAQBBS :
Foreman E Hodokihs, Asa’t 8. 8 Hinirou,
Seo G. O. Hindlk,
K. D. Pa on,
C. H Phillips,
B. A. Hall,
W. A. Taylor.
o’clock.

JanlOeodtd

T'»e Irish American Relief Association will
second Course of three Assemblies at

ive a

Lancaster

Sail.

the Coarse

on

The 3d, on Wednesday Eve’ug, Feb. 8.

of Arrangements :
John Walsh,]
J. H. Shoabsn.il
Jan. McLaughlin,

Committee
Wm. McAleney,
1> 0. Killy,
Wm. li. Dyer,
John II. Daley,
B. 0. Connor,

J. H. McCue,
T. E. Whalen,
P. Conne'len.

LD reap sot
aauouaoe to
oitisen* o>
and
ha
in this oity.
two jeer* we
During
have been in this oity, we have onred tome ol
the worst torma oi disease in persons who have triad
other forms of treatment in vain, and suing patients in so short a time that the question is often
■eked, do they stay onred f To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay oared, we will
doctor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical aJeotriolan lor twenty
one years, and Is also a regular graduated pfaystolen
Kloctrioity is perfectly adapted to ohronio diseases
in the form of nervous or slok headache; neuralgir
in the head, nook,or extremities; consumption,wheo
In the souL: stage* or where th* lungs are not (ally

ly

involved; aoute or ohroal* rheumatism, so*otula, hi,
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, uurvati e
spine, oontraoted muscles, distorted limb*
palsy or paralysis. It. Vitas’ Danoe, deafness, stammering or heaitaaoy oi speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, oonsttpatlon and lirar complaint, piles—we ours
every ease that oaa he promts*; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of th* shest, and all forms of Ismail

of the

complaints,

By Bleotrlolty
Tha Bbeumatls, th* goaty, the lame and tha laay
leap with toy, and move with the agility and elasticof youth; the heated brain <s oooiod; the Dost
ity
bitten limbs restored, the unooath deformities removed ; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind mad* to eee, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move apright; the blemishes oj
yonth are obliterated; the aooMswts of mature Ills
prevented; the ealamltiee of old age obviated, and
an active cirsnlatlon maintained.

Bj Raymond

Social

Assemblies I

DaBcingto

commence

Evenings,

f.bBdlw*

ct8 o’olock.

A MERRY SLEIGH RIDE!
The

Portland

IN

rig.

»nd 21 Silver St.

Sloop for Sale.
Sloop Sxwato*. 46 tons register, 6
TjIOR sale tbe was
rebuilt at West Bro 'ksvllle. in
1 feet draft,
1«61, rekeeled ardoverhauled at BHdelord. in No
vemher lar^. is we 1 found in anchors, chains and
rJgain r, and her sails are in good order, there being
over five hundred ya da of can a^s in her mainsail.
8be no* lie- in the Fool at Bi Ide'ord.
j-t1*
For farther purtieulars apply to Mr. M N. Blob,
Exohange Nows Room, Portland, or to
Mr. FRANK VFRRILL.
feb6eod4d
Biddeford, Me.

RXlBVXia,

visit the Army at the fount, and be absent
ssme four weeks, end will take his fitting
measures so ts to be eb'e to enewer orders tor outfits ot olothiog, military or civil—agood nppnetn.it.
for those in the service to Older lrom home.
Jang tl.

WILL

name

commencing this a'ternocn. Jan’y 7, for the benefit
oi Lad ie, and Children.
Fare tor adults 25 ots;
ohiluren 15 ts.
J W. ROBINSON, Commander,
parties can arrange for a ride out of town by applying to the commander.
jan'dtf

under the

JOHN T. ROGERS <fc Co.,
is this day dissolved by mutual oonsent. The afiaira
of the l»te firm wiU be settled by
CHARLES B. ROGERS,
At the Old Stand, Ho 61 Commercial s'reet,
Portland, He.
flb2dlm
February 1, 1866.

for Fresh Beef.
Proposals
Ornon opthi

willleave her

Saturdays.

Copartnership.

heretofore existiBf
and style of
THE copartnership

Belle,

mooring, at the Riding
School, South street, for a oruiee around town,
at 2 o’olooa r. X.,
full

A 30.

Dissolution of

and Friday

;i

norltt

THE FRONT.

FOR

t Diamond's Quadrille Bud.

on

Tuesday

TEETH I TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. (till continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without Pain. Perrons having decayed teeth
or stamps they wish to bare removed lor resetting
he would give a polite invitation 'o oall.
Superior blcctro Magnetic Machines for sale lot
family use with thorough inetruotfons.
Dr. D. ran accommodate a few patients with

OonsuitatiouPree.

COURSE of Assemblies wi 1 bs given at
BEETHOVEN HALL, opposte the Preble

A

House,

Who have oold hands and foot; weak stomaan*,
lame and weak beaks; nervous and slok headaobe;
dioolnesa and swimming la the head, with Indigestion and constipation of the bowels; pain In tha ride
and baek; leucorrhcea, (or whites); foiling o> th*
womb with internal oaneers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train ol diseases will Ind In KleotrioIty a sore means of ours. For painful menstruation
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long line
of troabies with yoang ladies. Elaotrioity Is s lertaia
speoiflo. and will, In a ahort tins*, restore th* sularer
to the vigor of health.*

board and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’oloekA ■. to 12
from 1 to 6 r.
and 7to 9 in the Evenlng-

Floor .ommittee.
Wm. MoAIeny,
T. I. Whalen,
John Walsh,
B. O'Connor,
John II. Daley.

A.C. 8.. D.°. A. 1

Portland, Maine, Feb’y 1st, 1866. J
Proposals will be rtce ved at this offi-e
until Monday, February 27.1866. at 1* if. for the
supply of Fresh Boer to all the troops stationed st
the Camps and Forts-in the vicinity or PoHand,
the Ccm-

SEALED

Maico, for one j ear (or snoh lee time as
to oeol the
mlssary General shall direct) The Bee*
b st quality in quartets, with sa eqecl. pro^eetion
of ore and hi tu; neeks, shank* and kidney tallow

*°Kach*b id

of?wo°tesn£jMhta

t be

Sf« SSTilSiT.
SrSe^rMfaithful
p.r(orman*a
t

the

SKATING

PARK.

°*The

all bids not

re erves the right to reject any or
ceemed advantageous to the Govern-

Trlo»*]‘ must

be endorsed “Proposals tor fhr-

Beef, Box 1622. Poriand Poet p*oe.“
niihiuVFresh
stmy
et the t me
bids wil be

opened

The

to

increased expenditure' in fitting up

OWING
the Skaliog

sary to

To Grocers.
good qiui‘ity

_t

X. M. PATTEN, AUCTION SEE, 12
Bxohange

inal

for

ed.
For ftp ther information plcsse
or send for College
Monthly and

all

1891, with interest
scoggin R R, Co, tliat tell
to F«d 1.18 5, ou presentment at his office in Portland. He also pays Conpons of sa d Bonds that fe 1
due beioro, with interest to June 89,18n4.
JABSZ C. WOODMAN,
Tr. of Trustees of 31 Mortgage of the A R.R.Co.
Eeb J, .865.
feb4dfcw3y

Clapp’s Bleck, Congress St.

THIS
Education.

R Conpons.

Conpons attached
undersigned will pay
to Bonds ot the second Mortgage of the AndroTHE
due in

o’olook.

Comic, Fancy Dress
Mask Ball!

Wednesdays and

Portland

HON.

Payment of Androscoggin R

eight

tAnd

At H.

Feb 6—dtd

WILL

Dollar.

One

....

Of each week.
tr Mu-fc by Moran’s Cotillon Band.
Good order maintained.
Tickets 60 oents each
Doors open at 7 o’clock.
evening. I adiea lreo

Limerick, Tuesday, Feb. 14th, 1865,
Gorham, Wednesday, Feb. 15th,

|

he told at publio Auotion on the prem'sn,
on Monday th»18th inat., at 8 o’o oek, ».
The Meeting House and land of tha t int l nivcraaUst Society la Portland, Uiuated on the corner of
Cong re,, and Pearl streets, in Portland.
Th?r* will also bs sold at ths rams time and plaoe,
the Organ,
Carpets, Coshions, Curtains, and other
*» nid Cburoh.
For particulars
apply to—
__
(W W. Habuis,
Committee, I Chaulbs P. KIMBALL,
Joaara Ualb.

Two Dollars

Tick eta for the Course 82. 8'ngle Tickete 76 ote.
HP~ Dancing to oommenoe at 8 o’clook. Cl> thlag
oheckedfree.
jatl9d3w

Hone* will be purchased at

Commission.

Be will be ready to furnish advice to the friends
of the Commission's work throughout the Sfate.
All money contributed in Ma ne tor the use of the
Commit on should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
peraons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent reoognized
by the Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
General Secretary.
dec28d&w*f

Spaulding,
Knight,

obtained gf the Committee qf
Arrangements
and at the Door.

luie

WANTED 1

undersigned.

UNIVERSAL^ CHURCH.

C. U. Ka»h.

Tuesday Evening, January 31st, 1865,

jau30d2w*

on Court street.
Plans and specif cations
may be exairiaed atthe Eim Houso until the date
above named, and any information in rerorenc8
thereto may be obtained by addressing the Ar^hi
teot, Gridley J. F. Bryant, No 4 Court street, Boston, Mass.
The riaht to reject any or all bids received under
this notice U reserve* by the undersigned, ifin their
juigment the interests of the town they represent
require it.
'lheproposals are to be sealed, endorsed, “Propolis for New Town Hall," and addressed to the

of the U 8. conitary Commission, 1
823 Broadwav. N. Y.. Dec, 20, 1884. }
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr., of Portland.
Maine, has consented to accept the duties of
General Agent of the Commission f»r Maine, and
is hereby
appointed such agent by authority of the

F. A. LI tlefle'd,
G. A. Hanson,
H. Drinkwater,
C. A. Dyer.

PtillTIO,

W.

H. N. Haley.
JesK. Dodie,

Ggfp*Also Agents for Brown’s F&tent Baby Tend-

late Hail

Sale at Auction.

Floor Managers.
J

er.

Housa,
Auburn, Me.,
Monday. Feb 20:h, next, lor

F. F. Paok\bd,
)
Harvjbt Dillingham, [ Committeee.
Wm. 8. Youmg,
)
feb3eod2w
Aubirn, Jan 31,1866.

H.M.IIa'sy,

Pearce,

The Second of

Congress Street.

sapplyiog all materials, and doing ail labor for a
Town Hall Building; to be located on the sice of tue

Auotloaears.

LADIES

MORTON BLOCK.

Notice to Builders!
Proposals will be received by the underCJEALED
>3 signed at the Elm
in
unp.

Vize-Pres. Moses Day,
Treat. C. H. Littletlo d,

I. A.R. A. ASSEMBLIES.

Tray & Smith,

HALL,

H"»T Baiut ft Co

AKRANQBXKCTS.

—

jinl4eoatf

Bobea, Ao.
;■

Feb. 8, 1865,

Jas. 11. Dodge,
B. B. Merrill,
H. F. McAllister,

Our Goods are all now and carefhlly selected
Were bonght for cash when gold was at its lowest
figure, and we mean to sell them as cheap as the
same quality can bo bought elsewhere.

AUBURN, HE.

til 4 o'clock

3. F.

desirable

and

Or

Pres 1. W. Plaist-d.
Sec'y A. 8. Spaulding,
R. H Waite,

articles.

Ref.renoe8—Rev. Dr. Carruthers, Rev. Geo. L.
Walker, Dr. E. Clark, Dr. Wm. Robinson, Capt Cy-

Sturdivant,

OOMXITTBB

Daneing to oommenoe at 8
Clothing checked free.

Trimmings,

new

Hall,

Wednesday Evening,

Stock of

eutist,

No. 1361-2 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
rus

Block,

Lacei, EdgingB, Hankerchiefs, and White Goods.
Gloves and Hosiery, Hoop Skirts and Corsets,
Worsted and Worsted Goods; Horn, Rubber, Amber and Shell Combs; Soap and
Perfumery ; Brushes of various kinds
and quality; besides numerous

J. R. LU .VT & CO.,
feb7dlwDruggists. 108 Middle st.

fl»DR.

new

Dress

by

C.

-AT-

Mechanics’

Tiokets for tbeonarae, inolnding Ball.14 00
Single Tickets for Ball,..
Assembly,.
76
Gallery Tickets. 26
For sale by the Managers and at the door.

FANCY GOODSI

BEST PATTERNS.

useful

lord

NINTH ANNUAL GRAND BALL,

Congress Street,

article should be in every lamilv.—
Dealers suppled on liberal terms. Manufaotur-

THIS
ea and

association

Will give their

FBBB.

PRAY * SMITH’S

Crutch.es! Crutches!!
Also, Bed Chairs

dirigo

Harnener

o’tloek,

Washington’s Birth Might

1, 18GS.

AT

heavily covered with excellent timber, in a location affording rare facilities for safe and
rapid tran>portation. Title indisputable.
A portion of the
purchase money can remain on bond and mortgage.
Address B„x 719 Philadelphia Post office, Fa.
Ftb 4—d2w
is

OF THE

on

JUST OPENED

TIMBER LAND.
seven

Til

Evening,

incidental expenses of the school, esch Student is
charged one dollar.
febl 3w3taw

COLES WORTHTS BOOKSTORE

Sale, in Pennsylvania,
FOR•and,
of about
thousand

A~

For

Deposit,

Exchange

WE~LEAIH
—fife
~

A

Sch .ol Committee* are invi ed to nse their influence
in s istain n< this effort to secure
special training lor
our paulio school teachers.
Young ladie* and gent’emen, desiring to avail
themselveso the i&cUitits here afforded, will please
apply, for particular »n 01 mat ion, to the Principal;
Mr. A. P. K.8L8KY. at Farming on.

deoim

,___

No. 92
Feb 7-dlw

Evening Tiokots76 ocnts.
Music by Raymond f Dimond't Full Quadrille Band.
Masa°*b*-j ti Anthoine, F
Wormell, W H
Colley, M fllsnn, W W Knights.
rickets can he had of the Managers.
Assemblies
*
to begin at8f r-M,
jaaUtt

FARMINGTON.

Wednesday,

HALL.

Thu'gday Evening*,

The couree to consist of sin assemblies an
Thursday

SCHOOL,

The Sphinq Session will open

In-great variety, by
CHARLES CUSTIS $ CO.,
993 Congress Street, (Morton
Block.)

*!eigh«

Dances at

apply to C. E. HI ton, A. M Prinoipal.
THOMAS H. MEAD, seo’y.
Feb. 1 1866—feb6 2awdfcw3w

P O R TL A ND

AT

On

ACADEMY !

wiilcommenco
Tuesday,
THE
ihe 28th day of Feb instant. For farther infor-

tr Artificial Teeth inserted en Gold, Silver, and
Futcomfe base. All operations warranted to
give
aa tie

Animal

MEOHANIOS'

NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.

Market Square,

reamers,

Tea Coff e, Tobaooo, Bar sop, F.aovSoep Pickles,
•'ream Tartar. Pepper, Ginger. Fimeuts, Tuba.
Broomi, 4o ; 10.00U Ciga-s; 1 Melodion.
geney BAILSl 4 CO. aoononaa.
Feb 6—14.

HALL.

flAssv.mu v #

AT

—AT—

DENTIST,
Clapp’i Block,

?erm will Begin Nov. 2,8.

THI8

191

Xo. 8

!

School is for both Misses and Masters, with
out regard to age or attainments.
Pupils may he admitted at any time in the term.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. HANSON,
novl6d6m
871 Congress strqft.

JORDAN & WILDER,

WmXu

Academy

mothers, comfort
expense

perfectly healthy and charming.
Circular.

A

Seo’y,

Spring Term of Gorham Seminary will of'mmenoe on Tuesday, seb. 21st, 1865.
For full
particulars apply to the Princip.l, Wm. G. Lord, A.
M.. or to
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Esq
feb3dtf
Sec!y oi Trustees.

a

whole designed to relieve
^The
r‘muse children.and save the

For

GORHAM SEMINARY,

VERTICAL and noiseless Spring Cradle, easi-

A ly oonverted into

Feb 13.

S. Hoyt. A. M., PrinciJAMES BATES,

or

jan24tf_

Brown’s Baby-T endcr.

mSend for

itcauciuy9

Store, THE
Spring Term will
particulars address E.
Nos. 13 & 15 Exohange st.

Yobk,

Friday Evening. Feb’y 10, 1865,

YARMOUTH MAINE.

.A. lien’s Fruit.
feb3d2w

Nbw

Music by Chandler1! full Quadrille Band,
D. H. Chasdlss, Prompter.

Spring Term of this highly successful school
will
THE
March 16. For “Circular,” Sec.,
ad

10,000

CHAPIN.

eiTecTt

s

3|

Tickets

FOR BOAS,
TOPSHAM,.MAINE.

Tdmplb STRBH'r

Platt*ra!

1

Tureens, 4c.

^or °rder Committee.
GK0- H- «M* RDON,
febStd
__Cor. 8eo y.

To be

Franklin Family School,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

at 10 o'clock A. x a
nil an invoice of Crookerv So
,nd Bauoers, Plain,

Pitchers, Batter Dishes, Prenrves Plem,

open at 6 o'clock. Loctnrecommences et

"

7.30.

^Educational.

JOHN F.

isiingcf Cups

Sagais. Teapots, Nappies, Covered Dishes, Hanoi

)

Richard Colb,
[ Com.
J. B.Thobndikb )
Argus and Courier copy.

Whinslow’s Machine
J. L.
^Jaii23d&w8w

Foster,

N. A.

ONcffioe, we shsl

Evening Tickets. 60 cents.

The next

not are invited to
cussion.

CALL AND JEXAMINE.

H.

city

QUB8TION FOR DISCUSSION.
That the most effectual mode by whioh
to chock the oppressive power
of'Capital, is the as*
socia’ion and combination of
working men.

Olmsteadslmproved Patent Oiler.
> Mton

E.
Or

Cents,

To bo obtained at Fenderson & Sabine’s* Lewis,
Ro;lii 8 8c Boitd’<4. E H. Hand’s, Puringt'm 8c Little’s and at the dooj.
feb7dtd

r

at Auction,

Wednesday, Feb 8'h,

ALSO,

Rev.

ifeso/r<d,

have the agency of

I

Wednetday Evening, Peb. 8.1865,
-BY —

SUPPEB I

Baked Beans, Indian Padding, and Twisted Doughabundance.

at

—

FASHIONED

beat youth-

nuts in

Treasurer, Cyme Sturdivant, roeoi'es Money
J at 7$
Dr.W.F. Johnson.

On

Either of the above piezei will be well worth the
p?ice of admission. The exercises w.ll be interspersed with some line songs by the

Commercial street.

^CommerotafsSrt.

Life!”

fine

K‘ H“Jr*,'roooive» Stores atlie.Mid-

)»ne!8d*t»eW J'Ct>c3e'

of

“OROWKT.”

Army Committee

Bur®®88’ reoa*vos Letters

e

“Southern

U. S. Christian Commission.
street*”’T'

HALL,

To aid iu the reduction of debt on tbeir Church, on
whic 11 occasion the young ladies and centleo>en connected w th the Society will present in gt&phic iorm

CO.

OP THB

die

I T Y

Thursday Eve’ng, Feb. 9,1865,

de:eet was in a few of the floor timbers
-amours
oi the thira story.
been remodiedsons to bepe feotlysafe
uaiu the whole strueture can
bomadodoubly stione
rL”®
o,*i.eani8 and ool“ntns wbioh are in progress,
ana will be
completed an soon as practicable.
Thos. J, Sparrow,
i*_qa
Jan8°
Gko. Brock.

Portland

I

Socle'7 will hold

a

Crockery Ware, Groceries, *«„

oun

Emigrant.

Ladles of the Casco strait
THELfvee
at

APCTION SALES.

—AT—

SOCIAL_LEVEE

Notice.
Poutlasd, Jan. 28,1865.
._
WE certify that we have
thoruuglny examined
Stop of the Portland Company
.!T.nt.h.e““hiBe
an
that th re is no danger of accident.

Sanitary
Office

DAILY PRESS STOCK LIST.

Irish

ARRIVE.

per ship “W. Libby.”
DANA &

JOHN MURRAY.

Tim O’Bhien
John Murray.
Doors open at 7—ocmmcnce at 8 o'clock.
Admission—ParquetteSO eta; Reserved Seats 75
otf; Gallery 25 cts.
Tickets for sale at the usual place3 and at the door.
Box office open from 10 a. m. to 4 f. x.
febSdlt

HHDS. per barque '-Nellie.”

FEINTS.

.224 @ 274

ROBERT WOOD

The Twelfth Lecture Of the oouree
will te delivered

To oonclude with the great comedy entitled the

UVERPOdTSALT 'a
TO

en-

WAITING FOR THE VERDICT.

KeTerences—M. Hermann Kotzschmar.'‘
Mr. Emry.
janS0d2w

lLECTURES.

M. L. A

and Managers,.indwell If Pike.

Will be presented tfce great sensation drama in
titled

beauty.

Colored Cambrics. 224 @ 26
Best Prints,
80
ffl 84
Medium

CO.,

Judges of Pianos and purobasors are requested to
oaU at *44 Cumberland, head of
Meohaiio Street
any time du iug the day or evening, where two
Pi tnos are tor sale, and
judgo for themselves.
A good Bargain is warranted.
CH. J. SCHUMACHEB, Agent for
N. Y. Piano Forte Co., 394 Hudson 8t., New York.

NLANNULS.

COTTON

OBABK.

Mr Crosby of Dexter submitted an order,
which lies over one day, asking the opinion ol
the

Prtoe
Heavy Sheetings.87.60
ffl 61
■'
Fine
88.85
ffl 46
"
46
40.40
ffl
*'
6-4.80 ffl 87f
Medium
87. 86 @ 40
U?ht
.87.204 @ 274
Shirting.27 to 30. 20 ffl 26
blbaohbd sheeting.
Good Bleached Sheeting.86.374 ffl 45
8-8.60 ffl 624
"
6-4. 624 ffl 674
"
Medium
36.SO ffl 874
Shirting.27 to 32.80 @ 824

eee

Wednesday Evening, Feb. 8,1865,

N Y.,

Street,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

DLERING HALL,
Lei

the Pianos

PORTE

a

OOTTON GOODB.

for

ENTERTAINMENTS

I would call the attention of the nub ic to the
superior quality or these instruments. They are
equal to btemways Chicke-ings', or tfcossof any
Other noted manufacturer in this
country or Europe.
The oomoany being oomposed of twenty of the
beat workman that could be found in -the first ola-s
manufactories in New York,
principally in Mr
bteinway’s factory, every part o! their tnstrumems
is done in the best
manner, and this enables the
Company to furnish Pianos, whiohii equalled ean
nor be saipaseed for
quality and power of tone,
easiness of aolion and

—

Legislature Of Maine.
Augusta, Monday Feb.

PIANO

394 Hudson

....

Iron.
do. medium. .60 @66
Common. 7i@8
do. oommon. 66 @60
Refined
8i@9 half Bs bestbr’ds.76 @80
do.
mod. good. 66 @70
Swede.16@00
Second Board Stocks heavy.
Norway..00@16 do. common... 60@ 65
Aro/rican Gold,.
213} Cast
Natural
Steel.42@00
Leaf, Bs.81 @126
United States 6’s 1881 coupons.
110}
German Steel....80 @00 Navy-pounds
United States 5-50 regis'erred.109}
...76® 86
English Blis.Steel.40 @00 Wood.
United States 10-40 ooupons.1 2
18»
retail
..89
Hard,
7
Spring.17@
0C@10
Treasury 3-lOths,.1164
,...6 00@7 00
United States one yexr certificates.98}
§?eotIron,Engl..11 J@12J Soft,
Sheetlron,Russia.
8o@36
Varnish,
Cnton Company.81*
do. Rns Im’t..24 @80 Furniture....88 25@ 4 00
Cumberland Coal Co.46] j
Lard.
Coach.4@ 71
Pacific Mail.280
Barrel, IP B.24@241 Damar.2 25@ 000
New York Central,.
118
Kegs,
pi.
Wool.
25@S6j
Erie.
70}
weather.
Fleece.76@85
Hudson...107
New York, light.. 41 @48 Palled.76S95
Reading.
108}
do. md. wts... 41@43
Exchange.
Michigan Central.
110]
do. heavy.42@ 44 London-60d..
Michigan Southern,...
69j
do. slaughter. .66 @ 66
Michigan Southern guaranteed.100
Amerioan,
160@1 80
Illinois Central scrip,...119}
Cleveland k Pittsburg... 83
Chicago & Rook Island.
96}
Portland Drv Goods Market.
Fort Wayne.86}
Hold cloeed at Gallager's Evening Exohange at
Expressly corrected for the Fuss to Feb. 8, by
218}.
M.N.Rioh.
Niw Yoek

Bead and assigned—An act to incorporate
the Baring Woolen Manufactory; an act to

The

Portland Wholesale Prices Current
Expressly corrected far the Puss tft Feb. 8th, bj

Block Market•

service.

Senate

1

as

The Committee on elections, on the contested case of Drummond vs. Hedge, for the district composed of the towns of Clinton, Benton and Winslow, reported that there was no
choiee, but that a vacancy exists from that

23.
The bill as amended was theq passed.
Mr Powell moved to take up the bill to authorize the construction of a bridge over the
Ohio River at Louisville, pending which the

Portland Council, No. i, U. L. of A.
will hold its regular meeting this eveuing at 1
1-2 o’clock, at the usual place; the election o

House, appropriates

a

Mr. Lane of Iudiana, offered a substitute for
the first section repealing all acts and parts of
acts permitting drafted men to furnish substitutes. Rejected—7 against 31.
Mr. Hendricks offered an amendment exempting heads of departments, judges of
United States courts and members of Congress. Rejected—0 against 29.
Ou motion of Mr. Morrill an amendment
was adopted, forfeiting tbe
citizenship of any
person liable to draft who shall retqoye beyond
the jurisdiction of the United States.
Mr. Davis moved an amendment that before
another draft there shall be a correct enrollment made and all excesses on former calls
shall be credited, and all exemptions be made
before the draft occurs. Rejected—11 against

tracts, that, lor their purpose, they are not inferior to his celebrated Toilet Articles.

ford.
The army appropriation bill

Mr. 8umner offered an amendment, that
every drafted person before being discharged
shall pay a tithe of his income for the time for
which he has been exempted, viz: persons
with an income of $2000 a year five per cent.,
between $2000 and $5000 ten per cent., and
over $5000 twenty per cent., the same thus
collected to be expended in bounties, to persons actually dratted and mustered into tbe

poor.

The reputation of Dr. Burnett is a guaranty
of the good quality of his manufactures. It u
sufficient to say of Burnett’s Flavoring Ex-

doing

mou

against 30.

was es-

Dirioo Ball—This grand affair will com<
off to-night at Mechanics’ nail. If you hav<
not already secured a ticket, lose no time ii

mo

Messrs. Conness and Johnson opposed the
amendment, considering it unconstitutional
and as discriminating between the rich and

Congress Square.—At the last meeting of
the City Council, on the petition of Edward
Hamblen aud others, the name of the equate
at the junction of Free and Congress streets,

High Street,
a3 “Congress Square.”

uui

Adopted.

Store Breaking—The shop of Stephen
Harris, corner of Oxford aud Preble streets,

where the latter crosses

sui&c

Mr. Clark's was adopted.
Mr. Conness moved to amend the third section to make it an offense to enlist any convict
or persons charged with crime.
Mr. Conness' amendment was adopted.
Mr. Clark moved a provision that the name
of the person furnishing a substitute who is
liable to draft shall be contiuued on the enrollment list and to be liable to further call.

Social Levee.—The entertainment which
the ladies of the Casco Street Church are getting up will be a rich affair. It comes off tomorrow evening at City Hall, and we presume
the place will be crowded with visitors. Look
at the advertisement and see if it ianot worth
a quarter to witness the show.

were,

iu

Mr. Clark moved to amend the first section
so as to make it read that any person drafted
may furnish as a substitute a person liable to
draft in the same town, city or ward.
Mr. Grimes withdrew his amendment and

premises.

oranges

muveu

quota.

Kow.—Last evening a gang ot r wdies attacked a house of ill repute on Green street,
stove in the doors, smashed the windows and
did some damage to the furniture. When the
police officers arrived at the house all was still
and quiet, the rowdies having evacuated the

broken into

vxniuea

section which allows persons liable to draft to
be accepted as substitutes.
Hr. Wilson opposed the amendment. He
had been told by men engaged in tarnishing
soldiers that the clause referred to would be
of Incalcuable value to the service. The couutry needed men and must have them. If the
pending call was filled no more men would be
wanted. If we had sent three months ago
50,000 or 75,000 men to Gen. Grant, the military power of the rebellion wonld have been
broken before this. Mr. Wilson also said
neither the President, Secretary of War or
Provost Marshal had any right to reduce a

dollars “from a friend.”

Portland, Feb. 1805.

was

adopted.

jnar.

MISCELLANEOUS.

_

A resolution was adopted that as the Secretary of the Senate had obtained the President’s
signature to the Constitutional amendment it
shall not be considered as a precedent for future action, as propositions tojamend the Constitution do not require his approval.
The enrollment bill was taken up. The
amendment punishing substitute brokers for
enliBting insane or drunken persons, was

court martial.

E.

mortally wouuded;

SENATE.

Deserters.—We noticed yesterday afternoon a squad of more than a dozen deserters
aud bounty jumpers, who bad escaped from
their regiments, and had been recaptured in
this State. They were handcuffed two and
two together, and were on their way under
guard to Washington, where they will be tried

Also for a sea wall at the great Brewa sea wall on Deer and Lovell’s
a permanent fort at New Bed-

Island;
Islands, .and

Beef—firm.
1 ork—heavy;
87 56

XXXVIII CONGRESS—Second Session.

ones.

Hale.

ster's

Oats—firme; Canada 103.

The weather to-night is clear and cold, just
suitable for a movement In this country.
W. D. McGregob.
Signed,

The counterfeits can be easily detected by the
engraving, which is not near so good as the
genuine, and the bills are a trifle shorter than

Washington, Feb. 7.
The House select committee to-day, made
an elaborate report, setting torLh all the facts
and evidence concerning the assault made by
A. P. Field upon Representative Kelly. They
fully confirmed the newspaper statements
yesterday.
Eighty-seven guerrillas belonging to Mosby’s and White’s gangs, were taken from the
old Capitol prison and sent to Fort Warren for
sale keeping. They are desperate characters,
and it was found necessary to place them in
irons to prevent their escaping.
The fortification bill which passed the House
to-day, appropriates about 'five millions.—
Among others for Forts Knox.Popham, Preble,
Scammel, Gorges, Constitution, McClary,
Winthrop, Independence, Warren,(Adams, and

at 1 88.

day.

of the scamps engaged in counterfeiting
and passing off this stuff are now among ns.

twenty-five

quite light
all together,although the
was

lieved our army was on the move.
We expect a great battle to-morrow, with
more decisive results than were obtained to-

some

Washington.

From

Arrest

THE MARKETS.

Saltpetre.20

event.

Cotton—higher; sales 18C0 bales; middling upland
85.
Flour—sales 19,590 bbls; State and Western 6c
higher; State #80 @ 9 75; Round Hoop Ohio 10 76®
11 70; Wes*em 9 35@9 95; Southern firmer; sal3»860
bbls Ht lo 40@14 60; caiibdalOo higher; aales460bbls
at 9 35 @11 60.
Wheat—l@2c higher; sales 7000 bushels Winter
Red Western at 2 40; 1500 bushels Amber Michigan
on private terms, and 1200 bushels White Western
at 2 65.
Cor a—dull; sales 7500 bushels old mixed Western

I did not learn, was captured, and after
being robbed, succeeded in escaping to our
lineB again.
The enemy’s loss must have been heavy as
they repeatedly charged our lines, each time
auffering severely.
We took about twenty prisoners, somo of
whom report having received orders in the
morning to keep a sharp look out, as they be-

—

The Legislature to-day ratified the Constitutional amendment abolishing slavery. The
vote in the House stood 103 ayes and 15 nays.
In the Senate the vote was mainly in favor of
it. One hundred guns are now being fired
and the bells are being rung in honor of the

New Yonx

name

Counterfeit Currency.
Our city is
flooded with counterfeit fractional currency of
the denomination of 50 ceuts. Undoubtedly

a

was

Ratification of the Constitutional Amendment by the Legislature of Maine.
Augusta, Feb. 7.

New

Lieut. Graham of
the 14th Conn., was wounded in the breast
severely; Lieut. Wm. Tibbetts of the 9th
Mass., was killed: Lieut. A. Bartlett of the
14th Conn., was killed.
A correspondent of the N. Y. Herald, whose

ish,

form in the Iudian policy of the government.
Mr. Colt of California, spoke in favor of the
bill to establish a mining bureau as necessary
to increase the production of gold and silver.
Mr. Julian of Indiana, argued that the radicals have been the best advocates of a vigorous prosecution of tbe war.
Adjourned.

House.

exact number is not known.
Col. Murphy was wounded in the knee, and
his assistant adjutant general, Lieut. McTav

Theatre.—Full houses and fashionable
audiences have been the order of the evening
this week. We are glad to see this company
so well patronized. Better order prevails than
we have generally had in tho theatre. This
evening the plays will be “Waiting for the
Verdict” and “The Irish Emigrant,” in both
of which Mr. Murray will appear. In the
former he performs one of his best characters.

by

t.hn flp.M.

After repeating the attempt to dislodge our
men, and failing each lime, a rebel force was
sent round to turn the right flank of the division. Col. Murphy of the 69th N. Y., commanding the 2d brigade, was posted here- with
his right resting on a swamp, and was fully
prepared for such a movement. Here again
the rebels suffered a severe loss as they attempted to break our lines. They were finally forced to give it up, and soon after dark
the [firing ceased, the rebels falling back to

Abbest of a

genuine

on

cial question.
Mr. Long of Ohio, expressed himself against
the war, arguing that it is impossible to overHe called the late Presicome the South.
dential election a farce and spoke in favor o
the right of secession.
Mr. Donnely of Maine, spoke in favor of re-

revenue

About half past four o’clock the rebel batteries opened for the purpose of developing
our position and strength, but no reply was
made. The rebels appeared at length advancing in line of battle, with a strong skirmish
line thrown out in advance. Our men were
all ready for them, and as they charged in
handsome style across an open field, they received such a galling Are as to cause them to
fall back in disorder, leaving many dead and

bance,

the

'*

Numerous arrests of recruiting officers,
mustering officers, substitute brokers, internal

Skirmishing was going on all this time between the enemy’s and our sharpshooters.

adjourned.

V

speech making.

Pennsylvania,

The February term or this Court opened A WHEAT BATTLE EXPECTED
ON MONDAY.
yesterday morniDg, Judge Ware presiding.—
The grand j ury was impannelled as follows:
James G. Tukey,
Foreman, Daniel W.
Headquabtebs Abmt Potomac, 1
Nash, Portland; Thomas McDonald, James
February 5. J
Sturges, Windham; Seth D. Stetson, John T.
The Army of the Potomac is once more in
Lawrence, Pownal; Solomon T. Deeoster, motion, and ere this dispatch reaches you, the
James E. Washburn, Minot; Oliver H. Mason, objects intended to be accomplished, will have
Ira C. Kimball, Bethel; James Chute, 2d been not only developed by the degree of success resulting, but will also no doubt be known
Joseph Anderson, Casco; Ebenezer Sawyer, by that time.
At three o’clock this morning the 5th corps,
Jr; Joshua L. Black, Baldwin; Herman
Wight, Arthur Gray, Naples; Daniel Wher- preceded by Gregg’s cavalry, started on the
road to Ream’s Station. No force of Urn
ren, James G. Jenkins, Eliot.
enemy was met on the route, but the roads at
The grand jury retired to consider upon various points were picketed by cavalry, all of
whom retreated as our column advanced.—
such matters as might be brought before them
by the U. S. District Attorney, George F. About noon the column reached Rowanitze
Creek, over which a bridge of considerable
Talbot.
length Bad to be constructed, occupying sevTbe petit jury was formed as follows:
eral hours.
About three P. M.. the 3d Pennsylvana
Leonard Grover, Foreman, Ezekiel Eveleth,
was sent out to make a connection beBethel; John W. Newman, Henry Sargent, cavalry
tween them and the 2d corps. The 2d and 3d
Portland; Wm. M. Smith, Wm. Stevens, divisions bad gone out on the VaughWindham; Thomas Noyes, 2d, Pownal; Eras- an road, as far as Hatcher’s Run, to demonmus D.
Nelson, Asa Bearce, Minot; Isaac strateiu that direction. On reaching the run
the 1st brigade of the 3d division 2d corps,
Davis
L. Iugalls, Naples; John MerSands,
charged and took a line of rifle pits on the
rill, Eliot.
west side, losing but few men. They advanIn the Admiralty case or Murray, British c d a mile across the run, driving the enemy’s
Consul, libellant, vs. barque Wm. Carey, Judge pickets before them. Here a strong line of
breastworks was erected, making the position
Ware delivered an opinion, dismissing the
perfectly secure.
libel with costs, Shepley and Dana proctors
The 3d Pennsylvania cavalry, after crossfor libellant; E. <k F. Hale and S. C. Strout ing a short distance south of the Vaughan
Road, advanced southward, and soon met a
proctors for respondent.
small force in ambush, which poured a sharp

Municipal Court, Fab.

appropriation

evening session.
Only seven members were present. Mr.
Broomall of
spoke on the finan-

FEDERAL LOSS OXE HUXDRED.

United States District Court.

bills.

The House here took a recess until 7 o’clock.
The evening session will be devoted entirely

REPULSED.

to

Supreme

the

■■■ ■ —■——

■

charge a

Park,

*mall

the managers deem it

neces-

fee lor the admission of ladle*-

The price of Tickets ure as tollows
Season Tickots,
Single Tickets (for gentlemen)
Single Tickotsifor ladies)

*2

<I*J:r£ui,i?o£t(,eX0®pte<1'

Ci*^Bui
for skating.

ding,

_Jtn28d8w»

Caustic 8oda and
_

rt

Bleaching

CASKS Cautic 8oda.

_

4—dtd_

Boot & Shoe

N. B.—The Park is lighted up
is open to the publ c every
when ro^i'v.lv no skating wltlbe*,Jo*<F
he displayed on the
mry » whiiA I*oii11hot wiiJ
Park is in eondllion
whenever the

Powder.

70 61 fi roes Hleaohin* Powder.,
Landing from Steamthip Peruvian, and tor Sale by
T.KATtiE A GOnB,
8w*
68 Canal Street.
Feb. 1, 1865.

specified,

offloe. No 292f Mor.on Block, Congress street. Bidare invited to be percent
HENRY INMAN.
Capt. k A. Q. M. k A. C. 8., V. S. A.
Feb

ders

Manufactory,

REMOVAL!
removed from West Minot to Meehanio Falls, shall oomttuna te mans 'aetare all the
kind- of Perged Root Ud Shoes, (hr Men's, Worn n’s and Children’s wans, that 1 have nasally made
at the former place for the past nine years; • ball endeavor to make >t ter the Interest of my Ibrmer customer to continue weir patronage. and w nld invite all Mains BhooDealsrs to ontn a ‘trade with
JOSEPH MERRILL.
me ■'

HAVING

Mechanic Falls, Jan 28, 1866 -|an8Mw

~

KAIIiBOADa.

MISCELLANY.
A Oharact6;iat:.o Anecdota of Mr. Lincoln.
Mr.JLiuooln’a practical shrewdness Is

exem-

plified in the lollowing anecdote, which is sufficiently character isitc:
In the purlieus of the Capital at Washing-

ton the story goes that a. ter the death of Chief
Justice Tauey, aud before the appointment of
Mr. Chase in bis stead, a commit tee of citizens
irom the Philadelphia Union League, wid> a
distinguished jjurualiat at their head us chairman, proceeded to Washington for the purpose of layiug before the President the reasons
why, in their opision, Mr. Chase should be
appoluted to the vacancy on the bench. They
took with them a memorial addressed to the
President., which was read to him by one of
the committee. Alter listening to the memorial the President said to them, lu a very deliberate manner: “Will you do me the lavor
to leave that paper with me? I want it in
order that, if I appoint Mr. Chase, I may
•how the friends of the other persons, for
whom the office is solicited, by how powerful
an influence aud by what strong personal recommendations the claims of Mr. Chase were

supported.”

Thd committee listened with great satisfaction, aud were about to depart, thinking that
Mr. Chase was sure of the appointment, wheu
they perceived that Mr. Lincoln had not finished what he intended to ssy. “And I want
the paper, also,” he added, alter a pause, “in
order that, if I should appoint any other person, I may show his friends how powerful an
Influence and what strong recommendations I
was obliged to disregard iu appointing him.”
Tue committee departed as wise as they
•ame.

Portland and Konnebec R. R.
Fs*se»*« Trains leave Portland dainon.
rsyaaggiv for Brunswick, Bath, Aimosta,
At Kecdal) e
||.||

nutni

110 p m.
iiiilg mi* train connect# at 6 20 r. u. with train for
s
Ba. got and all stations east oi Kendall Mills same
evening.
is
duo
in Portland
lie turning, the passenger train
at 2 p.m. in s ir&in takes pawn gers at Kendall's
Mills irom the train from Bangor at 9.10 A. m.
Connect on Tiokkio art soid at Freeport,Bruns
wick. Bate, and all other stations between Brtuwot w
lok and Kenaaii’s Mills, for Bangor an all Ken.
oi
stations on the Mnine Genual K. it. east

^i'hbodss

Boston by
FASE8 from Portland and
tho samb aa by
tbis route tp Bangor will be made
leaves Portland at 7 A.M. daily, and
EDWIN NOYES
lsduealBF.M.
khpt.
Via 19, ’64—dec22tf_

Southwest.

Having been ordered to drive in certain
pickets, the Captain, with a email band, pro-

ceeded to “drive”—which ho did with such
•access as to frighten into flight a larger body
of meu than his own.
Unfortunately, his
horse was “just a little too good,” aud, excited by the headlong chase, boro him into the
centre of the “Johnnies.”
“I hadn’t a shot left in my revolver, but I
made the best of things, and tiding up to a
gentlemanly-looking officer who was separate
somewhat Tom the others, put my pistol in
his face, and told him to Surrender. He held
a carbine in oue band, and his only answer
was to begin to search in his pocket for something. He did this twice—when I cried in a
great rage: ‘Surrender at-once, or you’re a
dead man 1’ So he surrendered, but when I
brought him into camp be remarked: ‘It was
lucky for you I couldn’t find a pereushsioneap just when I wanted one.’ I replied: ‘It
was luckier for you that my pistol was not
loaded at all.’ Our Colonel recognized in
him an old friend Torn New Orleans—so they

[U. S. Service Magazine.

STOVES,
On Sale

to

or

Let \

0. H. STUART & CO.’S,
171 and 173 Middle Street.
COME AND SEE
The celebrated large

oven

P. P. Steiwrt Cook7 and

Parlor Stoves.

The Hew Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gas Burner.
And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor
Stoves, lor City and Country use.
Peol—d8m

Town

Fifteen

Scrip-

Thousand Dollars,

IS

OFFERED FOR* SALE.
Apply to
S. N. PERRY, Town Treasurer,
At the Sheriff’s Office, City Building.

JanMtf

OF

LiDiES

THE

BOSTON

ARC TIT »II¥E
-MAPI

Leave baoo River for Portland, as 6.30 and 9.40
A. M., and 8.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Baoo River, at 8.00 A. M. and
3.00 and 0.30 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.40 A. H. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars

attached.

Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney EaSouth Limington, Limington, Liineiiok, Neweld, Parsonsflela, and Ossipee.
At Saooarappa, tor South Windham, East Standirh, Scbago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,

CANADA

BEARS’

GREASE

nature.

For sale by the Druggists.

To the

81,1864._

—FROM

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Oanada.

GRAND

There is

no

On and alter Monday, Nov. 7,1864,
rgSESgjjC
r> wB'.TMo trains will ran daily, (Sundays exoeptunui iui

difficulty

in

healing a tubercle in the longs, then o. the heallug of a scrofulous tubercle in any othr part of the
b dy, provided the lungs and general health are not
too much prostrated. Nor do we despair of the d suovoovery of reme lies which shall yet reach and tuSdae this hitherto fatal disease, and render it as curable as the fever and ague or the syphilis. We believe
tbe remedy for this disease will come in tbe form of
a gas or vapor, which shall be breathed into the
lungs, and ore ate looally upon the uioeration,thereby reaching the seat of the disorder. New gases
wl.l probably ae discovered, and essential improvements made in the administration of those which are
already koown." Where there is sufficient vitality
lull in tte physical system to procure action, I can
always, with my Chimloil Inhalations, restore the
patient to health, and in a very short.
My Chemical Inhalations are no more speedy aud efficacious
la the treatment o' consumption than the Chemical
1-halations which I prepare for all of the following
tbe

diseases,

puriflcstion
a special treatment
for all diseases ofthe Soa p, whiob never fails; Dandruff entirely and effectually removed in one week’s
time by ray th m cal Preparation. My Inhalations
of the b'ood. I have

are

nail

e

any other

over given for remedial
purposbe obtained only at tho effioes which I
have established.
An office will be established la
every stty la this State.

es, and

can

CONSFLTATION FRFI5

Ton oan call and reoelve a mu
explanation.
Office 211 Congress St.,
Portland, M».
I am preparing a medio’1 work, which
wilibe benellcUl to the world; containing all particulars
in regard to ’he diseases I treat with my speoia! mode of
treatment, When published, due notice will be givOn. Re iuble Physicians wan'ed to established
offices wills my mode of treatment in the cities
through ant this and olherSiates.
Testimonia's of the success of my treatment oan
be seen at my cffica. Offloe hours f.oaa 9 to 12 M.,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH

RAILROAD.
_

ABBABQUMBNTB,
Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
psaggssp Passenger trains will leave tho Staation.foot 01 Canal stroet daily, (Sunday t>-«xo<n>ied) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2.30

P. M.
Learn Boston lor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.80
P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
6.00 P. M.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHAtE. Supt.
oc81 cdtf
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.

STEAMBOATS.
Now England Screw Steamship Go

«

nt

deal rs in Flour, Oram ami
flwaenn
ptmviffi’
M Commercial
Thomas

st,

Portland, Jan’y 24,18«,

Blook, PortlMd

SEMI-WEEKLY

AiP**ua (j. Rf

„

J^tdim

Fancy Types

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks

adelphia,

on

Business and Professional Cards,

We believe

we

can

The splendid and last Steamships

^

nolice, run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Port'and,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY at 4
P.M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock p. It.
These vessels are fitted up w th fine accommodations lor passengers, makh.g this the most speedy,
sale and comfortable route for travellers between

are requested to send
ns
as 8 P. M. on

early

their freight to the
the day that they

leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown’s wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 88 West Street,
New York.
Deo. 6, 1862.
dtf

and

United States Mails.

Londonderry and Liverpool.
Saturn Tickets granted at Beduoed Bates.
The steamship PERUVIAN, Capt.
will still from tils port lor
Liverpool on SATURDAY, tho 11th
February, immediately after the a>
rival of tli© tiain of the previous
day from Montreal

^^^^■LBallaniine,
LIT
ravage to Londonderry
Cabin

and

Liverpool—

(acoording to accommodations) 866 to 880.

Steerage,

Payable in Gold orits equivalent.
For freight or passage applv to
HUGH A ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. R. R. Passenger Depot,

succeeded by the
Toi.be
the
11 ,b February.
Portland, N ov. 21,1864.

Steamship

-,

and in Europe.

offer superior inducements to

Petroleum Stocks.

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,
WiU, nntil farther notice, run as
TggSlBgiSAid" follows:
Leave Atlantic WTiar*, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 o’olock P. M .and India Wharf Boston,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’oiock r. M.
Fare in Cabin...$3,00.
Freight taken u usual.
_

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any arannt exceeding *60 In value, and t .at per.
so ml, unless notice Is
given and pa d for at the rate
of one passenger for every *6 0 additional value.
Feb, 18,18g£
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

Steam to and T rom the Old

Country,

The ’""-known favorite Clyde-built
Ir°o stoamers of the Amchob Link of

Stwummips, ‘HTBURMIA,” “CALBEOSIA,”“BbITAK■IA
and "UmitboF inodom,” are mteaded to sail
fortnightly to and fr am New Yoik. currying nasssngera to and lroio Liverpool, Glasgow, Belfast
Dublin, Waterford, Cork, Limerick, Galway or
Londonderry These steamers were built specially
lor 'he Atlantlo trail., are divided into water and
air-tight 00 mpartm e n ts.
Bates of Passage.
From New York to eny ofihe above
plaoe: Cabins,
812» end8100; Btoomgo 845, payable in American
ourrcncy.
To New York from any of the above
places: Cabins, *66 and *60; atcrage, *26 layabfe in gold or
equivalent in American currency.
Thoso who wish to «ond ior their fri mds can
buy
tickets at these ratet Irr m the Agents
FRANCIS MACDONALD (t CO,
t
janQdtm
Bowlirg Green. New York.

NEW

PEIIFIJME~

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

p mii§m1s
.nlWTn.

Bill-Heads Ruled and Cut In the Neatest Manner.

as a

INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts of LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short noties.

Skbmu, Experts, and all kinds of Faaphiett,
Put up in snperior style.

Bronzed

and

piness

Labels,

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers
got np in the beststyleof the art.

Your love oi apt robation isso large that you wish
the good will and favorable opinion ot everybody;
you want all to give you a hearty aud generous re-

that

You haveetiong social feelings—art- capable of
loving as a friend, wile and mother: and if properly
Well Producing Only Ten Bar
A
mated, socially, would feel at home in the domestic
oirele.
rels per Day.
In oharaoter and disposition you are pre-eminently womanly. In your intellect and tendency to reaof
more
aud plans you are decidedly masculine—when
son
all
expenses,
Will yield an inoome, over
among into lec ual men. yon wish you were a man;
than
when your lite falls baok into thedoucsiio channel,
* ry u are contented as a woman; but have evorielta
desire for more Intellectual elbow room.
Per Anuum.

Single

$33,000

You hare

*6 to 75. and
several have reaohed over 1000 barrels, while ono,
(the Noble Well, on Oil Creek, Penn.,) has yielded
no

are

how

from

yielding

j

W eddino1

O ards,

LARGE
Hand-bills,

POSTERS,

Sliop-bllls, Progom-

Worth $80,000 at the Wells.
desiring inlormation

oan

rely

ble I

ro-

upon

In

THE DAILY PRESS
Printing Office has one of Roper* Improved Calorie
Engines for motive povtyer, and is furnished with
improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—
from the most celebrated makers. We have in conuse one of HOE’S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, capable of throwing off 2500 Sheets
an hoar; one of Adam’s Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter's Fast
Machine Job Presses', Haggles’ superior Card Pres;
Adams* and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed office.
The Daily Press Job Office is believed to be as well
tarnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortestpoesibletime
and in the neatest and ben manner.
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as

ex-

and

READ

Portland, Me.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PRINTER, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanics in
work.

Daily Press,

The largest daily paper east of Boston, and
having
a larger oironlation than all the other dailies in the
oity combined, is published at the Office in Fox
Block, 821-2 Exchange Street, ©very morning—
Sunday oxcepted, at #8,00 peg annum.

PEESS,

The largest paper in New England,
eight pages, it
published every Wednesday, containing ail the
news by mail and
telegraph, important reading
matter. Marine List, Market Reports,
Ac., of the
Daily Press, at the following prices, viz:—

Single

Invariably
In advance...*2.00
copy,

one

year,

N. A. FOSTER &
Portland June 1. 1864.

U.

8.

I3P* Beware of Counterfeits.
Ash

docl7d3m

Co., Proprietor*.
dtf

Marshal’s Notice.

States or America, >
District or Maine, bb.
j
te Monitions from the Hon. Ashnr
Ware, Judge of the United States District
Court, lor the Distriot of Maine, I hereby Ki,e
public notice that the following Libels and Informations have boon filed in said Court, viz:—
A Libel against Poor Barrels of
Molasbss;
seized by the Collector of t ie Distriot of
rortland
and halmouth, on the fif.eenth
day of Novembei
lastpast at Portland in said District.
A Libel against one 1'runk
containing five Carriage Harnesses, seized by the collector f ihe District oi Portland and ha mouth, on the twenty-ninth
day oi November met past, at Portland in said Dis-

for J*halon’fi— Take no other.
Sold by dni^slstfl generaUy.

boarde t

OF

Capital,

trict.
A Libel

against Thirty-two Hundred Cioahb
by the Collector oi the Dis, rice of Portland
and Falmontb, on th> thirty-first
day of Deeember
last past, at Portland in said District.
A Libel against Thebe Barrels or Molassb*
and One Demijohn or W. I. Rum, seized
by tbs
Collector ol the Di triot of Portland and Falmouth
on the fourth day of
January instant, at Portland
in said District.
A Libel against Eleven thousand seven hundred Cigars ; Two hundred twenty
founds or
Gunpowder; One hundred sixty-five founds
or sugar; F.ight barrels or Molasses one
Barrel of Sug f.: seized by the Collectoioi the
District of Portland and Falmontb, on the seventh
day of laruary instant, at Portland in said District
An Information against thirteen chests
of
tea. seized by the Collector of the Distriot of Ma
ohias. on the tenth day of Deoember last oast at
Machiis, io said District.
An Information aga nst Five eighth
Casks
Of Brandy ; One half barrel of Brandy
; Che
HALF B RRKL OF W'HK; THREE
BARRELS OF
8fikits, seized by the Collector of the Distriot of
1 ortland and h almoutli, at Portland in Baid
District
seized

the sevomh day of January instant.
An Information against Cne
Horse, one Pung
sleigh; one Kobe one 11orsb-blanke> ; one
Uabhkss; one Balter; Ten Bottles of Bean
dy, avd USB KEG .,F Sfirits. seized
hy the Collector of the District of Portland and
Falmouth, at
Portland in said .District, on the fourteenth
day of
Januarv i stant
A Libel against Two Barrels and Six Bags of
seized by the Coileotor of the D strict ot
Port, and and Falmouth, on the sixteenth
day of
Januarvinstant, at Portland, in said District
Which seizures wore fo- breaches of tho law* oi
the United States, as Is more
particularly sot forth
in said Libels and Informations; thata hearing and
irialwill bo had thereon,at Portland in said District
in the First Tuesday qf February next, where anr
oe'80n« interested therein, may appear s.nd show
muse, if any can bo shown, wheretoro the sam^
bould not be decreed forfeit and disposed of accorda
to law.
Dated at Portland this twenty-fourth day of January A. D., 1866.
F. A. QUINBY,
14djan24
U. 8. Deputy Marshal, Diit. of Maine.

...

$300,000

f

$10

>

w..ii16
Washington,
by addressing

Agent Ind. Relief Dept.,
u- 8 Christian
Com., Washington, D. C.
H C.

aovtdta

Cfta‘r"km ^

8

C.A.

Neuralgia.

Ten hundred and ninety-six (1096) Acres of the very best Oil Lands.
all contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
sevem hundred acres of which is in Feb Simple.

the NeuralI lost t wenty-seven pounds of flesh.

President,—Chafles

Treasurer,—Charlxs
Secretary,—Chahlbb

S. Whitbhous*.
Smith.
M Pbibcb.

Attorney,—Josiah Roitbh, Lsq.
Managing Agent,—V, A. Wilder.
Directors.
J. W, Parmenter,

C. S. Whitehouse,
Charles Smith,
James F. Bridge,

Johnson Eean,
Geo. E. Smith.

Books for Subscription

are

open at our office.

On-

public at the subly 3300 share* are eff red to
scription price of $;0 each, and we would advise
the
Stock to offer a
prompt ayplication, believing
good and secure investment FiveWvlls are now
on
erties
of
th
s
bored
the
Company, ard
being
proi

the interest* of the stockholders are in the hands of
Full information
able and competent managers.
will be given on application at our office, in penon
or by letter.

THE

Ifew England.

PETROLEUM CO.,
Whose lands

are

now

daily,

$40,000

yielding a net profit of $1450
or

more

Per

than

x

Month,

equal to ovet 8 per oent. per month on their capital;
yield Is steadily on the increase. Whoever
invests in this property will be richly rewarded
Those connected with it aro of the highest standing.

applied without effect My lac*
bandaged in order to find relief.

Number of Shares, $90,000

Subscription Price, $5,00.
Working Capital, $25,000,
President—E. C. BATES, Esq.
Treasurer—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq,

DIRECTORS,
Franklin Haven, Jr.,
William Lincoln,
D. M. Yeomans,
E. C. Bates.

R. W. Sears,*

F. E.
J. H.

Smith,
Clapp,

Snbserlption Books are still open at office for a
limited number ot shares, which ean be secured by
prompt application.
The Inducements to invest which are offered by the
properties fof this Company, and the well known
character of Its managers, Billy entitle It to the
confidence of the public.

poulticea

Years

Standing.

June 12th, 1864.

I, John A. Newcomb, of Quinoy, do certify that
I have been emirely deaf in my left eaf for twenty
years, and lor the oast six years my right ear has
oeen 80 deaf that I could not hear conversation or
publio speaking of any kind. 1 c uld not hear the
church bells ring, while I was sitting in the ohuroh.
I have also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that I was obliged to give no
singing m church, ior 1 had lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble in my head—ternble noises almost to
craziness. My head felt numb and stupid, and was
a source of constant trouble tome.
1 tried every remedy that oould be thought of.—
I went to aurist8; but as they waited to use instruments, I would have no hing to do with them.-,
About one month sinoe I obtained Mrs. Brown’s
Metaphysical Discovery, and used it according to
the directions on the bottle j. And the resub is, that
the 1 earing of both ears is perfectly restored, st
that I can bear as well as any man. The great trouble
in my head is entirely gone. My head feels perfectly easy and at rest. My throat, which wad so diseased, is entirely cured; and 1 have recovered my voice
again. I would not take one thousand dollars tot
the benefit I have received in the use of Mrs. M. G
Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery.

Catarrh—Scrofula.
I, Mrs William Ellery,

cf 76 Central Avonne,
Chelsea, do certify that I have bren a great suffer©:
fr-*m
Catarrh
an
Scrofula ot v e worst
all my life
kind. At the ag of two years, the disease began t*
assume a vioient form. All my life it ha) kept me
in bondage. I have had hundreds of ulcerated
throats; 1 would have seven in a winter. I had great
pain and dizziness in my head, with many other ai
meats. Last winter the ticroiula broke out under
my chin and run to tuch an extent, that 1 thought
my lilo would run out, as no doctor could oure me.
One told ma it would ta*’e three years to s^op ihe
running- 1 cann 11 11 ihe suffering endured in body
and mind. Most providentially 1 was advised to gc
and see Mrs. M. Or. Brown. I did so. Iu the beginning of May last, 1 obtained her Mttaphyiical LH»covery, and used it fai’h ully. The happy acd glorious leeults 8re, that I am delivered froina'lmv dige\ses. My Catarrh is gene, my dizziness and head
ache are gone. I ieel as free from Scrofula and itteffcd*e M any being in the vorld. In two weeks after I began *o use the Medicine the running sore an
der my chin had ceased; in lets cnan a iron h I found
myselt a cur.d woman. It is cow nearly six months
since, and 1 have hud no return ofdisea**. My throat,
whi h always troubled me with ulcerations, is entirely cured. Every exposure need to give me cold;
I feel stronger and
now l do not take cold at all.
better than at any period ot my life. I had wind
is
that
all
on my stomach;
gone. I can feel the Discovery searching through my system. Wy circulawas
it is good. I am getting
now
always bad;
tion
much heavier and stronger I am sixty-live year*
want
all
the
to
I
world
know oi my great deold.
liverance from Catarrh r.nd Scrofula, and also from
I
where
soon
to gc.
expected
tho gi'Hve
Mrs. WILLIAM EuLEitV, 75, Central Avenue.
I
can
bo seen.
Cholfea, where

THE

Boston and

Venango

Sound.

.A.dvio© I

of local, sadden,
In all
tacks of disease, a box of the
cases

^Petroleum

Company,

We offsr as "A No.l.” Although not producing
at present, the prr ispect at least equals that of the
Columbia Oil Coroipany, of Pittsburg, at the time ot
organization, whi sh hae paid on an original sntscripten of $2009 a
net.profit of $54,600 in two years, and
continues to pay in the same ratio.
Pull information w ill he furnished in regard to
the above and all otlw >r Companies in the
market,
upon application at o or office, personally or by letter.
P.

S—Parties remnfi tting funds to ns will
ase
send by
express, except when drafts ean beobtalned,
in which ease we will
be artho charges of forwarding. In this manner t! ey can obtain reliable receipts,.

metaphysical

or

unexpected at-

Discovery

and Safer than the Best
i.
Physician in
the Land. uyLst tho wise always ksop a Box in
their house*

Quicker

MRS- M. G. BROWN’S
CELEBBATED

Poor

Bichard’s

Eye

Water 1

Will make the weakest eyes strong,—removing all
inflamation and humor. Every one should use it, as
it proves the prevention of disease.

NO

DIPHTHERIA

oo nie where it is

Lombard & Gore’s

C,n
nsed; be wise, end educate yoo
children tolbatin' their eyes daily with “Boor Kiohord’sKye Water.”
Price per Bottte,
“

Petroleum, Stock
99

Exchange,

STATIC

ST.j

BOSTON.
T. C. LOM.-BARD.
I. A.

J. C. GORE, JR.

MEND,CM, Formorly >pf

tlte

Eagle Bsmk.
Saw 8m

t>y d'uggists.
Among all the popular medioines offered fof tale,

to have gaiutd favor like the White
Compound, 'this Mecioine was lir-.t made as
lately as tue spring of 1866, and then merely lor one
Individual, who ueg affected with an infl-mmatiou
of the throat. A cure was effected by it.
Ibis inno ouo seems

apply for the same romody, and
every one using it received n great benefit, lhe article, however, went without n name till November
it was called White Fine Compound.
During that mouth it was advertised lor the first
duced others to

tho sure forerunner of death
but the companion of a miserable life. It has well
been called the Nation’s scourge; for more persons,
both old and young, male and tamale, suffer from its
It
ravages, than from all other ailments combinod.
robs the whole system of its vigor and energy, gives
once
those
to
and
total
weariness
indisposition
strong and active; renders the stomach powerless to
digest the food, and has tor its attendants,

time.

Some timo in i860, an individual, who purchased
bottle lor a hard oough, was not only cured of the
ugh, but also or a severe kidney complaint, of ton
years endurance.
This being truly a discovery,
the fact was mentioned to a sxilllul physician, who
replied, in substance that, the bar* of white
pine was one of the beat diuretics known, provided
its
astnngenoy could bs counteracted. 11 the other
articles entering into the compound wou-d effect
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The lertune has
not yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures effected by tue compound, in tho in' st aggravated
C: 838 of Kidney diseases, including Diabetes, preve
it to be a wondei lul medicine for such ailments. A
largo number otphysicians now employ it, or recommend it tor such use.
But while the White Fine Compound is so useful in
Kidney inflamation, it Is also a wonderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. It ao qoLkly and sooth ngly
allays inflamation, that hoarsen* as and soreness are removed as if by magic. Numerous case* have beeu repott-

a
c

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,
its sabjeots a particle of nourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostration. To meet the terrible ravages of this worst of
all diseases, we have prepared

refusing

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CORE"
and

we

when

pledge our reputation upon

we

our

say It will

statement,

Positively Cure the Worst of Yoo,
not in a
you shall

in a month—nor in
year—not
its beneticial influence at
see

large.*1,00
email,.

Mrs. M. G. Brown’s

36

“Scalp Renovator

Well known for reserving the scalp, Increasing and
strengthening the hair.
Price per Bottle, *1.

tyTho above o slob rated Medioines are to be had
of H. H. Bay, oor. Middle and Free sts, and D ugbot17 1864 d W ftjf owly
gists generally.

a

week—hut

once

imme-

tho day you take it.
To you who havs
lived lor years upon tirabam Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise hearty—
first, because tho Doctor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay Bit down
to your dinner, eat os hearty a meal as you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress yon, follow it by a single toaspoonihl of

diately, and

DYSPEPSIA CORE
IT

WILL

Believe You Instantaneously.
thus enabling you, by hearty eating, and the use oi
the oure alter each meal, (as often :\s the food distresses you, or roars on yonr stomach,) yon wil! got
in a very few days so that yon ean do without the
medicine, except occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle is used up, we will guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
aa hearty a breakiaat ns you ever sit down to in y our

healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to yon the price
of the bottle, upon yonr shewing that our statement
is not correct.
Xhc laedloine is powerful but harmless, and whilst
a single teaspoonfui will at once relieve the dyBpep
tio sufferer, tb« whole Dottle would not materially
injure him, as it is entirely vegetable and contains
AU classes ot disease that havetlieu orino opiates.
gin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled in the same instantaneous way, by the nso of

OOFS DYSPEPSIA CURE I
Fever and Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness

tht

at

Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vimiting, a feeling of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and cannot exist where the cure is used.It removes the disease by removing the cause, not
like Alcoholic Bitters whioh cover up your bad feeli
lugs for a few moments by their exhilarating efibots.
Beware ofsuoh remedies or beverages, but in their
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human meohanism in perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physelogioal laws. That such will be tbe offoot of

COE’S DYSPEPSIA
immediately

and

instantaneously,

CURE,
we

pledge

oar

word as men of honor—our reputation as Pharmaceutists—our favorable aoquuiutauoe withjlhe people as
proprietors of the World-renowned "toe’s Cough
Balsam," if it is used according to onr directions,
whioh may be found with each bottle.
a
We add below some 1'estir.iouials from our neighto
whioh
and
wc
ask
.arefui
bors
townsmen,
your
attention.

TESTIMONIALS,
Pastor of the Methodist F. Church, Madison, Conn.
I have Hsod Coe’s Dyspepsia Core in my family,
and oan willingly testify to its value as a medicine.
Hbnbv Gidmahd, Pastor M. E. Church.
Madison, Conn., Jane 80th, 1864.
From the

Voice from home through our City Papers.
New Haven, Conn., June 18,1864.
Messrs. Editors —Allow me, throngh your colto
umns,
acknowledge my gratitude lor the benefit 1
have reeeived from the use of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure.
Although I was a great sufferer from Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce has
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without pain.
1 have now stopped using the medicine, ss I no
Pausiba Dymab.
longer need it.
A

Madison, Conn., June 80,1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe's DysCure in my family, 1 am prepared to sav that
I never intend to be without it and advise aA who
are afflicted with Dyspepsia to try it.
Philabdbb Lnwia.

pepsia

Mr. CoeThe bottle ol Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure you
me has backed up your statement concerning
t. I bavo only used ball a battle, and oan eat pine
else, without trouble.
apple shortcake or
It aots like a oharm. The relief it affords Is inatan
taneous.
Jams a. Lowest.

{lave

anything

New Haven, June 18,1884.

Im ortant to Travelers.
While Journeying on the ears, my stomach beoame badly deranged, oausing severe pain in
my
bead. Had it been on the water it would have
been called sea-siokness. A lady sitting by me,
knowing my oondition, reached out a bottie saying,
"take a awollow.” I did so. and in less tbau five
minutes my trouble w as ended. The medicine was
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and from the effect it bad
upon the Stomach, and what I have learned of it
since, 1 think it must be an excellent remedy foi
Sea-aiokness and Dyspepsia.
HKfi. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 30th, 1364.
New Haven, June 28th, 1864.
Messrs. C. G. Clark A Co.—Gentlemen:—1 desire
to make known the almost instantaneous effects ol
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Core,” incases of cholera morbnt.
I had been for twenty four hoars
purging at the
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. 1 went

drug store to procure some brandy, as J
had always been told that it was a good remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness at
once attracted toe attention oi the olerk in charge

into your

me

at

once

“what is the matter?”

I

“I have been fortwentry-four hours vomiting and purging, and 1 am unable to stand or walk,
from weakness and this deadly sickness at rav siom
aoh completely prostrates me. He produced a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Core, saying, “take a large
swallow of that; it isnow 11 o'clock; taken another
after dinner.”
From the moment I took that first dose of the
medicine my sicknese at stomach was gone— its effect
was instantaneous. In an hoar I eat my dinner with
as good a relish as ever hungry man partook, (as J
was well cleared out of food.) and followed
by a
tcaspoonfnl of cure. I have not eullbred a particle
of inconvenience sinoe 1 took the remedy
Its notion was so wonderful and so immediate,
that I could hardly believe the evidences of my own
senses, and I desire to publioly make known these
foots, that the whole world may avail themselves ol
its use. Like bread, it thoold find a place in every
one’s bouse, and I believe that no one should gc
away from home without a bottle of it in his pocket
or where it could be quickly made available.
GEO. L. DBAKE.
Truly yours,

replied:

■

One of the Twenty-five.
Now Haven, July lltk, 1834.
Mu. Co*—Sir:—Having been troubled with the
some eight or twelve months.
for
1 have
Dyspepsia
tak en the usual kindsof medicines, which have done
I
saw
advertisement
mediof
a
yonr
me no good.
cine to cure the Dyspepsia. I have tried it, and
be
tbb
medicine.
to
Tho
first
16
it
drops (the
found
7th of Juno,) that I took, relieved me in onarainnte
I have taken it three or four times, bat have had nc
distressing feeling in my stomach sinoe taking the
first 16 drops; although before, I could not eat a
meal, ant sometimes no more than three or four
monthfalls without distressing mo.
J. F. WOODBUFF.
Respectfully,

New Haven, June 11th, 1SG4
Mb. Cob-Dew Sir.—The bottle of Dyspepsia
Medicine I ri cel red from yon, gave instantaneous
relief. 1 only usod it when my food dlstreesed me.
It was about like taking two doses to-day. one tomorrow, then every other day, increasing the quantity ol food and decreasing the medicine.untll I was
enabled to oat without taking anything at all. My
oase was an extreme one, having suffered for sev6»
years

Inowoonsider myself cured,

and

No.

5

ROOMS,

Temple Street.

he can be coneoltod
privately, and with
utmost conLdonco by the afflicted, at all
from 8 a m. to 9 p. m
H. addresses those who are suffering tinder the
iffliction of private disease, whether aiising from
the terriblo vice ol soil-abuse.
mpure connection or
Devoting bis entire time to that paitieclar branch of
he leels warranted in Gu.auhe medical
iutekino a Cuba in all Cabbb, whether oi long

the
WHEBE
daily) »nd

profession,

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
Lhe dregs oi disease from
making a
perfect and PaRAIANKN I CURE.
He would oali the attention ol the afflicted to the
Pact of his long standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and sue*
sees.

by using

only one bottle of medidno in the spaoe of twe
months. The dose was a teaspoon!*!.
Eunn 8. Allis.

Bold by Druggists in eity and oonntry, everywhere.
Price 11.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mail, from either dealers or consumer*
promptly attended to..
C. G. CLARK & CO.

Whcletale Dmyglstt, New Bavin, Conn.,

Proprietors.
Bold in Portland by W. F. Phillips, H. H. Hay
and all othar dealers,
mareMaadlyM

CAUTION 10 THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out lor general use should
have their effioacy established by well tested experience in tho hands of a regularly educated physi-

cian, who£e preparatory stuuies fits him lor ali the
duties he musttiulfill; ye the count ry is flooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to be tho
beet in the world, whioh are not only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be partio
uLaa in selecting bis physioian, ai it iff a lamentable
yet inoontroveriuble Jact, that many
are made miserable with ruined constitutions
maltreatment from inexperienced phys cians m
general praotice; for it is a point gouerull) conceded
that the study and manby the best
agement of tnese complaints should engross tis
whole time of those wno would be competent and
successiul in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general piaotitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make him soli acquainted with
their pathology, oommonly pursues one system t
treatment, in mget cases making an indiscriminate
oso of that
antiquated and dangerous weapon, Mercury.

uyphilographers,

ing rebuke

BOW HAH Y THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPt EXPERIENCE.
Youe* men troubled with emission, in
sleep,,
complaint generally the tetult of a bad habitia
youth, treated scientifically, ana a porfbet cure war

ranted or no charge mado.
Hardly a day passes bus

we are coneulted by one
young man with the above disease, some of
whom aro as weak and emaciated a. though
they
had the consumption, and by thoir friends supposed
to have It. All such oases yield to tho proper aud
only correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoioe In pcnect health.

or mere

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
Thero are many men at tho age ol thirty who
troubled with too frequent evaouations from

in the most

flattering terms of

the White Pine

Dr Nichols of Northfield Vt. says:
"1 find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also in affections of the kidneys, debi.ity oi the stomach
and other kindred organs.”
Rev. J, K. Chase of Rumney, N. H.,writes:
<*
“I have for years regarded your W bite Pine Compound
as an Invaluable remedy.
1 can truly say I regard it as
1 have
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
just taken the Compound for a cold, and it works charm-

ingly.”

H. Sweetser of Seuth Reading, writes:
“Having long known something of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of yonr White Pine Compound,
to give the medicine atrial.
It has been used by members of my family, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
Hon. P.

excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Rev. H. D. Uoge of West Randolph, Vfc., who is a
physician, says:
“1 find ifc (fcne Compound) an excellenfc medicine in

kidney diseases.”

Says Mr. S. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at FortTiilinghast:

“The W hite Pine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered in a ciitical consumption by all
who knew him. 1 can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought It folly for him to make a trial
Of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had lbr nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”

COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major of the 13th Regt. M. V. (that Veteran
Regiment!) in a letter to S. Dean, Esq., of Stoneharu,
speaks in the higbeet praise of the White Pi-.e Compound, and expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowledge.
No effort has ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; and yet it has often been purchased bv friends of soldiers, tc send in packrges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded

afflicted

with that

troublesome

disease—the

a

well

man.

I would add, that my father’s family is inclined to consumption, my fkther, mother, and two sisters having died
of it.

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradfoed, N. U., July, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—I had been aflicted with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of ten years’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acqu&in'anccs expected I wou d get
But t%oo battles of your White Pine
my health again.
Compound nave cured me of both the cough and kidney
complaints.
1 would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she * at
up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just as
now as ever

she was.

FROM B. F. AIKEN.
Gorwtown, March 14,1860.
Db. Poland.—I wish to bear testimony to the value of
your white fine Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was tnflaiwition of the kidneys. In
addition toother disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound} and before I had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain had all left
me.
Though I have been afflicted with that comp'aiut a
long time, l have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent hea.th.
WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.
Important testimony frcm Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New Hampshire.
For sixteen years

or more 1 have suffered much at inwas called kidney complaints,
year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, aud of so
long continuanoe that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly live through
the spring. The same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March, 1859, being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, a3 the article was hi hly
A bottle
reccommended for inflamation of the kidneys.
of it was procured, and Immediately af er commencing its
use I began to amend
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the full was able to
attend to considerable business. I Lelieve Dr. Poland’*
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus for.
To say that I ever expect to have perfect health again,
is out of the question at my a„e, (64 ) But IhL I will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable When I have relinquished its use, the severe
pains havt returned, and all the disagreeable s>niptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced immediate relief.
During the eleven months, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, I have used not quite five bottles In
a word, let me say to all afflicted with similar
complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland's White Pine
Compound.
ASA GOODHUE.
The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
onr columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but is a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which be enjoyed while ;aboriig usefully maHis experience as a
ny years as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in his
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman and t, (fleetor
The Editor of the Manchester Batty and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

tervals, from what at first
but

I

EEeciic medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR HUGH£S
invite? all Ladle? who
particularly
need a medical
to call
his

at
adviser,
rooms, No. 6
which they will dnd arranged tor
their especial accommodation.
Dr. flu'« fclleotio Renovating Medicines are unrivaled ia efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating ail
female irregularities. Their aotton is specific and
certain otproducing reliet in a short time.
DADIUS will find it invaluable in all case* ot obstructions after all other remedies hare t een tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may bo takea
with perfect safety at all times.
Scut to any part of the country with full directions
DU. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. S Temple Street, ooraor of Middle, Portland.

Temple street,

N. B.—Ladles desiring ma7 consult one of their
A ludy of experience Inconstant attend*
ance.
Jaul I866dkw.y
own sex.

Good Hewa for the Unfortunate.

m LOITO SOUGHT

a

Compound:

“The White Pine Compound is adve-tised at much
length in our columns, und we are happy to learn that
the demand for i is inertas rg beyond all previous ex
| pi nations It is the very best medicine for coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that has ouoe used
it will ever be without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest inventions come by aceidcnt, and it is singular that the White Pine Compound in de for Colds and
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kid-

But so it is. We cannot doubt
ney difficulties known
it, so many testimonials come to n« from well-known
men.
the
character
of Dr Po and is such, that
Besides,
we know that he will not countenance what is
wrong
For years a Baptist clergyman,
studying medicine to find
remed es for his ailments, with a delicate consumptive
one
with
foot
look, standing
upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and emPed out from
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and ne er kuew a
more conscientious,
honest, upngbt man, aud are g ad to
ftgte that we believe whatever he says about his White
Pine Compound.’'

The White Pine

Compound,

GEORGE W SWETT, M.D., Proprietor.
W i lll>v manufactured in future at the
ENGLAND BOTANIC DEPOT,

Cherokee

Boston

CHEROKEE

DB

SWETT will attend to th. business department,
to whom all orders ehould be addressed.

Sold by wholesale and retail dealers In medicine
elsewhere.
U. U. HAT, WHOLESALE AGENT FOB POBTLAND.

eodSm—wltune.

INJECTION.

COMPOUND FROM ROOTS, BARKS AND LRATX8.

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great Indian Diuetie
diseases of the Urinary Orgars, such us Iuoontiuence of the Urine, InttamMion of the Kidney*
Stoneiutlio Bladder, Stricture, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in theso
oases of Fluor Albus, (or Whit es in Females.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated form, the
dose only being from one to two tedspcontul* three
times per day.
It Is diuretic aud alterative in Its action; pari ying

cures all

and

oleinsiug tue blood, causing it to flow in oil it*
original purity and v.gor; thus removing from the

system all pernicious causes uhich have induccddisMS,

CHEROKEE INJECTION is intonded a-* an ally
assistant to the CHeROKKB REMEDY, and
should be used in oonjunction with that medicine in
all cases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Aibut or fVhAtee
Itsefifec.sate healing, soothing and domuJcent; removing all scalding, heat, ohordee and p*in, instead
of the burning and almost n need arable t ain that
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack tyeo*
lions.
or

By the use of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJECTION— tho two medicine u
the

time —all

impropor discharge < are removed
organa are speedily restored to
fall vigor and strength.
For fall particulars get a pamphlet from any drag
store In the oouutry, or write as and we will mail
freo to any address, a lull treatise.
Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, S2 per bottle, or
same

and the weakened

three bottles fbr

<S.

Prior, CHEROKEE INJECTION, 99
three

per

bottle,or

bottlee for 96.

Sent by Express to any address

on

receipt

of tbs

price.
Bold by druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. MERWIN 1 U.„
001,11

PROPRIETORS.

No. 69 Liberty St., New York.

Cherokee

Cure!

TIB ORBAt

INDIAN
COMPOUND

PBOM

MEDICINE.

ROOTS, BASK AND L1AVRS.

An

an:ailing eure for Spermatorrhea, Semina,
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, aud all dise—es
eaused by self polution; suok as Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains In tho Back, DimLess of
Viaion, Premature old age, Weak Nerves, DISeii ty
of Breathing, Trembling,
Wakeftrinees, Eruptions
on the bace, Palo
Countenance, Insanity,Conanmp.
tion, and all the dlrelhl complaints caused by do*
parting from the path oi natn o.
This mediolne is a simple
vegetable extract, and
one on which wo can
rely, as it has been nta, in our
pr&otioe for many years,and. with thousands treated.
It has not failed in & single Ins anie. It* curative
powers hive been sufficient to gala victo y ever tho
most stubbon case.
To tho.o who have trill J with the'r constitution
they think themselves beyond the retch of
medio il aid, we would say. Detpair not! the CHER.
OKEE CUBE will restore you to health and rigor,
aud after all quack doctors h.ve failed.
until

For frill particulars get a circular from any Drug
store in the country, or write tho Proprietors, who
will mall free to any ono desiring the same a full
treatise In pamphlet form.

Frioe,93per bottle, or throe bottles for 96, and
forwarded by express to all parts of tho world.
Bold by all respectable druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. MERWIN X CO
SOLB

fob8 eod&wly

Ondfr the supercislon of

REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D.

Remedy,

-and-

NEW

No. IOO Hanover Street,

VOK

DISCOVERED AT I AST,

K.cney

Complaint. For the three years past I have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raisiBgblood; I felt that my time here must be short unless I soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
your White Pine Compound, though my Ihith in it was
small. But to my astonishment, before I had taken two
bottles, my oough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and 1 could rest nights without choking up andjraiaing so
much. 1 have taken nearly three botties, and aui feeling
like

Person, who cannot personally eon.ult the Dr.,
do aoby writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, and tho *,ppropiiate remedies will
bo forwarded immediately
All oorroepondouee sulotly confidential and will
be returned If deaired.
DK. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No; 8. Temple St., [oomer of Middle] Portland.
Bond Stamp lor circular,
c i. j
can

by express,

FROM JAMES J. HOYT.
Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—In the fit.1 of 1867, I took a very violent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raisiag blood. I was also very badly

ar.

the
bladder, olteii accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in.
manner the patient oanno: account for. tin exumn>
ing urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often, be
found, and sometimes small particle, of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
mikishhuo, again changing to a dark and turbid
appoaranoe. There are many men who die otthis
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
3BC0ND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
tull and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.

already been received from Physiciaus, Clergymen,
Apothecaries, and, indeed, from oil classes in society,

Compound.

oi

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitudo and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Cuiticn, are
I he Barometer to tho whole
system.
De Not wait or tho consummation that Insure to fbl*
low. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcer., for
Disabled Limbs, tor Doss of beauty
aud Complexion.

TESTIMONIALS.

speaking

HAVE COM?IDhNCE.
areessef any kind
vouth, or the sting
misplaced ooufidonoe in maturer years

All who have committed an
whether it be the solitary vice of

large number of important testimonials have

▲ very

t<yphilitio

patients
by

ed to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected in
twenty-four hours.
‘lhere is a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
even the leaves, or ‘‘needles,” of White Pine contain
eminent medicinal qualities The Indians employed the
b»rk of White Pine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here lie given.
James Cartier, a bod French mariner, as early as 1634,
sailed along the northeru coast of North America, and
was the first among discoverers to enter the Hirer 8t.
Lawrence. On his retnra down the river, he fouud his
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call the
scurvey. Its ravages were fatal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury the dead Some of the Indians
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered. He
therefore earnestly
about their mode of treatout to him a tree, the bark and
ment, atd
leaves of which they used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratitlcation of seeing all of bis crew who were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Fine.
A wash of the bark, steeped in water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing inflamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the viriues of White Pine Bark are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is one grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Fine Com]»ound. It has been an
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantities of the White P.-ne Compound have been sold
It speaks well for the
and used with the happiest effects
Medicine, that the people living where It Is prepared
are high in its praise.

well

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been tor the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my case, will
reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it is very
seldom I now have to use the medicine. It relieved
me in on instant when I was in great pain.
My
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
Ana K, Baqqott.
New Haven, June 28,1864.

and ho asked

PRIVATE MEDICAL

enquired
they pointed

COE’S

AND

FOUND AT HI!
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Pine

Prepared by the Proprietors of" Cods Cough
Balsam."

and

Since

Remarkable Cure of Deafness of Twenty

—

Capital Stock, $450,000.

was

gia attack d me
In tnis state a friend of mine recommended me to
try Mrs. M. G Brown's Metaphysical discovery, as
it had cured a friend of his of very bad e.ea, which
had baffled the skill oi the most eminent physicians.
Consequently 1 went to Mrs. M. G. Brown's office
and obtained her metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the 10th inst. 1 applied it at four o'clock in
the alternoo*. The result was that Neuralgia subsided— aimoet immediately I felt relief. I slept well
without any poultices, as before, aud at the time oi
giving this certificate he 21st inst., I consider myself aelivered of my diseose, and lecommend the
Metaphysical Discovery to all who are suffering.

and this

■* °r ■**«*

ind. Relief Dept.,
Christian Com.,
City Point, To.

Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Me aphysical Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. After doing so. I must acknowledge my gratitude to
God for inclining me to t*. is great remedy for that
dreadful disease—Catanh. 1 believe my daughter
never would have been cured had 1 not found this
medicine. It muBt have been sent of God lo the
that take
people to rid them of the horrible diseases
aolaofthem. My daughter's Catarrh is entirely
has
smell
her
sense
o!
returned, the pasbroken up,
sage to her hesd is clear. I cheerfiilly recommend
who suffer from
to
all
the Me 'aphysical Discovery

Certificate of Mrs. J. P. Litoh, of Charlestown.—
v
March 16,1864.
This is to cartify that nine months ago 1 was attacked with bteuralgia in tin most violent form.—
{Several physicians were applied to, who did alitoey
could to relieve me but to no purpo. e. Every patent medicine and remedy that coul be found were

This Company
organized under the General
Laws of Massachusetts. The progerty consists of—

Houghton, Agent,

Boarding.

ROOMS, furnished or unfnrttisbed
board, at 77 Free street.
Transient
accommodated.
frb2dlw*

Standing.

Years'

Seeing

Catarrh.

is

may obtain information in regard to
BDPPosed to be in Hospitals at or near

poffi ▼gSgagsaLfy*

Bave

I, Mb. William Doskelly, comer of Dexter
streets, South Bo ton, do certify that my
been sufferirg frun Catarrh tor the
ten
years. She lost the sens of fcmeli, and had
padt
no passage hrough her nostrils during tnafc time.—
Every remedy was resorted to, without receiving

$33,000 reserved for Working Capital.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

A N,Y-

to

daughter has

CO.,

Par Value of Shares

PURSUANT

U.S.

SUITS
with

OIL

PETROLEUM

United

one

Met-physical Discovery

the following remarkable certificates.

any relief.

promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
the City, County or State.
All orders to* Job Printing must bo directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, Wo. 82}
Exchange street,

THE MAINE STATE

m

of Catarrh of Ten

Cure

Wo would call special attention to the following
oompanies now being organized In this city, viz:

In

The Portland

th-ough

to unborn generations.
T here are many wuo do not believe in Phrenology
beoause they arc not abstruse thinkers. Fhr nology
is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable laws.

Petroleum and Coal Stocks will be sold at the Brokers’ Boatds of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates of commission.

stant

department of Us

principles

and D

And plain printing of every description.
Also,
Buis and Vigors work, executed neatly, and on
terras that cannot foil to satisfy.

this

of tacts and

ihousandsofvaluableli .ee from an untimely grave,
ant) preventdi ease from being left aa an inheritance

unbiassed aoconnt of tba standing and
oelrlng
mark et.
prospeots of the various oompanies on the
an

Keceipts and Certificates will bo forwarded
change for available funds, without obarge;

good memory

but the strength oi your intellect lies in the reasoning department; and tour reasoning power comes
from Casuaiity, Ideality. Coestrsctiveness, Metaphysioal power, Imitation and Mirthfulness.

In giving the above extracts from my Phrei ologieal Chart, I do so having a two lold objeot in view.
First, Because I donotwi-h to be olassed with
on the
Quacks or Humbugs, who have expormented
suilering mass' s till the blood of those slain by
and
the
down
Mediolue
throat,
Quackery, pouring
Instruments, would float all the navies in the wo*ld
world
in
before
the
to
I
wish
my
appear
Secondly,
true oolors, 'or il rightly understood, I may be ena-

less than

Persons

a

!

THERE

n e a h e «

OAK

lours
Dr.

have been many severe oases in Boston
and vicinity cured by the White Fine Comoound, which can be refeirtd to, and hundreds of
jases of Kidney compla nts, cured entirely by taking
ihe White Pine Compound, having been reported

OF THN

You cannot bear a frown; a smile is sunshine to
your soul, wnile a frown is, to you, a blight, s storm
and a sorrow.

3000 B"bls- Fer !Da,y
Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Dam•
ess, etc., etc., of every variety a ltd cost,
furnished at short aotloe.

AND ALL

option.

The oost of obtaining this Oil .is eo comparatively

Many wells

Colored

or sucoeeB as you
to Providence.

you trust

Silver Mines of Mexico & So. America.

Cures
Gravel,
And all Kidney ttiaeaaes

Indigestion!

some

Y'ou promise yourself only bo rnuob hapreally work out; tor the rest

unknown.

eepting the

Railroad, and other Corporation Work, dens
with promptness and fidelity.

as

faint hint into
You are fond ol
its legi
logical
the beauti ul and the new, aud are inclined to make
combinations of wo ds, ideas and things, and not
easily puzzled witu complications. You have a faculty for unravelling causes. Your Spirituality is
large, which elevates your mind in to the unseen and

class, offer greater inducements to penons of either large or small means,
than any the world has ever known, not even ex.
Such investments,

on

A moat Erquhitt, Delicate anil Fra.
groat 3*erf*nte, Distilled from the
Rare and Beantiful Flower from
which it tnkca its name.
Manufactured only by I* If A I, ON A SON.

strong constitution, large brain,and

X>rproblem,
loilowingout
imate acd
results.

on

THE 8TEAMERS

Wells, September 1, 186S.

or

and

Dyspepsia is not only

philosophical

|Of every variety, style and oost,

dtl

Portland and Boston Line.

a

A

Popular Remedy

Colds, Congh9, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Croup, and Whooping

folowing.whea

CHART,

You rehshwit, audreadily perceivothsridionlons;
and it you cannot ourry the argument by direct logio you use the “Reductto ad Absurdum,” and show
the uusou-dnessoi the opposite proposition by disclosing in weakness.
You pro capable o 'making great discoverirs; you
You could not folhave the power of inventiou.
low in the footsteps oi others, although with your
atton
are
o*
imi
auapting yoursell
you
capable
large
to the forms and usages ot society. You ace not inclined to adopt o her peoples’ thoughts.
You have large Ideality and Constructiveness,
Which g ves imagination and originality ; you are
better satisfied than when poring over some

all persona wishing to invest in

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

BROWN’S

of its merits or demer.t. accordingly.
You appreciate Philosophy, and such persons
turn of mind.
have a

York, Phil-

in New

Commission,

LINE.

^SEaMLCHESAPEAKE, Capt Willard,and
FRANCONIA, Capt.Sukuwood^ will
fnrther

Me**’

Robust Brxdlxv
Datw W. cootrein

Buy

BOSTON

SKINNER’S t-ULMONAl.ES
re’ieve Coughs,
Colds, Hoarseness Lossot voice
Brouohitis, Lassitude, Thirst,
J and every symptom o the first
-slag set Pulmonary Ccnsumppt oil. They are white, in form
k ot a wa'er slid as snitable for
the infant in the cradle as a patient ot throe ecoro years nd
ten. Orator-xnd all who overt*x the vocal
organs receive
instant relief by their use. Sold by afi Druggists.
M.
K
by
Bkinber, Cheraisr, 27 Trebioct
Prepared
•treet, -oslon. H. H HAT, cor Free and Middle
streets, suppoylngagents.
sep27 eodfcenwBm

Notice.

coUcotion of

CJ.

vitality enough to sustain it. You are organized for
health, and long life, having descended irom a substantial, healthy, vigorous and long lived stock; in
many respects you have the organization of your
lather, your intellect espec ally. There is not more
than one person in ten thousand of either sex so
strongly tncl ne to reason logically. You are willing to stand by logical taels aud to follow out the
plan or purpose to its legi’imateoonclusion, judging

mes, Circulars,

immediately

Copartnership

our

WriTTBB

bug.iebliTSlf
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You have

STREETj

STATE

Boston,

small

leave Portland, Grand Trunk
tsAw^^Sne-srStation. for Lewiston and Auburn, at
7.40 n hi. and 1.25 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
Uxtuunihg-Leave Lewiston at 6.20 A.M., and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A.M. Loave Bangor at
7.80] A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both these trains oonneot at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at S A. M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1 F. M.
Stages oonneot with trains at principal stations,
daily Tor most of the towns North and East of this
line.
0. M. MORSE, Supt.
Watervflle, Nevember, 1888.
deol4
Trains

Reliably Medical referonoes freely furnished to
those who may wish It, as I am no traveling hum-

heretofore existing under the
THE pwtuerhtp
SJ* ?«raa of Brad’oy, Moulton & Rogers,
S7*£or
r^"’ *f M,‘

And

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

and from 2 to 6 P. M.

IMssolu-tion.

99

MACHINERY,

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS,)
Of every description exeented in the best style.

viz

Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Palpitation,
Paralysis, Epilepsy, Catarrh, Eiuptions, Asthma,
Brosehitis, Sera ula. Liver Complaints, Nervousness from whatever cause. Difficult Breathing, Salt
B'itnm, Ery.ipelas, Mercurial Diseases, KidneyCom.
plaints, Syphil s, Female Weakness of all kinds, Involuntary S.-minal Emissions, or Weakness of tte
Genital Orgaes, and in fact ell diseases
requiring a

MODERN

ther

The Company aro not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal. unless notioe is given, and paid for at the rate
of ono passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGEs, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov.7, 1804.
nov7

UK.

PHRENOLOGICAL

proved

notice, as follows:
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for MonUeal and the West, at 1.25 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave Booth Paris at 5.45 A. M., and Island Fond
at 6.50 A.M.

eoj

PASSENGERS BOOKED

more

EXCHANGE!

Will bear favorable comparison with any establishment in the oity.

W. Karny, H. D. & Practical Chemist.

stitious aud absurd.

S18
MRS.

Our Establishment is furnished with all the up-

Dyspepsia

S.T0MACH AND BOWELS

Pemberton Square, Boston.
410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
46 Bond street. New York.
EXTRACTS FROM

PETROLEUM AID (DAI STDtl

The Qreat

Cough.

!

discovery!!

DK. J. B. HUGflLS

MITE PIKE CQ1P0II1,

The World’s Great Remedy

D i

PRICE $5.00.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Carrying the Canadian

Af er several yean of close study and experiment,
I have perfected my Canuoit lna+iATiose,
which hare already oommereed, and are sure to revolntionixe the old systems of practice. The celebrated Physicians, George Capron, M. D. and David
S. 8 ack, M. D., foretold to the word in 1856 what
I hare now accomplished. Hear wbat they then
■aid in regard to that latal and prevalent disease,
Conuumos: "The belief that people never can
recover, from a consumption we consider to be super-

Metaphysical

By Fowlee

Book and

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,

—

Boston,

MEDICAL.

POLAND’S

DM.

For

Mrs. M. G. BROWM’S

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

—

DAN. CARPENTER, Snpt.
dti

janlldlm

World I

Exchange St.,

Every description of

Thursday and Saturdays.

steamerB

For the growth and luxuriance of the hair.
Beware oflmltations—observe the name and sig-

821-2

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

Sie,

Shippers

,

Block,

j

LOMBARD & GORE,

UfcCtionN.
Diifioulliet, Diseat eel Eves, Loss
fthe Hair, Dyspepsia, Enlargement of the Liver,
)iseas h of the Kidneys,.Constipation,Gravel,Piles,
•aralysis, with all and every d sease which infests
he human body, cured effectually by

NATION!

THIS

[«n nmm cube

Discharges from the Ear, Catarrh,
Ketiralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma.
Sorofuia, Consumption, Bronchial
Throat

>

8tages oonneot at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Seb&go,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Ftyeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jscksou, Limington, Cornish,

treal, Qnebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastportand

FROM-

Noises in the Mead,

PORTLAND, NIB.

an<i Eftef November 1st, 1864,
will leave as follows, until fur-

0n

New York and Maine.
Passage 88.00, including
*
Fare and State Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this lino, to and from Mon-

—rsu Tam—

Fox

Attention is respevtfolly invited to our unrivalled
,'aoilities for executing in

WINTER ARRAN QEMRN T.

.w

SCRIP,

Proprietors,

DEAFNESS,

1

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.
I«h

PETROLEUM!

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

CAFE ELIZABETH

TOWN

pressT

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,
N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

aU/ eight*Train

PORTLAND,

STOVES!

daily

MEiJtOAL.

PETROLEUM.

CALORIC POWER

■

Portland, Oct

fuze—but which proved after all to contain
mere onions or onion seed—has undoubtedly
been re-enacted in more than one form since
his day; since It Is so very easy to “make believe,” and pass olT an empty revolver for a
loaded one, as was done by an excellent and
pious friend of mine, Captain C-, in the

"the

in RuToKowhtgan, at

Kobe Fbiohtenkd than Hubt.—The
old story which attributed to General Putnam
extraordinary coolness—in the opinion at least
Of the British officers—because he sat at his
ease on a barrel of gunpowder with a smoking

paroled him.”

MISCELLANEOUS.

PROPRIETORS,
No. 69 Liberty St., New York.

ate

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS,
161

Middle at.,
PORTLAND.

BOVMtX

